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The Philippine National Historical Society has the genuine
pleasure of presenting this boo,k containing a good number of
letters of Jose Rizal to his family. Most of these have not
been published before, and in spite of its financial difficulties,
the Society has endeavored to put them out in this modest
volume as its contribution to the coming first centenary of the
National Hero.
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We feel a very deep sense of gratitude to Mr. Eugenio
Lopez, to whom the original of most of these letters belong for
the lofty civic spirit with which he readily granted to the PNHS
the rare privilege of publishing them.
For the same reason, thanks are also due the owners of the
other letters-Mr. Federico Calero, Dr. Leoncio Lopez Rizal,
Dr. Baldomero Roxas and Mr. Friedrich C. Umbreit.
The very much appreciated generosity of the above-mentioned gentlemen has made it possible for us lo know more about
the Hero, whose greatness, we feel, is something beyond the
comprehension of ordinary mortals. We realize that it will take~
many decades of joint, sustained effort to paint a more-or -less
comprehensive picture of his many-faceted genius. But every
little effort in that direction , every little addition to the extant.
literature on the man and his unusual life, will be like a touch
of a brush, contributing some shades of light or shadow to the
canvas in the making.

It is said that Leonardo da Vinci took a very long time
to finish his masterpiece, The Last Supper, and that there were
days when he would not add anything at all, or when he would
put but a touch or two of his brush on this or that figure. The
central figure, that of the Lord, took the longest to finish.
Eventually, however, the masterpiece was completed.
l'illNTED JN THE PlllLll'PINE S

If this modest effort of the Philippine National Historical
Society can accomplish nothing more than add a touch or two
of 1.he brush to the faithful portrayal of the life ancl charnct.cr
of ,Jose Rizal, as Jong as it will contribute to the eventual completion of the picture of the Hero which the Filipino people is
endeavoring to produce, the Society will consider its effort richly
rewarded.
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\\'1· 11111· ;111 ;1pol11;·..\ 111 1lw 111:111.\· frl<'11d:: 111111 11:11·1· , 'i""'l".J
1111 ; l11111k lo ('111111' Olli. S IJlllll'I'. l11JI dillil'IJll i1·:: 11f I 1:111::«1qd 11111,
1·1111;:1·sl ion of jobs in lltl' Hun ·; m ol l'ri11li11;: \\'lwn· llw 1·111:1 :11·
i11g work was dorw, :rnd llH· f;ll'I. lh:ll. llw <'dil.or ;111d 111:: ;i:::;i:;I
:ml:-: hav1 : had Lo work on this prnj1:d only :1fl1·r I lw1r 111111"'
l10urs, and on Sundays and holidays, explain I hi:; d1·l:iy.
11. is I nily

f;1hor of love which could 1101. ;1fford I 11 1...
rnc: lwd :11. lhc risk of committing avoidable <'rr11r:; a11d L1ili11 1: 111
pn·;;t• nl. a faithful picture of the great man who wrnl 1· I Iii ·::.· 1.. 1
l!'rs. Nevertheless, it has come two years hdon· llw f{i,.: d < '1·11
{cnary Yccir, so there is enough time for t.lrns1· p1·r:;1111:: i1il1·111l111 ,".
lo write something in honor of Jose Rizal lo 111:1k" 11::i· iii ii .
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We wish to acknowledge the valuable lcehni1·;tl :1dvi«« 11·11
dcrcd by Director Luis Montilla of the Jose Rizal N:tl io11:d I '1·11
tennial Commission and member of the Board of I>i11·1·io1· : 111
t:he PNHS, in the publication of this work; the s1 ·rvil'I':; ol I 'rn
fessor Jose P. Apostol, chief of the Publications lJnil. 1\111« ·:1 11
of Public Libraries and a member of the Board of Edilor:; of 1lw
PNHS Journal of History, who did the major part of llH' I ra11::
Iation; those of Mr. Manuel Bernabe who very kindly s1·rv1·d ;1::
a consultant; those of Professor Gregorio C. Borlaza of I.ii<· l'liil
ippine Normal College and member of the Board of Editors 111
the Journal for his valuable help extended to Profesi.;or J\pm:I ol
in solving some diffi cult problems in the process of transla 1.ion,
and for his help in going over the proofs; those of Mr. Frnn('isrn
Zaragoza, chief of the Division of Archives of the Bun•au of
Records Management, who gave his assista nce in dcciplwring
words on the facsimile; and those of Mr. Pedro B. Ayuda. a
member of the Board of Directors of the PNHS, for his valunld1·
help in other ways.

President
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The National Library was to publish these letters of Joiic
H.izal as volume six of the Epistolario Rizalino which it star ted
in 1930; it had already the permission of their owners, but in
June 1956 an order was given to the Publications Section of the
Office to stop all activities concerning the writings of Rizal, for
the publication of his writings was to be the task of the Jose
Rizal National Centennial Commission, which had just then received its two-million peso appropriation. I was then already
retired as director of the Library and relieved also as the Secretary General of the Jose Rizal National Centennial Commission.
The PNHS, however, felt that their publication should be
undertaken long before the first centenary of Rizal, which will
not come until 1961, so as to afford ample time to those who
want to write the biography of the National Hero the use of
these additional materials. So it proceeded to secure the permission of their owners, Don Eugenio Lopez, who owns most of
these letters, Mr. Federico Calero, Dr. Leoncio Lopez Rizal, Mr.
Friedrich C. Umbreit and Dr. Baldomero Roxas-who readily
saw the good intentions of the Society.
The letters to his family, most of which have
unpublished, as well as those to others which arc in
constitute valuable additions to the materials that
knowledge about the man, his personal habits,
thoughts.

been hitherto
the appendix,
give us more
his intimate

After reading them, I have come to the conclusion that Rizal
in both his public and his private life, stands as a towering exampl e of greatness of character as well as of public conscience. He
was an indefatigable worker: he devoted his whole life-he did
not waste a moment-to improve himself, not for his own sake,
howr.ver, hut for the exalt.at.ion of his countrymen.

lf we arc to look for a th eme in th e series of famil y Jdtcrs
it is the solicitous concern, hi s love for his family, that stands
paramount; but the wonder of wonders is that not for once had
iv
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lw ;illowed I.hat. filial love Lo oh:-;nrn· a11d ddc·;il Iii:. c·\c·1 c·c111:.111111111'.
pa:-;.c;ion for the dignify and wdl':1rc• of Iii:: 1wopl1·.

1 wish to congratulaLc the PNllS for 1111dc·1L1Li111: 1111: 11"11.,
which is certainly a contribution to llw 11:d.io11;il dlc.rl 111 11.,11"1
ing Jose Rizal on the occasion of hi:-; l'orning <'1•11lc·11:11v \'1•:11.

EDITOR'S NOTES
The letters of Jose Rizal contained in this volume form part
of the Filipiniana collections of five civic-minded gentlemen: Mr.
Eugenio Lopez, a native son df Iloilo, publisher of the Manila
Chronicle and head of the Chronicle Broadcasting Network; Mr.
Federico Calero, prominent realtor and son of a companion of
Rizal in Madrid; Mr. Friedrich C. Umbreit, an admirer of Rizal,
formerly connected with the Botica'. Boie, the successor of Botica
Schadenberg, which used to if ill the orders and prescriptions of
Rizal; his friend Dr. Baldomero Roxas who secured a dupli.cate
of his lost diploma from the Universidad Central de Madrid;
and Dr. Leoncio Lopez Rizal, a nephew oif the Her:o.
In 1953 these letters, except those to Dr. Roxas, some letters
to Rizal, some books, one pair of field glasses, optical apparatus,
other personal papers and articles of Rizal, and a few things connected with the Rizal family, were offered to the Bureau of Public Libraries by a certain company for the sum of half a million
pesos. The Library, not having been provided at any time with
so much money in its regular appropriation ~or the purchase of
Library materials, naturally felt helpless in the face of that
tremendous price. Of course, it was thought tl~at the price was
beyond every shade of reason, notwithstanding the fact that
the letters and other things of our National Hero are really
priceless; so no official action was taken on the offer. Afterwards, a certain person, known to be not la blood relation of the
Hero, offered the right to photostat them, saying: "I shall feel
greatly relieved as alien elements are hounding me for their acquisition, and I shall be forced to sell it to them if your department will still ignore me". The price of 'P25,000.00 for the right
was still beyond the reach of the Library.
The matter wias forgotten, but toward the end of 1955 an
invitation was received by Mr. Luis Montilla, then the Director
of the Library, from Mr. Eugenio Lopez who wanted his opinion
on certain letters. Director Montilla took me along with him,
and we found there Mr. Alfonso T. Ongpin, a well-known Rizalist and collector of things pertaining to Rizal and Juan Luna.
To our surprise, we were shown the origin1al of so many letters
and many other things pertaining to Rizal and his family, and
we were asked to cxwnine each item, and express our opinion as
to their genuineness. We were immensely glad lo perform the
task that Mr. Lopez requested of us.
A few days later, we learned thbt Don Eugenio bought the
coll.ection; we felt immensely relieved that these precwus

Manila, May 1, 1959
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ll1 .11/11111u /I'll inf;o the right hands; and so th<'y ll '<T<' lo n•11111i11.
11 11·us 1111furl 1111111<',
ltou ·cur r, that the e ntire collection was not offered <'U rlier I 11 /\1 r.
f,npcz, for th ere are eleven letters that we bPli.eiw lo lw f)(trl
I hereof, which were sold previously to two other persons. 11 /·;
1111.fortunate also that twenty-tw o of these letters ar<' 011/y '/mt~
m enls.
The translatio n of these letters is more literol t/1un /ri·r·
d<' spite the greater difficulty of this method. For 1·xc111111!1 · . in It/.· ;
feller of December 25, 1886, he says "la Spree o s<'n d r/11 s1· 1·111
pieza a helar". It is herein transOated "the S pr<'<', !1111 I /:; 11,,.
river begins ... " instead of the more direct phrase "t/11· 811n·1·
River begins". The reason for this choice is to c1111s1·n•1· 1111'
familiar , conversat ional tone, the intimacy and t hi· 11 •1tr111 !11 11/
these letters-to his family-le tters which certainly Hizol 111//~'11
not have published himself; and if he had to at all, it is 11ru/)([/i/.that he should have drasticall y revised them .i n conle11/ , slvi1'.
etc., etc. In fact he wrote to M ar/Ja Rizal on December :IO, I HH:'.:
"Lahat sana ng aquing sulat na castila na may simulang: Mi ~>
queridos padres y hermanos , ay inyong itago, dahil sa siy:1 ('()Ilg
pinagsusu latan ng lahat na nangyaya ri. Cung aco'i mauui a.v
aquing pagtitipun in at paglilinaw in." (Please k ee p all my kt ll"rs
which begin with: Mis querido.;; padres y hermanos , beciausr• in
them I write all that happen. If I go home l shall pu.t them toUf't her and mahe them clear.) Thus, we are tahin{I the readers into
our confidenc e before he proceeds to examine the booh; at the sa1nr·
time we wish to offer our a.polof:J' for any errors I ha I 1110.v limw
crrpt into the translatio n, ~or which I am 10'10/ly lo hlr1111r'.
We have tried our utmost to be faithlful to !he oriuinrtl. And
if the reader finds any error therein, to which also 11 ·1· ho1 •r I ricd
lo be faithful, he must remember that Rizal was a Ul'ry /wsv
man, carrying on many studie s, continuou sly rvriling Id /as,
articles :and boohs, calling on friends, visiting places and ohsr·rr•inu things to gather ideas he hoped to introduce for the benrf ii
of his countrym en, etc, etc., Naturally , he did not revise many
of his writings, specially his letters to his parents, brothers and
rl'latives.
l join the President of the PNHS in his expression of grnl ii ud<' for the opportun ity that Mr. Eu.genio Lopez, Mr. Federico
<'(lfr·ro , Dr. L eoncio Lopez Rizal, Dr. Baldomero Roxas and Mr.
,,'ril'rlril'h e. Umbrcit gmJe lUi to render service to Rizal, and in
" 'l.111111 ·/i·rlging the ualuable hdp ex/.endrd lo this work by lho.w·
11'1111111 Ill' 1·1111merat ed.

u/ ll'r oil, in the Philippine s, as they should.

Jo se P. Apostol
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RIZAL IN THE PHILIPPINES

2

Calamba, March 26, 1876
My dear Lola Illang:
After a rather tiresome and distressing voyage, we
arrived in Calamba at eleven o'clock at night.

So that

you may understand what was wrong with my trip, we
were detained in Napindan until six in the evening.
Receive from Jose the two packages of cacao which
are equivalent to twenty-five gantas, that is, one cavan.
If the photographers show you the proof you can decide

for yourself as you know well how to distinguish the
good from the bad; and if you are not. sure, you can send
it to me.

My sister Saturnina requests you to give her

the lottery list for the month of December of 76.
Nothing more, regards to you and to my dear aunts
and command your loving and affectionate grandson
who likes you.
RIZAL

3

RIZAL IN THE PHILIP PINES

.J

100 LETTE RS OF HIZAL

5

I feel well, but Pantal eon, for the information of his
family, has been sick eighteen days now.
You will receive my grades in my next letter. Tell
our father and our mothe r that I ask their blessings
and to my little sisters, that they study with diligence.
Regar ds to all the family, to my other two sisters '
to my dear brother-in-law Ranito and to little Emilio.
I hope my brothe r will give me news about the fiesta.

Your little brother?
JOSE RIZA L

Manila , July 2, 1R76

My dear Sisters and Brothe r:
I received the slippers with glass beads that you
sent me as a gift on my birthd ay and I am much pleased
because they are your work and because on them are
my name and surname.
I am now studyi ng philosophy, physics and chemistry, natura l hif1tory, drawing and gymnastics. I believed that I could paint in water, that is with colors,
but I was mistaken; however, I am drawing a beautiful
pictme : it is a "Corn etero a caballo" a (bugler on horseback) and I intend to paint it in oil when I study in
Sto. Tomas.

3
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Calamba, April 13, 1877
My dear Lola Illang:
Receive from the bearer the eight and a half gantas (8-1/2) of cacao which cost 14$ and 7 rs.11• My
mother has not gathered until now more than this and
she has sent for some from the mountain, that is to say,
from those staying in the mountain, so that she could
send you some more. We received the lancape 2 of old
Teang but it was already destroyed.
They say that the picture has a defect or defects
and I do not know if we have to take it. If the photographer does not object, I think that it would be better
to take only a dozen.
Command your most affectionate grandson who
loves you heartily.
J. RIZAL
In the Spanish times $ was a sign for peso and rs. for real.
A piece of furniture made of wood and rattan, with one end
inclined upward, thus it can serve as a sofa or bed.
1
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[Manila]
July 27, 1880

My dear Brother:
I received your letter and I understand its contents.
Anastacio must be in the college, for sure, because
he has not been mischievous; besides, the Father Rector
does not allow anyone to go out.
My pillow is now almost useless. Let us see if you
can send me two new ones, and I say two because in
case any of you comes, he can use one. I would like
that they have also their corresponding pillow-cases, and
some blankets.
I gave two pesos to the Rubios; and I wish you
would send me my monthly allowance for August as
N anay and I have agreed. I would be much pleased
if you do me this great favor.
Nothing more, love to all and command your
brother.
JOSE RIZAL

IUZAL IN THE PHILIPPINES
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[1tianila]

Mrs. Teodora Alonso
l\1y very dear Mother:
Yesterday, at 10 minutes past three, I arrived in
Manila without any trouble and in a very fine weather.

t

~

• '

.

,...: /,

...
'

I saw my brother-in-law Antonino and Dandoy in
the house of his sister, and they inquired about you
there.

My classes are beginning; I \vish to ask for some
days of vacation to spend by your side where only I
feel good.
1

. { .'

1
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'
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Nothing more, affectionate greetings to my good
brothers and brothers-in-law as weil as to my lovely
sisters. I\1ay you and father bless me.
Your son who loves you heartily,

(«

/c1' •

' - .
I

J. RIZAL

c ._ _ _

Uncle Antonio sends you his regards.
1

The only place where I feel gciod-ed.
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[Manil a, 1881 J

Mr. Paciano l\1ercado
My dear Brothe r:
The survey which I have to make will be inaccur ate
as some say, and they think that it does not have any
official charact er; at any rate, I will go there and spend
two days.
I have my legal title, signed by the Office of Forest
Inspection.
Your brother ,
J. RIZAL *
- -*- This lclter refo1·s to the survey of a parcel of land. Hiza l, i t
may be remember ed, studied s urveying and agricultu re in the At<-1wo
Municipa l in Manila, a nd he was given his license in Septembe r 1881.
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Suez Canal, June 7, l18H2]

My dear Parents:
The last letter I wrote you was at Aden before
landing. This one will relate to you the rest.-1 "'.ent
down in Aden which, as I have told you perhaps, is a
town of little importance by itself, but it is important
to the steamers that take on coal there. The town is
formed on a great number of hillocks and rocks, all bare
and arid without even a plant, on which stand some
solitary and gloomy houses; they are white, yes, but sad
in appearance. The ground like its sun is hot and hard;
the wind saturated with the burning sand disturbs from
time to time the quietness of its well-made but deserted
roads. Here and there at a distance and as if forcing
themselves to lend life to those places, camels can be

19

seen moving majestically and rythmically, tall and big,
forming a contrast with the humble asses, some of which
are very small like a pig, moving with precipitate and
somewhat hurried paces. All around is death: not a
root, nor a leaf. Only man, perhaps to give a demonstration of his might, lives there where vegetation can not
survive, but alas! it is only to give the spectacle of his
misery and degradation , compelled as he is to contend
with the rock for his existence. But the might of the
English shows itself worthy of his name; there he opens
two excellent tunnels, one of which is as long as the
distance from the house of Cpn. Danday to that of my
brother-in-law Mariano, and the other is one half less.
They bore th:ough the hard rocks, and one standing
at the middle of the first finds himself in complete darkness. If by any chance there is a piece of ground as big
as a plate, where grows a few green grass, it would be
a phenomenon and would call the attention of all. In
the town may be seen some weak and rickety twigs the
tallest of which does not exceed three varas. But besides the tunnels there are other things that call the
attention of the travellers and these are the cisterns or
water deposits. These are big cavities plastered white
with stucco, formed by the mountain and a wall which
with the rock serve as a receptacle. Imagine some five
dams whose wall, instead of stone like what we have
there, is of the hardest granite, there being a granite
mom!tain here, but all made white with studs of stone
and with stairways of granite also very well done. By its
side, instead of the abaca plant that we have there, are
some shrubs whose leaves can be counted and some signs
that prohibit the picking of flowers or leaves. Instead
of water and its beautiful and noisy falls, nothing, complete dryness, not even a drop, only the burning sun.
In a certain place, there is a well with a depth of almost
one hundred yards, whose bottom can not be seen and
where five negroes draw water which takes some two
minutes to reach the surface.

100 LETTE RS OF RIZAL
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In the stores there can be found skins of lion, tiger,
panthe r, leop:u ds, eggs and feathe rs of ostrich , and some
boys whose job is to fan the travellers.

arrive in Port Said. Probab ly we shall not reach Marseilles until the 15th.
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From Aden, the town of the great divers and swimmers who pick up small coins in the water, we headed
for Suez over the Red Sea. In the first day, the heat
was horrib le; many fainted , includ ing a ship boy. In the
following days, it was rather cool and the voyage was
good. \Ve saw Mt. Sinai, Egypt, etc. \Ve met also
many ships. On t.lw 2nd of ,J unc w1· nrrivcd at Suez.
A small boat <"anw alongs i<h\ and pla('(•d us under
quaran tine for 24 hours. We becam e import.ant.. It was
because of the Dutch who came from ,Java. On the :lrd
of June, the Turkis h doctor came up to exami1w the
boat and the sick and to fumiga te and disinfe ct us.

He told us about the revolt in Egypt launch ed by
Aari Bey', Minist er of . . . . . who impris oned the
Khedi ve in his palace. It seems that there was a coup
d'etat. He is a follower of the 1\1inister, just like the
whole army. I engage d him in a conver sation in French ,
and I learne d fiom him that he was educat ed in Paris
~vhere he studie d medici ne, traveled in Londo n. Italy
:ind Germa ny. He is a man of advanc ed ideas and
when I answ8 red his questi ons to his satisfa ction he
said: bravo! He asked me how Japan is, believing that
I am a Japan ese.- Finall y we left Suez and entere d the
Canal, but not before having been visited by the peddle rs
of Suez selling figs, dates, and other things like views,
rosaries, etc.
The canal, opened in the middle of that desert of
sand and rocks, has a length of 85 kilome ters and a
width of some eighty yards proba bly.- A boat which
was ground ed in the middle blocke d our way and we
stoppe d three days, days of boredo m and comp laints .At last this mornin g we procee ded and I believe we shall
1

Ahmed Arabi.
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I am in good health and the intens e cold that we
have had for five days since we arrived in Suez has made
me stout. I am so that I feel I am burstin g. I do
nothin g but walk around contin uously becaus e one can
not sit down for a long time.
I am going to give you a descrip tion of the canal.
It is not straigh t in all its extension, it has curves but
small ones; at times it emptie s into a lake where Moses
was suppos ed to have passed , and again enters the desert. It crosses three lakes. On both banks which are
all yellow and white, where there is a real jewel in the
form of patch·~s of grass, telegra ph station s are erecte d
at certain interva ls. We saw a young beggar runnin g on
the sand after the boat to pick up biscuit s that are
t hrown overbo ard for him. A travell er on camel's back
and two magni ficent Arabia n horses, one of these,
mount ed by a custom s officer , drew the attenti on of
everybody. I have tasted here cherry , aprico ts and
green almon ds. We have seen the curiou s specta cle
of a mirage : u sea on the desert and the reflection
of islands ther2o n, none of which does not really exist
there.
I expect to receive your letter before the end of
Barcel ona. I repeat that I am in good
the month
health ; I wish you the same. -The foreigners in whose
h
.
l
CO.tomes t e . . . . . are very much oppres sed do not
like to believe that I am an Indio; others think that I
am a Japane se. It is hard to make them believe the
truth.

!n

Bless your son who never forgets you.

,J. RIZAL
P.D. You may tell my sisters that I would like to

22
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receive with pleasure any letter from them, also my brothers-in-law.
Regards to all of them, as well as friends and acquaintances there, and may they excuse me for not
writing them now, but when I shall be in Barcelona
they will get tired of me.-I feel like talking in Tagalog.
It seems a month that l hnve not said a word of it.
I am learning Fn·nch.

RIZAL IN SPAI:-.;
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Barcelona, June 23, 1882

My dear Parents and Brothers' :
I have the pleasure of 'vriting to you today, the
eve of the town fiesta there, a day of memories for me,
although the departure of the mail will be on July first
yet. My last letter dated in the Suez Canal will have
informed you of the unforseen events in the trip. It remains for me now to relate to you what happened thereafter. We arrived at this important point, Port Said,
which partakes much of Africa and of Europe, a commercial place, gay and rather beautiful, but on the other
hand dirty and depraved. There is a music hall where
an orchestra, a perfect one in the opinion of those who
know, plays the national anthems of the different counRizal had only one brother an d several sisters. The w01·d B rothers
used here is the English word for the Spanish word Hermano1;, wh ich in
t hat language, refers collectively to brothers and sisters.
1
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tncs of Europe, like the "Marseille~{', "God Save the
C~ueen" and others. Its population is the most heterogenous:
Europeans, Turks, Greeks, Egyptians and
Negroes. A variety of fruits, the date above all, elegant stores with signs in French, Italian, Greek, etc. etc.;
dirty and dark shops adorn its gay streets. We were
here for some three hours. Take note that we did not
find . . . . . of Europe.-A t the start the voyage was
good; we passed by Greece, the island of Candia; on the
10th with the good weather we sighted the coast of
Italy: the first town we saw was . . . . . * a beautiful
coastal town which a train was crossing at that time.
From then on the voyage was pleasant, because of the
lovely Italian coasts, thickly populated and well-cultivated, revealing a picturesque view, full of life and
poetry. It looked like a Belen with its abundance of
houses and small trees. That same afternoon of the
10th we passed through the Strait of Messina where we
noted not the slightest wave; we saw the volcanoes
Stromboli, Etna and other islands. Sicily and Naples,
even if we had not gone inside them yet, appeared before our eyes bathed in the beautiful rays of the afternoon sun. At dawn of the following day we beheld
Naples, a gigantic town which was said to be asleep
beside another, the Vesuvius, a volcano which seems to
be keeping watch over this wonderful city. Its area,
from Pansilipo' to the other end, all populated, may be
as wide as that from Calamba until beyond Los Bafios.
Magnificent buildings like the Royal Palace, the castle
of Santelmo or St. Elmo, a multitude of hotels, the tower
of Masaniello and the gloomy State prison. We were
given not more than one hour which I spent, at the
risk of having myself left behind, to see Naples. There
were four of us who disembarked, and accompanied by a
guide, we went over the city. It. was the first European
*Probably, Melito wh ich is located at the so uth entrance of Messina
Strait.
1
A promontory that projects soutlnvard, dividing that part of thf'
Bay of Naples into two smaller bays. AJ;;:o written as Posilipo.

i
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~ 1 nund on which 1 set foot. From pleasure to pleasure,
.f rorn surprise to surprise, in an elegant coach conducb~d

hy a guide who spoke French, I went over those streers
paved carefully with wide, black stones, plain oneF,
crossed by tramways. Statues, bridges, monuments,
arches erected here and there, very tall houses, showwindows and stores, gorgeous because of the great
outlay for gilding and glass, call the attention of th.·
traveller, specially if he comes from the colonies. /\
great number of people speaking a melodious tongu<'
continually come and go, elegant ladies an<l genUenw1 1
walk through the streets. At street ('Ol'IWl'S arc an
nouncements or notices to the Freemasons of the wmld
about the death of Garibaldi.--I went to llw tclq•y;qlli
station . . . . . In twenty minutes we had gone o\·c·1·
the town, the Pansilipo, various churches, which me full
of . . . . . one with old statues of marble or copic~~
of these, like Apollos, Fauvios, Hercules: equestrian
statues, the bridge of the four nations which are symbo ·
lized by four fiery lions, a museum of antiques from the
time of Haqulano and Pompey.- How much I felt not
being able to stay, to see it, study it, examine it more
closely and with care. One moment more and the hoat
would have left me.- But the magnificence cost me
much, for the driver, the guide deceived me and charged
me four times the agreed price.- On the boat I met
many vendors of elegant reliquaries and jewelries made
of the Vesuvius lava, views of Naples; and at the side
of the ship in the water two divers or swimmers, less
aristocratic than the Negroes of Aden, were satisfied with
retrieving small denominations of copper money thrown
at a far distance in the water. When I compared these
two good Italian chaps with the Negroes of Aden with
kinky hair, I could not but engage in serious thinking.
Two Italian women and two men also came alongside
in a small boat, the former with guitars and mandolins
and the latter with violins to play music for us, singing
in sweet and melodious voices several opera excerpts and
the "Addio a Napoles." They received with an open

RIZAL IN SP AIX

umbrella all kinds of money which the passengers gave
them.- At tlY~ end of some four or five minutes after
my arrival, we left Naples and I became the target of
questions from my companions who regretted not having
gone down. Here we learned in the newspapers of the
happenings in Alexandria and Cairo, about the massacre
of the Europeans that took place when we were in the
Canal. My previous letter will have told you something
about my conversation with a physician-follower of
Arabi-Bey who was probably privy to what was then
being plotted. But the gentleman did not make things
clear and in the Canal we had then peace and tranquility.
-·From Naples we sailed almost the whole dav within
sight of Italy, but the wind from the Gulf of Lio~1s raised
the sea and gave us a good bnffetting. On the following day, the 12th 7 we passed near Corsica, the birthplace
of Napoleon; its coast less populated, more mountainous
and rustic, it has much to envy the Italians in respect
to cultivation.-During the evening and after being sufficiently tossed about, and with the cold which obliged
me to accept the shawl of the wife of Salazar in spite
of my coat and vest, we saw the beacon light of Marseilles. At this time the sun sets at 7 and as the twilioht
is vmy long, it resulted that until 8: 30 it was still d;ylight. Thus, the coast of France which since five o'clock
could be outlined vaguely in the distance would have
appeared to us more beautiful were it not for the vacillating twilight. -At night at around 10: 00 or 11: 00
o'clock we dropped anchor, because it was prohibited to
enter, having before us, among other islands, the Castle
of If. A city seen at night with its beaconlights of different colors and its electric lights which seem to wander
from one point to another, seemed to me a monster of
a thousand eyes, restless and distrustful. -\Ve then had
to reserve our curiosity for the following day.- I was
doomed to look at cities at sunrise, which is surprising
to the traveller who thus sees a pleasant thing all at
once .an~ not by degrees. Excuse me for giving you a
descnption of l\tiarseilles, because everything I can say
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in terms of ve1·y big ships, of forests of masts, poles and
chimneys, of smaII boats, buildings, temples, etc., will he
all ghastly and cold, colder than how we felt then. - ·!
was on deck with my coat and gloves on, waiting mgcl'I:"·
for the permission to go down. -Here I.he fmcwdls.
meetings, tears, French police all over tlw pla('e, boat -

men, porters who with all the finesse salute ~1 ou. propose
and offer you their services. Vil<' 111onc~ 1 ~
J\ t last m\
turn came to hid goodbye to thos(' \\ho lH'c:111w 111v nc''
friends and acquaintances, fon~ig1u·1 ·s ;1rnl Sp:111i;ll'lls giv ing me their nmls and pid urcs; and follow(·d hy ;1 l)():1i ··
man l wenl down to the cust.oms. French l'Oul'icsy 1u; 1 ··
nifcsts itself even among the customs officials who lic'.!,gcrl
my pardon before examining me with all the n's!H '. ci
they were capabJe of; and taking a coach I went !o 1! 1e
hotel Gran Noailles located at Cannebiere. This is one
of the best hotels in Marseilles, if not the best, with all
the comforts, the carpeted marble stairways, hydraulic
elevatol's for going up and down to all the floors without
one having to lift a foot; servants attired in frock~1
and with white ties, clean, elegant, carpeted rooms with
dressers; chairs of velvet upholstery with springs; elm~
tric bells, imperial beds, in short, excellent Hervice. Fol·
four francs a day I had one of these rooms, without
board. But it should be observed that here even the
electric light has to be paid for apart. My room, full
of embroidered curtains, carpeted, etc. I had to l«~ep it
continuously closed because of the excessive cold tha ~
penetrated all its parts. -I stayed in Marseilles two and
a half days, but it bored me to remain in my room alone,
accustomed as I have been to be among many people.
Manv of the passengers lodged in the hotel. I took R
walk. on those wide and clean streets, paved like in :;\fanila, teeming with people, attracting the attention of
all who called me Chinese, Japanese, American, etc.
but not Filipino! Poor country, nobody has heard of
you. -This is the most elegant _people I have seen: c~~l
tured and rich with regard to their houses. The ma)onty
of these are adorned with statues, caryatids and branche3
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of flowers, sphinxes, busts, etc., etc., grand, admirabk~
for their richness in elegantly combined glass and marble.
The thing is that no one looks out of the window bt~··
cause of the cold; I was very nearly alone that showed
up in the balcony. The stores have their glass doors
dosed so that the cold does not get in, and at first I
did not enter them believing that it was prohibited to
do so. Almost all the articles displayed to the publi...-~
have their prices indicated, and one notes that evervthing is cheap. -But many people are about) vendors ~f
fruits, newspapers, flowers, shops where oysters, mussd.3,
shrimps are sold. The sidewalk of Cannebiere Stre3t
are as broad as a regular street, and I was struck much
by some very elegant signs made of glass lettered in go!d,
there being none of these in Manila; one enters and
finds himself in a tolerably good cafe. -I saw the
museum of paintings where there are excellent canvases
and statues; the zoological garden with its lions, bears,
panthers, elephants, and a carabao. I could not see
many of the animals, for this is very wide and I got
tired. A department for monkeys from all parts of the
world; there are some who look like persons who extend
their hands to ask you about your health. The museum
of natural history did not escape my attention. -I also
saw a panorama which is a circular building: go inside
and you see beside a cannon, sculptured figures that look
like dead soldiers; then one comes to a place where on
all sides can be seen a real siege, with cavalry, with
soldiers surrendering their arms, ski1mishes, etc. Everything there deceives us: you would believe that that
horse is moving, that that dead there is kicking, that
the smoke of the fire is rising, the snow on the distant
mountain, the cannon ball, the howitzer, the far horizons,
the snow, the commander who shouts, such that we engaged in a discussion as to whether all of these were
painted or sculptured. Being there you can see without the necessity of looking through the holes of a
cosnorama: you will find yourself as if you were on the
very battlefield. Everywhere is an extensive camp nnd
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the rogues even offer you binoculars in order to see better. -I left Marseilles by express train, first class, on
the afternoon of the 15th, because all the trains that
leave Marseilles for Barcelona are expi'ess. Tlw t id~d
is very cheap for 12 ps. 3 ptas., for the first class: you
travel nt a speed of from five to six lt'ag11('s pl·1· hour.
A trip by boat costs almost the same and it is 1111l·1;r11fortable. vVe ran with such a spl'('d I h:1I wlwn Wl~ med
trains coming from 1he opposite di1n·I ion rnw l':nrnot
look at them without. t11rning his hc:HI. 11 is infernal
like a lightnin1~, n rnonsLer, a shooting star. We passed
through tunnels or mountains, one was so very long that
with the velocity we had, it took us, I believe, more
than five minutes. -In one station I was seized wilh a
great fright: a stop of 30 minutes was announced. I
went down for some necessity and after five minutes I
saw the train pulling out, bringing with it my luggage
and my money. I ran after it, I did not overtake it;
thanks to a gendarme who informed me that it will return at once and that it is going to take another rail.
Since then I did not go down the train anymore. The
towns and countrysides that we passed are precious:
every inch of ground is well cultivated and utilized as
vineyards and for olives and are planted to wheat and
barley. France is very populated, so the houses are
almost continuous until the Spanish boundary. \Ve
passed the following towns and dties : Pas-<le-Gamour,
Regisal, St. Charmas, Miramas, . . . . . Aimargues,
Porllon, Montpellier, Cette, Narbonne, Perpignan . . . . .
\Ve passed the night in France; at daybreak we arrived
at the boundary of Spain, Port Bou. We had to change
trains. Before that we were registered in the customs
by the Spanish carabineers. 'The French finesse and
courtesy was lacking, but on the other hand we had a
delicious breakfast for a peseta in a pleasant and beautiful saloon. The signs here are in Spanish and French;
it seems that I am in Manila, for I see Spanish or Castillan phrases, and I hear Spanish spoken. From here
in another train, we came to Barcelona; passing also
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through two or five tunnels, one rather long. Much
labor was done on it, and according to a commander
of the Navy this Spanish line which goes to France is
t?e best. The country, though so well and finely cultivated and developed, is less thickly populated than
France. On the border we saw a frontier boy. He wore
clothing which was half French, half Spanish, a priest cap
and Catalan . hemp shoes. The symbolism is graceful,
graphical and meaningful! The towns through which vve
passed were: Port-Bou, Llansa, Vilajuiga, Pererada, Figuer~s, Vilam~lla, Tomja, Sn Miguel, Sn. J ordi, Jilassa,
B01:d1lo, Cerra, Gerona, Forna, Bendillado, Caldas, Sn
Felipe, Tordera, Blanes, Malgras, Calella, Aren . . . . .
Cal~etas, Matar6, Hernia, Mainon, Mangat, Badalona
until Barcelona, where we arrived just before 12 o'clock.
-.T~e impression which Barcelona gave me at the begmnmg was very disagreeable. One who has seen Naples
and _Marseilles finds this town poor and vulgar. He
sees its streets dirty, its houses of poor architecture, in
s~ort, he would see everything in an unfavorable light,
with the exception of the women who to me look more
beat~tiful than the Marseillans. I was very disappointed ,
specially when we arrived at the hotel' where the service
and. accommoda~ion are bad, so much so that my compamon, Mr. Buil, chief of the telegraph office, said: To
come from Noailles hotel and land in this! I was very
sad, specially when in going to look for those to who~1
I was recommende d I did not find them. I was not
able to see even one compatriot; and because of the many
expenses that I had in my trip, of the many disappointments that I met, I had only a little more than 12 duros
left. Finally, I found the Jesuit fathers who received me
well and told me about a cheap and Christian house
where for 21 pesos a month I would be given board and
lodging. I arrived at the hotel and my companion had
g~ne away hurriedly, because of a telegram; he took with
him my coat where I had my passport and my gloves
and I do not know vvhat else, and in return he left me
1
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his things. I understood that he was notified
, 11' s«mwthing serious when I saw the message on the
t :1hle. Then I also left the hotel hurriedly and in less
t lwn one hour ihe hotel-keeper, the driver and the porter
mmrng·ed to reduce my little money in a dishonest manner. .I transferred to the house to which the Jesuit
Fathers directed me and when they learned what I had
spent and paid the rogues, they exclaimed: "you have
been terribly cheated". In short I suffered from inexperience! Only seven duros remained with me. On
looking closely at the house to which I transfened, pom,
damp, dark and badly ventilated, situated on San Severo,
a dirty and old street, upon looking at the brick floor of
my room, the straw chairs, the hard and not at all clean
bed, without mirror, an old and broken wash-basin on
top of some four pieces of iron, I who was accustomed at
least for the last forty days to luxury and comfort, was
seized with a profound feeling of discouragement and
sadness; and more than ever and with intense sorrow
I remember our house a thousand times more decent
than that. Then a thousand thoughts entered my imain what to me was an ung ination on findino·b myself
•
known world, without friends nor relatives, specially
when the landlord arrived (for until then I had met
only the landlady, a good \voman with an affable character) whose manner was coarse and rude, ugly in
appearance, when from all the rooms I saw priests go
out, and when everywhere I heard a harsh language
spoken, which the Catalan is. The supper consisted of
no more than a plate of vegetables and another of fish.
I called the attention of the priests, the only guests of
the house; and I noticed that underneath the coarse
rusticity there was hidden a good disposition. Little by
little those misgivings were being dissipated and they began treating me with greater consideration, specially by
a religious who has come from Cuba. Ah! I have forgotten to say that upon getting the news from the College of the Jesuits that Cuesta was staying in the same
house, I hurried there to see this countryman, but I
111a11v of
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could not talk to him for he was gone to Manresa. I,
therefore, remained in this house to await him, besides
the economic reasons that forced me to stay. On the
following day, provided with a map, I began to go on
foot around the streets of that labyrinth, to look for my
compatriots. Some were still sleeping. I went to the
hospital lo wa it for them there, and after a long pei·iod
of waiting I w::i.s shown the hou se of a countryman. I
found Cabangis, and since then I have had a better
time. Successively I found the others who received me
very well and got for me more decent and cheaper
hous(~s; I met Cuesta who came back from Manresa; at
last since then to the present I like Barcelona and it
has enchanted me more and more. At present I am
staying on the third floor of No. 3 Sitjes Street, in the
company of Cabangis and other good students who are
nice and respectful, well served by a landlady named
Sra. Silvestrn who always says to me: "Don Pepe, do
you want something? Do you have appetite already?
etc. etc." I have dealt at length with certain things to
describe to you the impressions and conditions of a
neophite. Now I am somewhat familiar with Barcelona
and to me it looks big and beautiful, and I am reminded
of l\!larseilles and Naples like a bright but vanishing
dream. I am discovering in this town excellent and
valuable things, pretty and elegant houses of varied ai·chitecture, arabic or greco~roman. I am becoming used
to it and I contemplate it with pleasure. The Jesuit
Fathers lent me money so that I would not be lacking
jf something happens to me. I have been in their cola
lege, undertaking studies of various things to apply
there when I l'eturn. I visited a porcelain factory which
pleased me much, and I am thinking of seeing those
making glass, clay products, etc.
vVhen you want to write me, which I hope you do
every mail, address me thus: Sr. Dn, Jose Rizal, CallP
de Sitjc~s, No, 3 p '.:1 , BarcPlonn ,

' .,
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If you could send by registry in the next mail my

birth certificate and a statement that I have my parents
and family there. I could make good use of thc::-:P.
I do not know if you have received my letters; I
wrote in Singapore, Punta de Gales, Aden, Suez. I expect from the next mail letters a<ldre:~sed lo Fr. lbmon Villalta.
Every moment I am thinking of what yuu would
be doing at this hour; the time hen~ is eigh I hours h<'hind yours, so that ordinmily you are already asleep
\Vhen we here are still up and about. - -1 am t'onfident
that you are in good health like me who is putting on
weight.
I am sendiug most affectionate greetings to all of
you and to all the relatives, and when you write to me,
talk even about the nephe\vs and friends. --- Give my
regards to Cpn. Juan as well as to others.

And bless your son who desires nothing more than
your happiness
.JOSF lHZAL

Barcelona, ,Jun e 29
Today, probably the fiesta on the beach, I close these
letters with regret of having received not even one letter
from you in the mails that came from there.
·\Vrite me then and do not feel lazy.
I believe that it would be better if there is a comn wrcial house here that will give me money at the
beginning of every month. This can be done by means
of a letter order from an establishme nt there. The
family of Cabungis in Tondo which my brother
knows ..
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Jladrid, Octoher 10, [1 882 J
'My dear Parents and Brothers:

Although I have not received letters from you to
answer nor have I much news to give, nevertheless I
\vrite to give you news about myself and have the pleasure at least of communicating with you even only by
\'llTiting, for I can not do it now in a bettel' or more
direct manner.
Last Ivfonday the second, our classes started in all
earnest. More than a hundred attend each class; among
my professors in medicine is the :Marquis of Busto in
the Obstetrics Clinic, a very well-educated person, but
unhappily, he suffers from gout, an ailment characteristic of the aristocratic class. He goes to class now and
then and when he does, his servants accompany him.
I am in very good health, although very poor in
money. In my letter previous to this (28th of September) you must have learned of the expenses I incunerl
and of the money which you sent me fo.r three months.
I paid for the three months as mentioned and I still owe
the Jesuit fathers 25 duros. Except this particular circumstance, I am in good condition and I am putting on
weight. I believe that the cold does me good specially
in the house where I live, for although I am not so very
well nourished as I was there at home, I have enough
and above all, cleanliness as to food, in my room and
of all my belongings. This is the most. impodant thing,
thus avoiding bed bugs and fleas which abound in other
boarding· houses here. The cold weather appears for
so many days and disappears afterwards. Two or three
days ago I had to walk almost rwming with my hands
in my pockets; but now I am well and I am en)oymg
a very agreeable temperature.

mo
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I was in the Circulo Hispano-Filipino last Saturday;
there, various matters all related to our country \Vere
taken up.
\Ve continuL meeting every Sunday in the house
of Mr. Ortiga, the vice president of the Cons•.-:jo de Fili pinas, whom I believe I mentionecl in my previous let tcr.

Sangsianco, the author of l'rogreso di' Viltpinu :;, is
going there and is thinking of retmning al on('C. lf
you want to send me something I hrnugh him you can do
so, such as je\velry, sweets, jellies, hagoong, pi('kled man -·
goes, tamarind, all these to be well placed in a single
box so that it. ·will not be too troublesome, and give
him the fare because it would be very odd to make him
spend besides being a disinterested hearer.
If you write to me, tell me in your letter what things
you are sending or will send me. I do not mean that you
send all what I mentioned above, but only the necessary
ones. I believe that the tamarind and the guava jelly
or mango [jelly] would he the best, although it is not the
season for mangoes. The pickled mangoes can not he
preserved and they get spoiled easily. In short. you
know better than I what you like or can send me. 1f
it is possible, a good ring, as there are many there, which
will be of great use to me under all circumstances.
I feel much not being able to devote myself, for the
present~ to my favorite studies such as languages, painting, sculpture and literature, for the medical and law
studies absorb all my time. In the following years 1
can learn two more languages for I would like to knmv
some five or six languages before returning home.
Vicente Gonzales was here this morning and he war;
reminding me of our happy times there, even the monkey
with which we played the day we bathed in the "Real"~
the songs of Sula, the harp, etc. He asked me when we
could return to those places. Vicente has stopped grow-
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mg a beard but he is always the same. He toid m.c to
give his regards to you all just as he gives nrine to his
family.
I expect to receive letters and help from you in the
next mail, but it is still so far off that I have to 'vait
15 days more. Do not send me money or anything else
except through Sangsianco, Paterno, Anacleto, Locsin
and others like them so that nothing will happen for it
~ight be like the case of a Visayan whose family sent
bun 300$ through an employee, and the 300 duros has
not shown up until the present and I do not believe it
will ever show up. Be very careful, because here it is
considered better not to pay debts than to pay them.
Can you imagine that?
I have not yet met either Nena or Aring. I would
like to see and meet them and talk about something.
It is always comforting to see one who has stayed in one's
hometown.
In my previous letter I wrote to l\1aneng, to Mrs.
Neneng, to my brother and to you. Tell me what
happened to Silvestre, if he has already returned to our
country or not. It is better that you send me the bills
of exchange by the French boat as the Spanish ships
are delayed so much and here everything is paid in
advance. It would be better also if you make arranO'ement with a commercial house, that of Tuason, for
instance, so that every first of the month its correspondent in Madrid will pay me a certain amount, so I do not
have to depend on the coming or going of the ships.
Only when you like to give me a gift, for example for
Christmas, you can send it to me by bill of exchange.
l\1ay God grant that you did not suffer anything
during the m(mths in which that terrible guest, the
cholera, was there.
I implore my most beloved parents to bless their
son always who never forgets the sacrifices they make
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for him nor the favors that he owes them. I hope to
have within a short time the pleasu re to embra ce you,
never more to be separ ated from you, to live with you,
help you in every thing and contri bute to the comm on
good. I embra ce also my sisters, and recom mend that
Pango y and Trinin g study and leam to write, above all,
the latter , becau se here I see very pitifu l examples. One
aftern oon, I saw a young girl of about 1() or 1G years of
age, pale, sickly, sad, in tatter ed dress, lying dmvn in a
gap of a wall :m a dark street , asking for alms. She was
so weak, so lean and so sickly that she could not speak ,
and only exten ded an emaci ated hand. She must have
been very beaut iful with her big and langu id eyes. It
was cold and she was shivering. As I did not bring
mone y I could not give her anyth ing.
Regar ds to all our relatives, friends, and acqua intancas, kisses to the nephe ws and meces.

J. RIZA L
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Nladrid, December 30, 1882
l\1r. Paciano Rizal

My dear Brothe1·:

I received your letter of November 12 and I have
understoo d its contents.
I received from Tio Antonio the 50$ which I believe
did not come from home; nevertheless they came in
handy, for I have been waiting for my December allowance; and until now I have believed that the last 100$
which I received were for my winter clothing and matriculation.
I am very happy that now you have understoo d that
the amount you used to send me, sufficient and even in
excess in Barcelona , is not so here, where the expenses
are double. By living economically forty duros is enough,
aside from clothing expenses. \tVith this amount one can
go once a week to the theater, but that is all. Perhap:;;
one may have a surplus of one or two ·duros a mon th
if he has not had any extraordin ary expenses. Some
of the things that deplete the pocket are the laund1y,
chocolate and coffee, because living in a house where I
am admirably well, and eating in another, I have to take
my breakfast elsewhere, for they do not serve me this
where I eat. \Vith 50$ one is well off and can save eve.1
for rainy days.
I consider it a great favor from Providenc e that v:e
have not been ruined with so many calamities that have
happened there.

I hope that with your skill and good fortune as
usual, you will harvest, and will gain from, the sugar, so
that one of my wishes can be realized, which is to see
you here for one or two years, and Marianito , Maneng
and others, successively. You have to travel.
I am thinking of going to Paris or Rome in June; l
do not know yet if I shall improve my French, which l al-
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ready command to a sufficient extent , or see Rome and
its monum ents of antiqu ity and learn Italian . It would
be very good if before you come I shall know alread y how
to speak French , English and German, so that in our
trips we will not be fooled. For not knowing any language, one spends much and travels badly.
I do not know if you have received a letter from
Sir Albert Croates, dealer of steam engines, concernmg
an arrang ement that may cost you less.
My other letters will tell you more.

Tell your friends, those who have the means , that I
invite their sons to come to these places. I wish that
the coming generation, that which at the beginning of
the 20th centur y will govern and direct Calamba, may
be an enlightened, brilliant, intelligent and progressive generation.
Your brother,
J. RIZA L

RIZAL IN SPAIN
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11.1adrid, D ecember SO, 1882

:Miss l\!laria Rizal
iv1y dear Sister:
I received your short but meaningful letter, replete
with happy and funny news. I no longer expect Father
and l\!lother to write me, specially Mother. because of
her blurred eymight, which l am thinking of curing when
I go home. My onl.v l'Cgrcl i:..; I hnl I have not kept
a letter of Fath('r that I <"ould n'ad over and over again.
I wish you w.itild keep all lllY Id ters in Spanish that
begin thus: NI ts <Jlleridos padres y lwrmwws, because
in them I relate all what is happening; when I return, I
shall put them together and make them clearer.

Find out how they are . . . . . and the request of
the poor ones who took care of us. \Vith your kind heart
I was confident that those things would not have
happened.
Tell Father that I saw a comet with a long tail
one night wh'3n Sangsianco, Paterno and I came from
the house of Don Pablo. The tail is long and when it
appears it is from 1:00 o'cloc-k to 8:00 o'clock in the
mormng.
It is good that Andeng is there with us; at any
rate, we have an old acquaintance. It seems that I
have forgotten the Tibusis. Sidra . . . . .

I believe that you are already tired angling and
boating on the river: night and day catching fish with
net; if only I were there, we could still go fishing. Has
our river become deeper than it used to be? On my
return, I will take a bath to my heart's content. You
would not believe me that since the middle of August
I have not taken a bath and I do not perspire either.
That is how it is here. It is really cold, and really expensive to take a bath. Thirty five cents is the cost of
each bat h.
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Tell Milo I am sending him my regards (if he is
no longer cross-eyed) , also Teang, Delfina and Tofio. I
am not in the territory of Pafia, nor in Barcelona, but
in Madrid. My companion in the house is Vicente Gonzales; we are only two. Every day his tooth falls and it
always hurts h1m . . . . . Our house is like this (see
sketch on the facsimile) . We have four big mirrors.
Gi\'e my regards to Da. lpia and to Baldo. Also to
Loleng, Sula, Marcosa, and Vitoria; tell them also not
to forget me.
Your brother,

.J. RIZAL
[Nladrid, December 30, 1882]

Miss Josefa Hiza1
Dear Pangoy:
Yesterday I received your letter and Da. Maria's.
So you will not say that I do not answer your letters, I
now write you even though it seems that I lack the time.
I have finished fourteen letters already and yours is the
shortest of all because I have run out of things to say.
I am waiting for the guava jelly which I thought
Father or Da. Neneng made, because somebody here
asked for some. Please do not put me in an embarrassing
position. In the forthcoming carnival I shall wear my
barong gasa.' If only my horn salacot' were here I think
they will be surprised. It's a pity that I did not ask
for it.
Trining is not writing to me. Never mind Choleng
who is not at home; probably she is prohibited to write
or is instructed not to. At any rate, you all or you
alone write me often so that you will get accustomed.
Place all the letters in one envelope and weigh it; if it is
1
2

Filipino dress made of muslin .
Helmet.

GO
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less than 15 grams, it will not need more than one
stamp. I am telling you this, because it seems you are
afraid that they might become heavy. I told Da. Sisa
the same thing.
I am sure you are always noisy in the house when
the little ones go there. You may not understand each
other around the lpil table, nevertheless I wish I could
see you through the hole of a cosnorama. Do not expect
me to become white and look like a Spaniard.
Is Da. Ipia already there? Do her eyes still become
small when she laughs? Hegards to Trining.

Your brother,

,J. RIZAL
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lvladrid, January 17, 1883

My beloved Parents and Brothers:
Since my last letter of December 30 of last year to
this date, I have seen some things that deserve to be
mentioned, to give you little by little and without pretentions an idea of this Capital and its people.
On the first day of the year, everybody pays visits,
sends cards, greetings, gifts, etc. etc. On the 6th, the day
of the Three Kings, the celebration is reduced to going
around the streets, shouting, making disturbances, looking for the Kings, they say, troubling pedestrians; thanks
that the good Count of Figuerra, Governor of l\1adrid,
has prohibited it, so there were not many and stupid
scandals.
With the fall of the Ministry and the resignation of
De Leon y Castillo, which was very much felt, the
Board of Directors of the Circulo Hispano-Filipino went
to bid him good bye and express to him our sentiment.
Some days after, we were in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs to congratulate the new Minister, Mr. Munoz de
Arce! Thus, the King is dead! Long live the King!
Miseries of life. I received a letter from Silvestre and I
am very sorry not being able to do anything for him
now. I am still very new here and I have not yet sufficient knowledge of how to go about; besides, money
and position are necessary. Even the King who recommended a military man to the Minister of War Martinez
Campos for a post in the Philippines seems to be waiting
for his .turn. Patience and hope.
On the 8th the classes opened and we went back
to our interrupted scholastic work. For one week it began to rain, to my delight, but a slight rain, ticatic as
we say it there. The streets were full of dirty and thick
mud, the ground slippery and in the holes of the old
and worn-out pavements are pools of standing water like
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mud.holes of carabaos. After ward s a cold that goes to
the marro w of the bones, that we could not wish for
more. How ugly was Madr id. The sidewalks and the
stree ts were full of umbrellas that made many twist ing
aroun d with their merciful points. Then the wind would
blow the unfor tunat e umbr ella inside out, placing the
owner of so flexible a contr aptio n in a ridiculous and
serious emba rrass ment . When it rains there , at least it
rains sufficiently to wash the stree ts and the houses have
caidas to afford shelter, but here the rain is very fine,
like "mat ang J~uropa". Then the newspapers talk of
tempest. Rut, my God, what a tempest!
On Mond ay, the lf>th, we had a little fiesta in the
house of Dn. Pablo Ortiga, whose saint day it was; we
who gathe red there like a family were for the most part
Filipinos: Calero, Ripoll, Figueroa, Lete, Pater nos, Villanueva, Gonzales and I: only four were not of that
coun try.
Last night there was a masq uerad e ball in the Alhamb ra and I went there in comp any of other coun trymen. Ther e we saw (and these called the atten tion
of all in the theat er) three youn g women dressed elegantl y in the Filipino way: one with tapis and the two
witho ut: altho ugh I suppose they did not know how to
wear them as well as the real daug hters of Mala te,
Ermi ta, Sta. Cruz and Binondo, for only two of them
were Filipina, nevertheless they seemed to us divine
and elegant. They went aroun d dragging brigh t skirts,
deep red and white, yellow and white, violet and white,
jusi blouse and pina cloth neckwear that everybody was
looking at them . With out any doub t whatever, many
did not know what dress it was, whet her it was Russ ian
or Cana dian.
Toda y is the feast of San Antonio Abad and donkeys,
mules, horses and other animals with two or four legs
went to visit the image of the Saint to be blessed. They
were luxuriously adorn ed: I do not know what good
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the benedictions and indulgences would do to those little donkeys, if as they say they have no soul nor can
offend nor defen d God. Anyway, they say that he is
the saint of the animals; some fine day even the stones
shall have one to whom they could be commended. You
have to civilize yourselves there and look for some saint
for the carab aos that will libera te them from faults and
contr ibutio ns. Let us imita te these enlig htene d customs. That the men and above all the women here
comm end themselves to the devil, is well, that is why
they are men and kings of creation; the animals will be
comm ended to God, that is why they are animals.
Toda y is the feast of Anto nio Pater no and he has
given us a little dinner.
We are going to have a guita r celebrity, Cano n;
withi n some years perha ps he will be the best in Madr id.
I received anoth er fifty duros from Uncle Anto nio
for the mont h of Janu ary. I did not know if you learn ed
of it.
My fathe r and my moth er should have their pictu res
taken and sent to me, at least in that way I shall always
have their figure before me and would not be erase d from
my memory. You shoul d keep the bust of clay that I
made so that when I come back I shall see how much
the physiognomy of my beloved fathe r has changed.
May they bless me and believe me that I will never
forget them : an embr ace for all my brothers-in-law and
brothers, kisses for the thous and little nephews and
nieces, compliments and regards to all our friends,
acqua intan ces and other persons.
Yours,
JOSE *
* The origina fa, of this and othel' letters acquire d by Mr. Federic o
Calero were donate d by him to the Philipp ine Govern
me·nt in 1%0.
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1\!ladrid, Janu ary 17, 1883

Mr. Silvestre Ubaldo
My dear Brother-in-law:
I received your lette r of the 23rd of December and
I understood what is contained therein. I am than king
you for your diligence in writing me, but I am infor
ming you that I have alrea dy answered your two appr
eciate d letters, altho ugh I believe that you have not yet
received them owing to the distance that sepa rates
us.
I felt very sorry that you were not able to go back
to our town so you could be together, one of my desir
es
and thoughts. Faul t of the King's agents.
I am happ y at wha t you told me that Dofia Ipia
went home to Calamba at abou t Christmas, bringing
\vith her my best wishes for the season.
I won 't tell you any more abou t the othe r things
which are happ enin g to me, because I have alrea
dy
ment ione d them in my lette rs home: in case you
go
home you may ask for them.
In the mini stry I will see if I can do something
good for you; but my acqu ainta nces are still few.
If
only your expe ctati on in the office you have just
assumed were not great, I would deem it of grea t bene
fit
if you rathe r atten d to the cultivation of the land. But
it is such a pity to leave a thing which should give you
honor.

It is good that I have noth ing more to ask for in
my prese nt state , likewise as to my healt h, which I also
wish for you and your wife. Give my regards to your
brothers, to Don a Ipia, whom I truly believe is stout
.
Tell her not to be complaining.
This is all.

J. RIZAL
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Madrid, January 29, 1883
My dear Parents and Brothers:

I have just '\:v11.tten four rather long letters and although I am quite tired, I have so much pleasure and
satisfaction in writing to you that I feel as if my pen
has become lighter and my ideas are refreshed and enlivened.
\Ve are going through a most delightful period: the
sky is cloudless and blue, almost like the Phi1ippine sky;
the moon dear, Jess cold, temperature so agreeable that
I have gone out v;1ithout a cloak, and a cuerpo, as they
say here. I am in good health, th<:y say stout, I have
but a slight cold. I do not know if I am growing, but
my physiognomy must have changed somewhat.
Felix, who arrived last night from Redondila (Galicia), where he did much painting, said that he will make
my picture and that I shall send it to you, if it is
true. He is the same in figure, in size, in everything,
everything.
Our society has died. I proposed its death; although I was the most tenacious among its supporters.
1

Last night, or better yesterday, while an aerostatic
balloon carryiag Captain Mayet and a businessman or
contractor was descending, its basket got entangled with
a chimney, and Captain Mayet, for saving his companion, fell on the street from the fifth floor, expiring
in a few houn;. This Captain Mayet is a Frenchman
and already had gone up a great number of times for
the entertainment of those who could not go to the
theater; he is a good man, winsome to the Madrilefios.
He was married recently to an Italian. His death was
much felt for it was the result of his generosity. His companion escaped unhurt; he was one of the many who ascended with the Captain to enjoy looking down at the
ground from a good height.
'1

Circulo Hispano-Filipino.
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I have heard that Tonino and Sra. Sisa have sent
me 50$ as Christmas gift; I thank them much, but please
see in what way they can be reciprocated, for similar
dernonstration of affection may tacitly induce my other
in-laws to do the same, and I do not wish that the same
thing will ever happen .
I hope that you have spent happily Christmas, the
New Year and the day of the Three Kings with all the
nephews and nieces whose number I desire to see trebled
upon my return, so as to put up a school for them
alone.

I am now studying Italian and have made a bet that
I could speak it in two months. It is easy. I hope
that by next summer you will permit me to go to Paris
to finish my studies in French, afterward to Rome, and
I expect also to stay for some time in London and Berlin to learn Engiish and German. I wish to be back at
the end of three or four years.
Here in Spain, they have a wrong impression about
the Philippines and there are so many people who are
ignorant of that country that it is not strange if they
mistake us for Chinese, Americans or mulattos, and even
many of the young students do not know if the Philippines belongs to the English or to the Spaniards. On~
day they asked cne of our countrymen if the Philippines
was far from J\rlanila, so that is that! One told me that
he had been in my country . . . . . *

* Pu bl; shed in th e Rizal Cenl ermial Bulletin , Vol. I , No. 2, June
19, 1956.
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Madrid, February 13, 1883

Sr. Dn Paciano Mercado
My dear Brother:
Three days ago I received your letter of the 29th of
December, one day after IJwL of Uncle Antonio which
departed from there on the ~;ame [day] of the Lipa
catastrophe.' The fear and tlw impression which the
news produce<l among· m: <lll' cxn~ssivl~ly prnfound and
we have been making a thousand conjcdures; but your
letter has calmed me down somewhat, for written as it
\Vas on the 2~Hh of December you have not said anything about any trip or going down to Manila of any
of our family, besides the circumstance that it being
the 2nd of January many families would be in their
homes. If I were there, perhaps the possibility that I
would have accompanied Tasio to Manila, as one in
charge, and returned quickly to enjoy some days in the
house, might have cost me very dear. If I think of this,
I remember so many events in my life that I am apt to
believe in a divinity, which watches over me. However,
this of Tasia should not distmh me for the sake of Captain Juan, for he has the habit of staying some days
in Manila to make purchases, specially now that perhaps his house is being finished already.
Your letter has pleased me very much with the
news you give me in it, news that make my banishment
not altogether voluntary, because while we share, even
if imperfectly, the mode of life of a people, as long as
we hear news about it, as long as we can still perceive
its happiness from far places, we should not consider
ourselves as outlavvs and dead to the country. This is,
therefore, why I am over-solicitous about the happenings
in that country, the only way l have tO fransport myself
1 Th e boil e1· of the S. S. Lipn explocl·ed while going up
tlw Pasig·
River on its way to Calarnba and othel' towns on Laguna Lake. AL ont a
dozen persons peri shed in that accident.
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by imagination to its bosom so that as much as possible
the old pleasant impression would not be erased. Tell
Nanay' that she be careful like a real school monitor,
that instead of going out to look for God, the sisters
should not be looking for the Franciscans. All the friars,
the jesuits and the clerics here wear the same dress: the
black or the cassock, for any other is forbidden and they
would be stoned. As to the feast of St. Francis, if
I were there perhaps I would have enjoyed equally
well. Apropos the gods of Greece and Rome, I do not
know if you have continued with the subscription that
I gave up in the middle; it is a pity if it was not concluded!-What you tell me about the horse and what
happened to Dandoy, do not surprise me at all, for the
one they have in the king's stable is reputed there as
the most spirited and most untamed. Why do horses
have more genius than the . . . ? I learned to ride in
Barcelona the horses of this country and by the third
day I already rode bareback and jumped barriers. It
is some time now that I have not mounted a horse, for
it costs much: this makes me afraid that I may not
know how to sit on the saddle anymore.
My most sincere congratulations to the singers on
Christmas and above all to Raquer of whom I retain
pleasant memories which are brought to mind by the
harp, the song and the moon that used to enter through
the window. Here the moon is too obscure, bashful,
there is such lack of vegetation and poetry that when
least expected I look for it in heaven and I do not find
it. I am getting so tired of Madrid that if I succeed
in finishing my studies this year I shall go to Paris or
to Rome perhaps, not to return to Spain anymore even
if there are already here families who appreciate me in
their own way.
1

Moth er.
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I sent to you the first record of the C.H.F. 1 as well
as the second, for I was a member; but as I told you in
my previous letter, it is already dead; you will not receive any more number. Pagong, that is the Marquis
of Pagong, is Vicente Gonzales with whom I live now}
that one who was there with me and with Aguado, he
who put on your muslin shirt (aroma) ,

ugali ng atin mga bayan ay malilimutan at ang napupulot ay ang mga basahan ng raza rito. •
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I am thinking of the day when you come to travel
in Europe before I return: it will be useful for you to
know French. At present I write it with sufficient
correctness. When I have mastered it, I shall begin the
I am learning the Italian
English or the German:
gradually. Luckily I still speak the Tagalog well and
according to what my companions say I am in many
occasions unintelligible to them. And so that you can
see, there goes one paragraph:
Bagay sa sinasabi mo sa aquin na mga panaginip,
sa ating pinagusapan niyaon una isang simbangabi ay di
co nalilimutan at siya na lamang nagaayos ng aquin mga
hacbang. M arami sa mga naninirri dine ay quinuculuang
lagui ng dugo at quinacapos ng hinifiga, figuni't di co
matant6 cung baquit walang capanalitilwnp ang canilang
mga na.r;a. Ang cabataan caya 6 sapagcat di silt:i nasusugatan sa canilang Zaman; may ilan ding camuhha ni
F. R., ni B. V. na mga may tinatagong init na nahahalata rin, anhin moi ang usoc ng bundoc na may tinagong
apoy. Af ayroong ditong dul6s na dul6s, pafigal na
pafigal na siya lamang catataunan3 ng ibci at hia ng casamahan. gBaquit caya pinabayaang maglacbay bayan?
Ang capcdigalan ay sumusuco dahilan sa arao arao yaong
carapatan bagang italas ay ipinupurol at nagpapaquita
ng capafiganan. 4 U wi ng culang ang ·mga magagandang
Circulo Hispano-Filipino.
Kapanatilihan
s Katatawa.n an
4 Kapafigalan

1

2
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Send me a list of those who died on the Lipa: I
wish that when I go back everything would be as if I
had left only yesterday; I do not want to be a stranger
in my country. I do not know if the news that I could
give you from Madrid would interest you, you who
neither is curious nor know anyone in these latitudes,
but in exchange for yours I shall refer to scandals in
this Capital, scandals which the Manila press, canonized
in life, will certainly not tell you.
The Duke of La Torre, that is General Serrano, head
of the party called Izquierda Dinastica, who had good
debates with the Sagasta ministry, a man of sufficient
popularity and considered before as the most influential
in the militia, has suffered the shock of a thunderbolt:
a pamphlet. This pamphlet published in Paris by Carreras denounced before the world all the crimes of the
family life of said duke, with proofs and testimonies.
The duke (according to the pamphlet) married his hermaphrodite son to Miss de Santo Semia with a dowry
of one million duros, making use of falsifications and
deceits. The boy confessed in the first night to the
wife that he was incapable of being a husband. . . until
finally the maiden asked a divorce from the dukes. It
* Cloncerning the dreams that you have been telling me, which we
talked iabout formerly once during a "misa de gallo", I have not forgotten
it and it is the only thing that is regulating my behaviour. Many of those
staying here 11lways become mad and go out of breath, but I don't know why
their desire can't stick to anything. Is it because of t'heir youth or because

they have not been wounded in their flesh? There are some also, like F. R.
or B. V. who are conce'aling some heat which are revea,led nevertheless,
like the smoke of the mountain which has s,ome hidden fire. There is somebody here who is very dull and who is the butt of laughter of others and
~'hame of his companions. Why was he allowed to go abroad? And in his
dullness hf' is giving up, because eve1·yday instead of the need to become
keener he becomes duller and shows his dullness. He will go home lacking
the beautiful customs of our towns which he will forget and what h"e will
pick up is the r'ag of the race here.
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seems that the duchess answered her that she be not
stupid, that she can look for a lover. The duke promised
her that the marriage would be annulled in three years ...
Finally, there is a European suit in Paris, for the duke
won in Spain: Carreras published the pamphlet; many
newspapers took up the story: the duke is very discredited; nobody wants to go to his balls and everybody is
making firewood out of a fallen tree: it is said that in
Congress they call him indecent, and Carreras is resolved to publish another pamphlet about the death of
Prim 1 in which he will bring to light big things. It is
said in private that a person of much power at this
time, a political enemy of the duke, is the secret instigator
of the pamphlet. Misery and corruption at the bottom.
Here everybody dances and all are actors for reason of
money and employment.

vVith reason it was said that those of Southern Europe

Xii

With respect to their majesties, I do not see much
enthusiasm for them among the people; in the various
times they appeared in public not even a simple "viva"
was heard. Everybody aspires to become minister and
discoursers and schemers abound in such a manner that
it is not possible to take one step without encountering
them.
The women abound still more and it is a sorrowful
wonder that in many places they waylay the men and
they are not bad looking at that.
vVith respect to morality there are also models of
virtue and of innocence and others who have nothing
as women besides the dress and if not, besides the sex.
1 Dn Juan Prim y P rats, a f <1 nl0us Spani sh gener a l, Visc ount of Bruch
:n11l Count of Re us. He was ma de M a rqn i~ o f Cm;t illc jos afte r h e won th e
fam ous h:1!tlc of C;:i s tiliejfls in Mo rrnrn an J a nua r y 1, l SGO. Afte r tl:r1t.
until his dea th, he was prominent in polit ics , takin g a bold sl;i nd :1~~ain s l
~p a in becomi ng a republic. Bc{·ause of th a t h e re'."eiv ed anonymous thre~i t.~ ,
bu t lw did not take p recautions. Cornin g- from hi s offic2 th e nig-h '. of
December 27, 1870, h e was ambu shed and s hot on the head and ch es t,
dyin g on the 30th.

have fire in their veins. However, prostitution here is a
little more hidden than in Barcelona although no less
unbridled.
I do not know hmv that irnitrimonial venture of a
girl there with an old man has ended, about which you
told me in one of your letters. Has it failed perhaps?
It is strange that there being so few girls in the town
I do not know \vho is referred to.

I close this letter recommending to you many of the
friends who will probably go there to pay you a visit.
I do not know if Santiago Carrillo has gone to visit you,
for he promised me when he was here. When you wTite
to me, tell me about him and about the reception given
to the one who got n~arried in Spain.
\Vith nothing more, greeting and rcmembr:inccs to
all your friends and to mine, to all relatives and other
persons with whom I want old sympathies to last. You
will act on this according to your correct way of looking
at it.
Your brother who loves you,
JOSE RIZAL
The Tuesday of the Carnival we had Filipino luncheon and dinner in the house of the Paternos, each
one contributing 1 duro. We ate with our hands rice,
boiled chjcken, adobo, fried fish and roast pig. \Ve
were: Resurrecci6n, Emilio and Estevan Villanueva, the
two Paternos, two Llorentes, Figueroa, Vicente Gonzales,
Raymundo Perio, J\1anuel de Iriarte (the initiator),
Eduardo Lete, Juan Fernandez, Federico Calero and I.
Iriarte got drunk: all of us ate very well, but becau~e
the rice expanded we all somewhat developed "buli-buli"
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the whole day. After each course we walked about, and
if someone came to look for the owners of the house,
he was told they were not at home so as not to disturb
the feast. Fourteen pounds of rice were finished, five
chickens, four pounds of pork. Not even a piece of
bone was left of the roast pigling that cost us one
duro and a half. The confusion that reigned was indescribable. Valentin Ventura was amongst us also,
hence we were sixteen Filipinos.

17

The absence of .<:migan' was noticeable. The cook
was Estevan Villanueva. We talked in Tagalog during
the meal. This made me remember Pansol while eating
and Marianito was doing his stunts.*

1

Sinigang-Fish boiled with sour fruits or leaves.
of Mr. Federico Calero.

* Courtc,;y
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Paris, June 21, 1888
My dear Parents and Brothers:
As I have advised you in my previous letter written
in Madrid the day before I left I am now in Paris at
'
'
37 Rue de Maubenge, Hotel de Paris,
since Sunday morning, the 17th. -My trip has been one of the best and
the fastest for it took only 36 hours from Madrid to here
by the express thru-train . I passed through Avila, Valladolid, traversing all of Old Castille, San Sebastian ,
Irun. Until this last place my trip has been over Spain.
The landscapes of Old Castille, if as such can be called
those bare areas formed by monotonous lines without
trees nor landmarks , accompan y the traveller until the
Basque provinces, where the mountains have more vegetation, more trees and there is more cultivation, although
it suffers from the scarcity of people so characteri stic of
these provinces. The Basques typically are tall, manly;
their face is regularly shaven, which makes it look long
rather than oval; small eyes, aquiline nose and their
general feature indicates honesty, roughness and frank
affability. -The women are excessively industrious, so
much so that not a few times I have seen them pulling
carts. -A stone or iron bridge separates Spain from
France, like Sta. Rosa from Cabuyao; and the first
French town I saw was Hendaye where a stop is usually
made for breakfast. From there on one notices a great
difference: the landscapes are pleasing; innumerab le
chalets or country homes with vines, and flowers beautify the road; pines and olive groves compete for the
last inch of ground; every area is planted, all is beinv
utilized.
Just like in Spain I had for a companion in travel
an Englishm an and two Frenchme n with whom I enjoyed
much, princip:.3.lly with the English who is traveling to
learn Spanish, so in France my companions were two
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Spani ards who were going to Londo n to study English.
-We passe d throu gh Borde aux, Poitiers, Tours , Blois,
Orleans and on to Paris. I do not name here but the
first class towns. Many memories were awake ned in my
imagi nation on seeing these towns full of histor y or which
filled histor y, above all the heroes in novels who were
supposed to have lived in those places, like the three
musketeers, etc. etc. The subur bs of Paris are very
beaut iful and most picturesque. They are made up of
some small houses with garde ns and their churches, like
all what we have seen on the way, have a gothic form
of certai n purity , their towers so high that with the
landsc apes they look encha nting to the travelers. Beginning in Hend aye one notices alread y amon g the people
courte sy and urban ity; if you addre ss them they answer
with amiableness and take off their hats; and you do
not pay nor give them anyth ing witho ut their thank ing
you; likewise the slight est collision or trippi ng is reason
enough for their begging your pardo n and asking you to
excuse them. In Paris it is even more so. What Gran t
said that the Engli sh in comparison with the Frenc h are
rude, applies to myself; accus tomed for many month s
to a partic ular behav iour, now that I am in Paris I find
and consider myself almost, and even, gross. This is true
in general.
\Vell, then, as I was saying, I arrive d in Paris in the
morni ng of Sund ay and I went to the hotel where the
Filipinos use b stop and where Zamo ra is stayin g. My
room costs me seven duros a month , witho ut food nor
light, for here every thing is dear.
In the first hours I went aroun d and from the big
area I have walke d and from the little I have visited,
I can figure out how big is this which they call Babylonia. Fill the area of Calam ba, Cabuy ao and Santa
Rosa with magn ificen t houses and you will have Paris,
more or less; and I imagi ne it thus, because to cross it
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from one end to anoth er by coach, more than one hour
and a half is necessary. Here man is truly an ant; there
are street s the end of which can not be seen, and nevertheles~ they are straig ht, wide and well laid-o ut; shops
and big stores everywhere; coaches for hire are said to be
as many as 25)000. The transi ents enliven and fill the
street s, so do the stores, restau rants, cafes, buillons, beer
saloons and garde ns and monu ments . On every street
however small it is, one finds at least a lodging house:
and all these hotels are filled because travelers come and
go from differ ent parts of the world, such that one al'~ays sees new faces, trunk s and suitca ses on all sides,
differ ent vestm ents, foreign types, amon g whom we, ourselves, are. Here they call us Japan ese, because these
aboun d here in great numbers.
The first clay I did nothin g but walk and walk· I
saw the Champs-Elysees, the Vend6me column crow~ed
with the statue of Napol eon the first. The Opera House
from the outside, the Place de la Concorde, the Obelisk
of Luxor,_ the Temp le of Magd alen and other building'>
of lesser impor tance.
The Cham ps-Ely sees: these are garde ns \vhich extend from the Place de la Concorde to the Arc of Carrousel, wide and long, plante d with trees, a small theatr e
on b?th side:" where concerts and shows are given in the
evemngs, with cafes, expositions, flowers and plants.
Many perso ns go there to do their sewing under the
tre~s, to read; the nurse s to bring the children under
then~ charge, etc. etc. The Champs-Elysees is very lively
at mght.

Tl~e Colu~nn. of Vend6 me is tall and big, full of
b~s reliefs ?epic tmg the wars of Napoleon in Germ any;
his statue is preserved, his hands holding a palm frond
and a globe. He is garbe d as an Empe ror.
. I have seen the Opera House only from the outside: it is imposing and elega nt and deserving of Paris.
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-For some other details, see its picture in the Ilustraci6n, copy of which we have there. It is crowned with
magnificently gilded groups of allegorical statues.
The Place de la Concorde is an immense and wide
circumference inside which is the Obelisk of Luxor. The
principal cities of France arc represented by matrons
seated all around. The City of Strasbourg, formerly of
France now of Germany, is also there but in mourning
and with a crown of sempervivum and its funereal adornments.

The Church of Magdalen is grand, beautiful and it
is of pure Greek architecture; it is an imposing edifi.ce
and it is a very beautiful sight. It is open for worship.
For reasons of economy, the majority of the people
in Paris eat in restaurants or buillons. The Duval buillons, of the butcher Duval, are establishments which are
found everywhere, where one eats in dainty and clean
surroundings, and for two and a half pesetas one can
eat sufficiently well. Those who serve there are women
and the menu is good and economical. We usually go
there.
1

The first evening we went to the . .... Theatre.
·- This is the most luxurious public building that I have
seen so far. It is of Indian architecture, fantastically
imposing, filled with mirrors and lighted by electricity,
adorned by gigantic Indian statues, also with heads of
elephants, and those capricious designs which bring together gold, red and blue into a strange combination that
vividly impresses. The immensely big mirrors conveniently located prolong that row of colonnades such
that one seems to be inside a very extensive temple in
Ellora 2 or Mahabalipur. The dance troupe that perP robably, Ode6n now.
Ellor a is a village in the province of H yderabad, India, wl1 Pre
temples a r e excavat ed on the sloping side of hills.
1

2
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forms there numbers 300 and allegorical dances like
the "Excelsior", which demonstrates the victory of Progress over evil genius, in which are exploited all the
advances in escenography, tinsel ornaments, costumes
and electric light together with magic, are presented
every night for the enchantment of Parisians ~nd for··
e1gners.
The houses here, the same as those there, have
waxed wooden floors unlike in Madrid where they are
made of bricks or flat stones. The least one has to spend
here daily for board and lodging is 7 pesetas.
On the following day, the 18th, Zamora, Cunanan
and I visited the Laennec Hospital and we observed how
Dr. Nicaise treated his patients. It has stunned me to
see the advancement and the accommodation in this
small hospital, superior to that in San Carlos at Madrid.
As all here tak:! us for Japanese, they said that they were
going to present us to Mr. Saint Remiz who has stayed
long in Japan. I took charge of the arrangement.
We saw briefly the establishment called Bon Marche
(cheap) , one of the four or five very big ones which are
found here and called El Louvre, Le Printemps, La Belle
J ardiniere, etc. Here in these establishments all and
sundry are sold except food although I believe having
seen there a cafe and a restaurant. This store occupies
one whole block, the floors of the building as big as the
entire space between our house and the post office. So
that you can form an idea as to how big it is, it keeps
inside 150 Norman and English horses whose only job
is to deliver the merchandise to the house of the buyers,
horses that occupy an entire big building.-Apropos Norman horses, mine looks like them although it is smaller,
for these have wide haunches and big muscles. They
serve only for pulling and are very strong; there are
some which are like elephants.
We saw also the Church of Notre Dame (Nuestra
Senora de Paris) where for 50 cents they showed us re-
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ligious treasures, various sacred gifts of different
sovereigns, vestments of the more celebrated cardinals
and archbishops; we climbed the tower which reminded
me much of Victor Hugo's novel (Notre Dame de Paris)
upon seeing the monstrous sculptures which served
as adornments. There, the bells which they call bourdon
(great bell) are shown and the one seized in Sebastopol.

reaches down to the stomach or crop, with corn that
does not pass through the mouth: in 15 days they become so fat that there is nothing more to ask for.
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I have seen, besides, many buildings from the outside but as I am thinking of visiting them afterwards,
I shall tell you news about them.
On the 19th we went to see how Dr. Nicaise operates and we went away very much pleased. Afterward
to the Dupuytren Museum.
On the 20th we visited the Lariboisiere hospital
where Pardo (Felix) is an extern and we observed the
examination of different diseases of women.
On the 21st, after watching the operation of Dr.
Duplay, we went to the Jardin d'Acclimatation situated
outside Paris in the forest of Bologna (Bois de Boulogne) . There we found plants of all species and the
rarest and most beautiful birds. Everything that the
imagination could conceive of as to forms and colors
can be found there among the sparrows ( mayas) , from
the paquing to one with a multitude of colors in all gra·
dations, all the feathered species: the rarest chickens,
parrots, etc. etc., ostriches, cranes, cassowaries, elephants, seals, deer, oxen, gazelles, giraffes, zebras, horses,
etc.; and even persons from different countries are exhibited to the public with their ways and customs. There
are also aquariums where fishes are seen behind glass,
eels, corals and sponges, from the red, green and blue
fish to the black one. There is also a small place used
for the breeding or artificial incubation of chicks, the
eggs are placed in boxes with a temperature of 39° .--The method they use to fatten them quickly is to keep
them in narrow boxes where their movement is restricted and they are fed through tube of tin-plate which
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\i\Tithin this garden of acclimation there are ·:i.lso
railcars that carry the travellers or sightseers from one
side to the other; there are cafes, restaurants, a concert,
a horseriding school, gymnasium and even pnv1es.
Trees of all species shade the roads, and there are flowers and roses of different colors and forms.
Until now I have not seen more than this.
Henceforth, as I go on sightseeing, I shall write
you more. Only it costs something to see them, for
I have to pay for coaches, tickets, drinks, and then
Paris is so big and complicated that one may get lost
easily on any street.
It is possible that this letter may go together with
one of mine from Madrid and consequently, this will
serve only as a description.-By the first of July I am
thinking of transferring to the Latin district where
living is a little bit cheaper. Without . . . . .

NOTES
The following information in Baedeher's Paris and Its Environs, 1910 edition, is here given, so the readers may share more
fully the experiences of Rizal when he was visiting the various
places of interest he mentioned in this letter. See also the notes
after his letters of July 5 and August 2.
Champs-Elysees: This park and the magnificent avenue with
the same name alongside it are among the most fashionable promenades in Paris, specially after ;3 p.m. The brilliant illumination
of the thoroughfare presents a very fine effect as seen from the
Place de la Concorde.

Colonne Vendome: This is an imitation of Trajan's column
at Rome, 142 ft. high and 13 ft. in diameter. The bronze plates
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that form a spiral band , nea rly 900 ft . lon g, depict memorable
scenes of the campaigns of Napoleon in 1805, ending with the
Battle of Aust erlitz.
Opera House: This sumptuous edifice hf~aring the inscription 'Academie Nationale de Musiquc' was begun in 1861 and
finished in 1874 (nine years before Riza l saw it.) . It is supposed
to be the largest theatre in t he world, eov(' rin g an a rea of 122,364
sq. ft., with seats for 2,158 persons. There is hardly a variety of
marble or costly stone that has not !wen u s c ~ d in its construction.
Centre of I.he fashimrnhlc qum ters
Place de la Concorde:
River, it. is one of the most beauSeine
the
of
bank
right
on the
world. Somewhere here stood
the
tiful and extensive squ::1 rcs in
the guillotine from whi ch hundreds of noble and humble vi ctims
of the R eign of T error (1 793-1 794) directed their last gaze to
their fellowmen. It had been given different names until 1830.
Obelisk de Louqsor : This is 76 ft. high and weighs 240,000
kilos. It once stood in front of the great temple at Luxor in Upper
Egypt, and in 1831 it was presented to Kfog Louise Philippe by
Mohammed Ali, viceroy of Egypt. It is made of a single bloc,k
of reddish granite. Its hieroglyphic inscriptions na rrate the deeds
of Ramses II who built it in the 14th century B. C.
Maddciiw: Church of SL Ma ry M:-1gdalen. Built in the
style of a Roman temple, it. was begun in 1806 hy Napoleon I
who intended it fo r a " T emple of Glory". Finished in 184 2, it is
354 ft. long, 141 ft. hroad and 100 ft. high , surrounded by an imposing collonade of mas8ive Corin thian columns. Its bronze doors,
34-1/2 by 16-1/2 ft. are adorned wi th illustrations of the T en
Commandments by Henri Triqueti.
Laennec Hospital: Formerly the Hospice des Incurables,
founded in 1634, it has an interesting court and chapel and a remarkable Egyptian fountain.
Cathedral of Notre-Dam e: Begun in 1163 a nd completed in
the 13th century, it is 417 ft long and 156 ft. wide, with a tower
223 ft high. Its facade, whi ch is t he finest part of the cat hedral,
has served as model for many a church in N. E. France, and it::;
ancien t i:; laincd glnsscs arc worth seeing.
Arc de Triomphe du Carrousel: An imitation of the Arch of
Severus at Rome, 48 ft. high and 63-1/2 wide, it commemora t es
the victories won hy Napoleon I in 1805.
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Musee Dupuytren : This houses the pathologica l collection
of the School of Medicine.
Bois de Boulogne: This beautiful park covering almost 1,000
hectares, is the favorite promenade of the people of Paris.
.Jardin d' Acclimatat ion: This is an enclosed part of the Bois
de Boulogne, about 20 hectares. It was founded in 1854 by an
association for the purpose of introducing into France and acclimatizing foreign plants and animals that are deemed suitable for
decoration and other uses.
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Paris, July 5, 1883
Rue de Rennes -124
Quartier Latin
My dear Parents and Brothers:
In my pr::-)vjous letter of the 21st or 22nd of June
I gave you some little news about the several buildings
and monumen ts that I have seen in this big city. The
mail leaving tomorrow for those places, I write this to
continue giving you some ideas, however slight, about
everything I have seen since then.

It seems that in my last letter I ended with the
visit at the garden of acclimation. I shall begin, therefore, with the summer circus. This is a theater or circus, like any other devoted to gymnastics and horse
shows located over there, almost at the end of ChampsElysees. The performers who work there are of the
type of Chiarini, although they are inferior in quality
and number to those of the Italian troupe. Nevertheless, although Paris is a capital with innumerable amusement places, and despite the mediocrity and the little
importanc e of this show, the theater has always a full,
or more than full house, owing without doubt to the
many foreigners that go there and to the many adventurers-m en and women-w ho, it seems, want to meet
there.
The national panorama is like that of other places.
If you remember those of Marseilles and Madrid which I
described to you in the past, you can form an approximate idea of it, only that in this of Paris one can see
what it was in the time of the Franco-Pr ussian war. It
is the Battle of Champign y and the horrors in the town
of Paris. This panorama , like the summer circus and
like the Palace of Industries , is all in the Champs-Elysees
of Monte Cristo.
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The Pal~ce of Industries is a very big building
constructe d m 1855, dedicated to various exhibits of
arts and trades. Admission usually costs 2 francs or 50
cen~s. on Sundays and Thursdays . There I saw an expos1t10n of Japanese paintings; and many men and
women, specially the foreign artists, taking me as one
from Japan, approache d me and asked me for information about it. I gave them and told them what I know
and when I could I escaped into the history of J apa~
an.d her old and modern constitutio n. I said some
thmgs ~bout the Japanese artists whose biographies I
knew, like Totsugen, Senko, Nampo, etc. They asked
me about the processes and they were charmed. But
then it occurred to one of the ladies to ask me what
those characters written below the pictures mean and I
found myself in a great exigency. Fearing tha~ there
might be among the various visitors someone who is
familiar with Japanese writings, I would be caught in
flagrante delicto of telling a lie; so I told them that the
Mikado wanti:".lg to make Japan like Europe sent us to
Europe since our very young days, and we have been
europeanized; this, added to the difficulty of Japanese
~ritings which is not as simple as that of the European s,
is the reason why we have not learned our native
tongue.
In Europe, specially in France, all who have our
type and who dress like we do are Japanese (Chinese in
Spain) just as all those there who grow beard are ca~ti
las. In this exposition I saw also very beautiful pictures
and sculptures of European artists, precious stones
antiques, furniture of different epochs, weapons, Indian:
Moslem, and Hebrew books. oorcelains. vases etc. etc.
I spent nearly three hours there and I believe I saw them
hurri~dly. I admire above all a painting of a nymph
sleepmg under the moonlight among the clouds and
mist.
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The Hotel-Dieu is a big hospital of three stories,
magnificently and hygienically constructed with courts
and gardens, on the island of Cite on the Seine. It has
five buildings on each side. Taking us for some attaches
in an embassy (we did not tell them this) they showed
us everything, including the kitchens which performed
their services with the use of small tramways. There is
much cleanliness and if I am not mistaken, the hospital
has 300 patients enjoying much privacy. It is really a
sanctuary fot· the sick. It has magnificent corridors
where the convalescents take a walk.

(acajou, pronounced acachu) the tangan-tang an, the
tuba, and the lumbang. Admission is free on all days.
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The Museum of Orfila is of very great importance
for the students of medicine. Anybody can go there to
study human and comparative anatomy including its innermost secrets, from that of the dwarf to that of the
giant, from that of the fish to that of man, from that of
the cell to that of the organ. There is a table made by
an Italian and presented, I believe, to Napoleon III.
This table is made of the liver, intestines, brain, flesh,
lungs and ears of man. The wise Italian knew how to
conserve these in such a way that they become very
hard, so that the table looks as if it is made of marble,
and these different substances of the human organs make
interesting pictures; however, I believe that there are
many persons who would not care to eat on that table.
The process is not known, its secret has been lost
apparently. There is also a picture of a celebrated
dwarf noble, attired in the very dress he had while still
living; he is hardly three palms tall. What is peculiar
about this dwarf is that he is not deformed, not humpbacked nor with a big head like the others; on the contrary he is very well proportioned: a head like an orange,
small hands, well proportioned feet and legs, and a very
agreeable and congenial physiognomy. It is said that
he was well informed, very kind, and lived 30 years or
more. There I saw among various seeds, the cashew

The Jardin des Plantes is the name given to a wide
piece of land very near the Seine which is full of plants
of different kinds, with museums of zoology, geology and
another purely of skeleton. There also is a great infinity of animals. I could visit only the different plantations, saw the ducks, geese, deers, six or seven tigers,
some lions (a lioness enclosed with a small dog) , bears,
panthers, wild boars, swine, dogs, oxen, lynxes, jaguars,
serpents, snakes, vipers, tortoises, eight or nine crocodiles
basking in the sun, fishes, etc. etc. All these are fed
and taken care of according to their different ways,
like the boas and snakes with woolen blankets, the
crocodiles with their small ponds, the turtles also, etc.
etc. The government engages professors who give there
courses in botany, zoology, geology, free to the public.
There are also giant skeletons of whales, cachalots, and
other animals. I am thinking of going back there some
seven times to see the museums. Admission is free to
the public. I do not know if I have told you already,
and if not I will tell you now.
Here the people go to all the free public gardens and
promenades, the men to take a stroll or study, and also
some women; the women bring with them their sewing
work, sit on the benches under the trees and they do
their work there better than in their house and nobody
disturbs them; the children play or run around and do
not bother anyone. This is the first time that I have
seen such a thing, and every day is like this in the
Champs-Elysees, Palais Royal, Luxembourg, Jardin des
Plantes, etc.
On the streets there are water closets-Cab inet
d'Aisance-w hich charge 15 cents, and they give soap
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also. There is excessive cleanliness. This is very convenient in the big towns, like the widely distributed
urinals that are also in Madrid, gratis.

There is a hall where the jewels of the kings and
queens, like scepters, crowns, rings, collars, etc. are exhibited. Another room full of sketches in pencil, in ink,
and in water-colour. Others full of Grecian, Roman and
Etruscan vases and jars, gotten from Pompei and other
excavations, so numerous that there are enough of them
to provide the whole province of La Laguna.

I have see.a but a part of the Luxembourg garden·
when I visit it longer I shall give you some news. I~
the Palace of Luxembourg I have seen but the museum
of paintings and sculptures of living artists. There are
magnificent paintings there, which are known from their
engraved copies in the Mundo Ilustrado; superb marble
statues that are impossible for me to enumerate. The
principal ones are those of Sulambo,'' St. John the Baptist,2 those of Titian, Raphael, da Vinci and others. The
French school is represented by all the painters from
Clouet to the present day and there one can study the
art step by step. Two paintings of Lethiere call one's
attention: the Death of Lucrecia and Brutus condemn_ing his two sons. The father is seated, as consul, beside another who covers his face with his cloak; at the
feet of Brutus lies the head of his son whose body is
being carried away by others; the executioner is standing; the other son is ready to die; others petition against
the sentence and are asking the fath er to spare the life
of his son; Brutus, inflexible, sombre, silent and meditating, not daring to look at his son, with clenched fists
is pale. It is a sublime picture. The Battles of Na~
poleon by Gros, an Endymion asleep under the moonlight, and the great picture of Prud'hon, the Cain and
Abel.' -On this floor also is what they call the Gallery
of _Apollo so named because of the picture of this god
pamted on the ceiling. He who has not seen this gallery can not form an idea of what a palace would be.
Decorated with profusion, the gilding, the painting, the
sculpture, the precious stones, all rival for the attention
of the attentive visitor. To describe it needs no excuse.
Statues of _S alammbo by A. Id rac or by Th. Ri viere. Inspire d by
the famou s classic novel of this title by Gustave Flauvert.
2
• There are m a ny of the.se in th e Luxembourg, by A. Lenoir, A.
Rodm, Dampt, P. Dubois.
3
Known in the Louvre as "Cr ime pursued by Vengeance and Ju stice."
1
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On the third floor there are also paintings, the
Museum of the Navy, that of China and that of Lesseps.
I believe that to examine this museum well, every
day for one year would not suffice: in the superficial
way that I do, three or four days are sufficient. It is
open to the public except on Mondays and admission is
free. There I saw the hall and the room where Henry
Katherine of Medici must have roamed
IV died'.
around the same places that we do now.
Finally I saw the Hotel Ynvalides where there are:
1st. The tomb of Napoleon I (in the church of San
Luis) under the cupula. The tomb is simple, grandiose,
imposing, worthy of the genius of the leader, on a circular excavation of 10 or 15 meters in diameter. The
sarcophagus is of reddish stone, well polished; devoid of
designs, made of a single piece, four meters long, two
wide, it contains his ashes: it is surrounded with a laurel
wreath in mosaic and twelve colossal statues of white
marble which represent his most famous victories. Everything there is serious and imposing and the light that
comes from the cupula enhances the effect further. The
foreigners and even the Englishmen stand there transfixed with veneration and respect. Behind the main altar is the entrance to the crypt made of black marble
Ri zal mi ght have meant other persons, :for H enry IV died in 1 GI O
and Cath.,.rine in 1588, while the construction of the pa lace began i · 1
1612.
1
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with two colossal caryatides holding a crown, a scepter,
a sword, and globe on two cushions. They are like
somber guardians: two giants watching the tomb of a
demigod. Above are inscribed the words of his testament. Napoleon is surrounded by the tombs of Bertrand,
Duroc, Turenne, Vauban, Jerome, and cToseph Bonaparte.

where I was before cost me much, and here I can live
with less than six pesetas daily, and besides the house
is much better.
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From there one goes to the Museum of the Artillery,
that of the weapons and armours, where those of the
famous kings are, the shotguns of the Louises, of the
Henrys and even those of Napoleon; from the primitive
swords made of stone to those of the generals of the
Republic and of the Empire and of the restoration; flags,
captured trophies, cannons, Japanese and Chinese arms,
dresses of the different warriors in Oceania, Africa and
America, armour suits of the Gauls, Greeks and Romans, all fitted on model figures. It is like a joke but
the dresses and weapons of the savages on the small
islands of Borneo are there, but those of the Philippines
are not even remembered. There is also one belonging
to a Chinese Emperor, full of gold and diamond, which
was captured during the war.
The Hotel des lnvalides is a big building, constructed by Louis XIV to take care of the poor soldiers;
there is an accommodation for 5,000, but not more than
600 stay there. Discipline is observed and old soldiers
are there, some without legs, arms, etc. The spirit of
Napoleon pervades the atmosphere and the institution as a whole produces a singular impression. It
could be said that it is a mansion of memories, because
I do not know how lonely one feels who lives in death,
in old age, and in misfortune. There is even a statue
of a marshal of Napoleon with one leg amputated. It
is an asylum for the old, the victims of strange passions.
This is all what I have seen so far. As you ·will
have noticed I am now in the Latin district, because
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\Vhatever they say, the manner of the French is
undoubtedly kind, at least outwardly, and this is noticeable not only among the high class, but even among
the poor and the middle classes. As I have said, I
am alone now, because Zamora and Cunanan had gone
to London. l\!Iy landlady, J'vime. Desjardines, belongs to
the middle class, like what we say there of co1nadre
Juliana. Well, then, on the first day when we ate ...
NOTES
(Source: Baedeker's Paris and Its Environs)
Circus: Hizal was referring to the Nomeu Cin1ue.
Battle of Champigny: In the village of Champigny on the
left bank of the Mame Hiver, the French Army vainly forced their
way through the German line in the battles of November 30 and
December 2, 1870 of the Franco-Prussian War.
Hotel-Dien: This is the oldest hospital in Paris, or perhaps
in Europe, having been founded about 660. Originally a nunnery,
then an asylum for pilgrims, it is now an admirably fitted hospital
with 800 beds and provided with three medical chairs.
Mus€e Orfila: This is a museum of comparative anatomy in
the School of Medicine, named in honor of its celebrated founder
(d. 1853).
.Jardin des Plantes: Located at some distance from the center of the City, it can be reachen by rail and tramway. Steamboats go up the Seine and many visitors take this route which
affords fine views of the banks of the Hiver. Covering an area of
30 hectares, it was founded in 1635 by a physician of Louis XIII
originally as a garden of medicinal plants. Since 1739 its sphere
was extended to include every department of natural history, and
it has a library of some 220,000 volumes besides thousands of Mss.,
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original drawings and maps. The Academie d'Histoire Naturalle
which is attached to it, is conducted by some 18 professors and 25
assistants. Rizal resumes his description of this garden in his letter of August 2.
The Palace and Garden of Luxembourg: In 1612, Marie de
Medicis, widow of Henry IV and queen regent of her son Louis
XIII, bought the chateau and grounds of the Duke of Piney-Luxembourg, where she had a new palace built, called now the Palais
Luxembourg. Napoleon I made important alterations and lived
there for some years. Since 1815 it was used by the Chamber of
Peers, later the Senate. A portion of the palace is used as galleries
of sculptures and paintings which are generally transferred to
other galleries about ten years after the death of the authors.
Formerly much bigger than at present, the Garden is the
only remaining Renaissance garden in Paris. It contains few lawns
and not many flowers, and its prevailing features are squares enclosed by trees, open spaces for children's games and the display
of sculptures. Military band plays there in summer.
Hotel des Invalid es: This vast edifice covering 12 hectares
was built in 1670-75 to accommodate 7,000 soldiers. Rizal said
in 1883 that there were only 600 inmates. In 1910 there were
only 15.
At the rea r part is the Dome des lnvalides, built as a second
or auxiliary church in 1693 to crown the entire structure and to
serve as the church for the Royal Family. It took up to 1735 to
complete it, to gild it and embellish it with reliefs representing
military trophies.
The Tomb of Napoleon I occupies the open circular crypt in
the center of the interior of the Dome. The sarcophagus measuring 13 ft. by 6-1/2 ft., with a depth of 14-3/ 4 ft. is composed of
five blocks of reddish brown porphyry brought from Finland.
Besides the Musee d' Artillerie in the Hotel there is also the
Musee Historique which exhibits war trophies, military medals
and decorations, flags and standards, drawings, engravings, etc. all
pertaining to wars and battles. The Governor of Paris moved his
offices and quarters there in 1898.
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boy, energetic and inspired, not like the effeminate and
sleepy ones we have there: one Eva, Sibila de Cumas,
Abel, etc. The most notable among the pictures is
that of a Roman revelry in the time of Rome's decadence, in front of the statues of the virtuous patricians
of the era of the republic and of the consulate. It seems
from their severe looks that the statues are irritated
at the sight of those shameless bacchanals. The Death
of Julius Caesar is a great painting, an engraved copy
of which is in Cantu. 1 The Last Days of Corinth and
the Capture of Jerusalern give an idea of the horror:'
of the sack. Virginia dead on the beach is a poetic and
sad composition; Cain fleeing vvith his family is fright-·
ful; the Birth of Venus by J3ouguereau looks like a piece
of morbid and elastic fle:::;h; and ~~ome iJthcr painting~:
that are very beautiful.
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The Bullier is a dance to which all the studtn!~;
go and even those who are not; they go there to danct:
like crazy and the place, despite its spaciousness, is full
of women and men. The French dance is ail spinning
around like a windlass; the quadrille is a dance in which
the men make contortions like puppets, and I do not
understand it except the enthusiasm of drunkenness
and foolishness.
vVe met there some personages of
various embassies, and because we were three, Zamora,
Cunanan and I, they said reservedly that ·we were perhaps of the 'Tonkin embassy, there io i;cttle the que;.;tion of the war. We pay a peseta foi' cn(raw:<:.
The Mu.c:;cum of Grcvin iN privnte ;;o we lw

pay two francs to enter.

b1

Vvc see tl1Pn: wax figuru:; 'Jf

Sloriu) lln·ircr,c.;uflc h~/ Cesa.re Ca11tl1.
"More known ns the Triwn1il1 o( \'e1111", thu,; '"'t 1•1 !1(' c<>11r•1:nrl
\1ith Tlzc Birlh of Fnws by BoHicPlli, 01· the urn! by C:1ht1lf i.
1
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famous personages, so faithfully and so closely made
that one can be deceived completely. There is Bismarck, Garibaldi, Arabi, the Czars Alexander II and
III in his coronation; Lesseps, Victor Hugo, Shobeleff,
Sarah Bernhardt, Gambetta, Emile Zola, Alphonse
Daudet, Gounod, etc. etc.

only curious Englishmen, Germans, in dark suits; yet
the places are the same, the same stairways worn-out
by so many generations, the same alcove and even the
same paintings.

I visited dso the Museum of the Louvre and Lo
see it rapidly I used three days from 10 in the morning
to five in the afternoon, without taking a rest. It is full
of foreigners. The Louvre, this old palace of Francis
I, which the succeeding kings kept on beautifying,
which withstood so many centuries, wars and revolutions, scene of the dramas and mysteries of the Valvis,
Medicis and Sorbons, is perhaps the most important
edifice in Pari~~. It is on the bank of the Seine: its
outside appearance is rather severe, somber and august,
despite its many sculptures, bas reliefs and other decorations which carry the imprint of the different conquering races. Part of it was burnt by the Communards. It is very big and perhaps it is as long as the
distance from the sentry-post at Captain Danday to
that of Captain Basio, or more. Its comts are immense
and can accommodate twenty five persons riding horses
at full gallop. It has very many doors. Looking at
it I remember so many histories, so many events, so
many crimes that took place there, as well as so many
glories; it seems that now and then I see some historic
face looking out of its balconies.
But times have
changed and on its immense galleries walk no more
Francis I, nor Henry II to look for Gabriel of Montgomery, nor the ailing Francis II, the Stuarts, nor
Charles IX, the silent and pensive, unhappy in his
youth; nor the criminal Henry III, nor Henry IV wit.h
his court; none of these can be seen anymore; ins·
tead of the ladies, soldiers, musketeers, pages, and nobles, instead of the Guisas, Bueis, Bayardos, we can sec

The whole ground floor is occupied by the Egyptian
Museum, the Assyrian, the Greek, Roman, Christian
sculptures, that of the Renaissance and the modern,
and the antiquities of Asia Minor. In the Egyptian
Museum on the ground floor can be seen colossal
sphinges, Isis, Osiris, and Apis; chapels constructed
out of a single piece of stone, that is monoliths, cippus,
Egyptian sepulchres also monolithic, papyrus with inscriptions, paintings, sacred vases; and going up to the
second floor one can see Egyptian objects pertaining
to their cult, to their civil life, to their sepulchres,
mummies, small idols, crocodiles, cats, dogs, and birds
all mummified, a whole world, whole social, political,
civil and religious life, seemingly mute cadavers hut expressive and eloquent which remind us of olden times,
past grandeurs, sufferings, crimes perhaps. The impression that these objects make on the visitor is sad,
grandiose and imposing; at the sight of them one is
carried back to those temples of Karnai, of Philoe, or to
the pyramids constructed by so many dynasties of the
Pharaos. But it can be observed that Religion is the
most common stamp of Egyptian life, which is not the
case with the Assyrian Museum: in this are big, enormous pieces of stone with colossal bas reliefs (see Cantli)
of men with the body of oxen and with wings, statues
of Assyrian Hercules which kill lions without exerting
efforts, friezes, capitals, bas reliefs of hunt, animals and
sacrifices pertaining to the palaces of Nineveh and
Babylon, to tha.t of Khorzabad constructed by Scnnn ·
cherib, Sardanapalus, etc. There are also marble sarcophaguses of Phoenicians. I do not know why this museum
is always deserted, not frequented like the others, per-
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haps, because vvith its statues it reminds one of the
most ancient times, of cities covered with the dust of
ruins and destruction, but certain it is that it is afflicting
and calls to 1nemory thois<~ feasts of Balthazar', Semiramis, Nino Cyrus nnd the Darius. I could visualize the
mysterious hand writing l~iane Thecel Phares.

The museum of marble antiques or the Greek and
Roman sculptures is the biggest collection of first class
works I have r~een, although they say that it does not
top nor is it so many as the big Italian collections. One
can study there a complete course of mythology by
merely looking at the statues and their groupings, another of Homan history with the busts of the consuls
and emperors, as well as their statues; therein is the
most celebrated Venus de IV! ilo, known to be the best
of all, despite its lack of arms; a colossal Melpomene of
four meters. 'I'he statues only whose pictures I have
seen are all there, and one has to spend three hours to
see them superficially, and one goes away from there
with imagination stupified. The Christian sculpture presents a great contrast to that of the pagans and despite
the infancy of the art one perceives a feeling of mysticism, something that speaks of heaven and the soul. The
sculpture of the llenaissance and the modern times extends its hands to that of the pagan and hardly it deigns
to look at the Christian. Yes, it is beautiful, genuine,
elegant, grandiose and at times sublime. Attention is
called to the Two Slaves by Michael Angelo; to the
Diana of Goujon~ and to the various works of Puget and
Coustou. 1

1

Af;ian 11.ntiquities (of Asia lVIinor) demonstrate the
origin of Cn~ck <nt: their archaic :c;tatues can he seen
there,. :m frnrn th(~ ;,(arHbrd :-:\1mholic
re1i~·ious
rividity··
it
.
....,
,_.,
dcve}opul Id.IL~ hy IiUle \1do llw grnccfulnc;c;s and elegance of 1-Iellenisnt But un.:~':~ attention i~; called to two
enormous pieces of canalized columns from one Greek
temple (Apolkl at Didyma) with a diameter of two
and a half meters. If by imagination one constructs the
edifice whose columns I refer to) and if one remembers the
elegant symmetry of Greek art, this temple in my judgment must be gigantic and the biggest of all that is
known. Heliefs of combats with Amazons in which it is
shown that
warnors jn fighting them immediately
r~ct hold of Hwi.r hai1'.
-

1
Jn t.Jic GLh cc:nhn·y B. C. th2 Bab;,·"ionian J2'f'11cral Ee}r-:1hazzar \Vho v,:-as
to J:;ie the last 1-dng of B ahy1o:n, \\ras holding one of his rnany feasts \vith
his wive:s, concubine:-.; and nohkc·.
Acconling to kgcnd, a hand -v1·rote
:in the wail of the feast room these words: Mon", Tlwcel, Pliares. None
in the roun1 l<-r1C\V \vhat those n1cant, and he i.:vas advised to consult
a YPl1n.:{ .Tt:\\" b~··' :}1c na.n1e of J)anie1 \vho \vas J(no\vn to be conversant
witb th'.! wonl:: of God. Daniel explained to the king:
ll!J.a.ne means
lliat the day" nf your kingde<rn are numbered; 'l'hccel, that you were
.llicJged and_ fuund ~~hort cf God\-~ justice; T'l!arcs, that you are to die
kni;_;ht and your l:ingdum will be divided.

'J'hos:; ]_i_::g';_:nda,_ry \VOI'dS \Vhich ]]jzal l'(~l11Cll1bel'Cd \Vhil_e \ 1 iSiting that
i\nsyri<1n Ttln:~--u).rn in the Lonvr~'. 1nust have given hirn the gene1·al plot
o_f his no-..-"i:_:l.s, 1\.-c:U 11Ie Tan!Jcrc anc1 l!~'l FiUb·u:.if:e1"is-rno, ,~vhich he stal'ts{l
lo w1·it<~ not lung· ;; fh r that. In fact lH' used this phrase in tbe climax
of IJ;r' :;to1·y (s•~·c H'co11d to the lasL cliaptc1· of El Filibusterisrno). His
pacific ndu1·c, ho">':cvc;·, rlid not 1vrmit him to push the story through to
th• ti·agic ending
suffc1 ui hy the Babylonian rulers.

lWl

The second floor 1s devoted to the Greek, Roman
and Etruscan paintings and antiques, jewels of the
French kings. ~-lost of the Italian schools are there with
Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Titian and Corregio with
their best ]\tfadormas; the Hollandese with their landscapes; the German works of Sebald Beham, Holbeimster;" the F'lemish by Rubens and Van Dyck; the Spanish
by Murillo, Velasquez and Ribera; and there one sees
the Great; C'oncept;ion' of J\1urillo side by side with the
works of the masters . . . . .
1 There a]"(• ti11·~e .~culptors in llw Consl.ou family, all famous; the
oldest, Nicolas, is prnhably the one refenecl to by Hizal.
2 Hans Holbein, the Younger.
:i hmnrw11laic Concwpl:ion.
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NOTES
(Source :

Baedek er's Paris and Its Environ s) .

.Musee Grcvin : Founde d by the celeb ra ted draugh tsman Grevin, its buildin g contain s also a theatre a nd in th e basement: arc
represe ntation s of the Roman Catacom bs.
The Louvre : The constru ction of this pa bee was started 111
1546 by Francis I , and many kings after him took a dive pa rt in
its expansion and reconst ruction , the last major work done on it
in 1868. The Louvre is the most impo rtant public building at
Paris, both architec turally and on aceoun t of its trcasme s of arts.
T aken altogeth er the va rious buildin gs occupy an area o( 20 hectares, and it takes a visitor two full hours Lo walk through the
numero us rooms and halls withou t stoppin g.
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Paris, Rue de Renn.es 124, July 20, 1888

My dear Brother:
I received your letter, I have read it and fo1· various reasons I thank you for what you tell me.-It was
Lo be the object of this letter to give you my little descriptions of Paris but as I have no time and I have to
answer first your letter, I will do all whatever is possible
now, leaving the rest for the next mail in case I can
not finish it.-I do not know if the result of your
harvest satisfies you and you consider it sufficient for
your efforts and toils, but I believe that you should
not be discouraged by it, as I am hurrying to finish my
career and go home there, to be useful to the family and
to others: do not think that I am saying this in order
to give an excuse for my expenses; frankly, this is what
I wish.-As you perhaps have seen I have anticipated the
permission of our family because I had no time to wait
for it, but believing that you can divine always the
good background of my intentions, I was certain that
you, first, and our parents would approve my plan. I
am here in Paris since a month ago, learning French
which is very difficult, and I think of staying here until
September. One more year in Madrid and perhaps your
wish shall be realized. With 50$ one can live in Paris,
without smoking, without taking coffee, not going to
the theater, nor ordering clothes; the house where I
stay which is in the Latin village costs me 10 duros, the
light four pesetas, the food thirty-two and some cents,
the laundry the remainder, and I am on the fourth floor
at that. Paris is the costliest capital of Europe: I shall
be able to stay here when I am no longer studying and
when I can devote myself to some work that will enable
me to live; otherwise with 50$ it is not possible for me.
Inquire from the foreigners who come from Europe these
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days and they will tell you the same thing. One can
live cheaper by eating horse meat, cat instead of hare,
going to those taverns where one can eat with 1 peseta
and 50 cents. For reason of self-respect, I am keeping
up the bravado that brnught me here, Po that they may
not say that I am going to kill myself for 50 duros.--God knows how many months I shall need in Madrid
to make up for the additional expeni'.:es that I incur
here.-I got from Zarnora ( vvhen he still had money
which he did not nc1::cl) mo <luros for any emergency ;
I hope fli:ll you will p:1y ii lo hini on ;\c1·rnnd of rny t wo
months pension, th:d. is, insl.ead ol' sending it to rne, you
will give it to him all at once: it will only rnf~an that
you are paying me a month in adv3rh:e. He wns about
to send back the money because he had more than
enough, so I told him that he could collect it from
home, and he agreed very willingly, for then he did not
have to spend even a cent more.
I have felt very much the death of the parish
priest, not precisely because he is a friend, but for being
a good priest which is a thing as rare w:; rara avis. My
blood boils every time I read •;vhat you say about Psther
Villafranca, but I am satisfied that he proves and corroborates all my warnings against him: had I acted
otherwise, maybe I would hav~ to say th~1t I have been
deceived. A Buddhist or a Brahman priest could not
have done more if they, the very clergymen, the virtuous
ministers of God who demand one's secret and evade
scandal, who speak good and big worcls; they who are
supposed to be candid like the doves and prudent like
the serpent; they who speak of respect for old age and
respect for the tomb; they who always t alk of fasting,
of prayer and of the mass; who have God on their lips;
but in the meanwhile they steal the money of the poor
in order to enrich themselves, threaten with disclosure

..
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the faults committed in youth in order to dishonor the
illustrious memory of a wise old man, who perhaps had
wept over his misdoings and had been a lesser hypocrite
than those pretentious judges. But this could not but
be expected from an adept of the friars, and that shows
to me that I am right in my opinions. If I were there I
would have dared him to divulge the faults of the late
priest, and let me see if it is not he, the dung-bettle that
spends his time in exhuming the filths and impurities.
Let me see who will dare to pick up stone to hurl at the
late Father Leoncio, and I am sure that anyone, from
the archbishop down to Father Ambrosio, will be regarded as lacking in authority to do so. Ah! they who
can not contribute to science and to virtue more than a
stupid dogmatism and a vulgar hyprocrisy! I believe I
can guess the petty hatreds of the miserables. -Well,
much good may the thanksgiving mass do those priests,
who I do not know if they will close their ears in heaven
when they go up there, carried by avarice and ignorance.
Whenever I see so much fanaticism combined with
those vulgar p.=i.ssions; when I see so much misery among
those who . . . . .
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Paris, Rue des R ennes 124, August 2, 1883
My dear Parents:
The last t ime I wrote to you, I had to end my
letter abruptly, because I lacked the time to finish it
in the way I wanted. Since then unt il now, nothing
new has occurred to me for which reason I will have
no more to say in this t han what I wanted to write
t o tell you about some monuments in Paris and its
envirnrn.; that I have visited, and some little observations; and I .-;hall begin with 1.he Pantheon.
This has received two names: St. Genevieve for the
saint to whom it was dedicated, and the Pantheon for
containing the tombs of all the great men of France.
The plan is that of Soufflot and he began the work
under Louis XV. They say that it is magnificent, and
in effect it is; its interior has this form, (see sketch on
facsimile) the first that I have seen; its elegant columns,
its elevatE<l dome, the bright light that penetrates there
give it the theatrical, monumental aspect of a most
elegant building but not of a Christian church such as
we usually see. I believe that the t wo balconies that
are on each side, the absence of the choir and decorat ions, although there are excellent frescos, contribute
to this elegance. It is simply splendid. For 16 cuartos
one can go down the subterranes where the tombs of
the great men are. These subterranes are immense,
semi-illumined by the light that penetrates through
some small sky-light. The guide who leads us carries
a lantern. There are the sepulchres of the philosophers
Voltaire and Rosseau, the fathers of modern ideas:
Voltaire has his magnificent statue by Houdon; Rosseau
has his tomb in front of it. A hand with a torch comes
out from his tomb. Those who say that this is not
of very good taste have reason, and besides it is quite
misleading because it could be said of him that he
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lighted and illumined the world.-Those of Marshal
Lannas, Soufflot and others are also there. There is a
passage where the echo reverberates in such a way that
is frightening: a sort of drum when beaten produces
a salvo like that of a cannon, so that all the din of a
battle is imitated.-In the Jardin des Plantes, there
is a museum of natural history which I think I have
already mentioned. There I saw an Epyornis' egg as
big as half a pil6n of sugar, that is, like the lanca, if not
very much thicker than this. Could it be that of the roe?
The ostrich's egg when placed by its side appears like
the small egg of a dove.-A whole world of monkeys is
there, from one that looks like a dog or the cynocephalus
to the gorilla. I do not know yet if the theory of Darwin is very acceptable: it would be proper to study it
in order to know what to abide by in regard to the
creation of man. There I saw also bulls and other big
animals. The aurach is the biggest bull that I have seen
although it does not resemble much the one we know
there, the bison; and I saw a cow of Normandy whose
shoulder was much taller than I by some four fingers.
Our carabao and our animals are not missing there, but
it cost me effort to locate this one that was like a pig
by the side of the others: it seemed so small and yet it
could be one of the biggest that are there. I will not tell
you anymore about the stuffed lions, tigers, panthers,
bears of which there is an infinity; neither of the crocodiles, alligators of all kinds, from that which has a head
like this (see drawing) to what we have there; nor of
the turtles from one that has one meter and a half
length and one meter height to the smallest like two
cuartos; there is a very fine gradation: it would not end
with all those preserved animals, fishes, whales that
occupy three floors of a big building. A German says
that this museum is as good as that in London, although
it is not as well arranged. But, yes, I will speak to you
of the two big cabinets full of small birds of all colors,
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from the size of a large fly to the magnitude of half a
pipit. They are green, blue, red, gold, purple, dark,
bronze, but all shiny; their beaks are like needles and
translucent as if varnished. There is enough to make
Emilio and Antonio dream for a week. I remained
motionless before those marvels, those red and yellow
feathers. And as to the butterfies, I have not seen there
om yellow and black ones, hut even so, they occupy an
immense section and they could not he contained on all
the walls of our gallery. There are very small ones like
an onzita and there are very big ones: there are completely blue ones, flesh color, red, yellow, black; there nre
mixed colors and there are those that resemble the rainbow. The Philippine birds that abound more there are
the calos and talicatics; there are at least eight specimens: one of them is of southern Luzon, the cuiros of
Laguna.-The geology section! it is prodigious: all the
metals, crystals, precious stones, soils, prediluvian and
pre-Adam fishes. There I saw red, yellow and white emeralds, green and blue topazes, rubies of all colors; brilliants and diamonds, idem, a model of the Regent.
Just going around examining it closely takes some four
hours.- One leaves the place depressed and with the
sad thought that he does not know the names and
the properties of so many beings and of so many things.
So many things unknown to me. And yet, I saw there
a young girl who, accompanied by her professor, was
studying all the minerals, their names and their classifications, and she was not very backward.
In the garden there are roses enough to give all
the colors, and all the leaves.-There I saw a cedar tree
of Lebanon. After getting my career, if possible
I will return to Paris to study the sciences and agriculture. A countryman of ours, Cunanan, studies this
science here in Paris in the government schools. Here
the agriculturist is much wiser perhaps than many bi-
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shops and many lawyers there. It is so very profound
a study that I was astonished to find a gardener of a
town classifying for me all of plant life. Everybody
here talks to you of terci6metros, history, physics as we
speak there of the miracles of St. Agustin and St.
Procopio of which we are more conversant than the very
saints themselves.-I visited also the old abbey of Cluny,
sn ancient Gothic edifice, very well preserved, former
hotel of the Rev. monks who had it as their abode when
they came to Paris. It is very big and very beautiful and
there the poor monks rested. It is now a museum of
antiques of the :Middle Ages and of the modern times.
There are very interesting things pertaining to the
devout generations, so much praised for their Christian
virtues by those who, like a layman, are familiar with
history. There I saw the padlocks which the husbands
placed on certain parts of the body of their wives so
that they may not commit faults; the instruments of
the Inquisition; paintings, religious bas-reliefs, side by
side with other obscene ones which the blessed monks
had in their cboir. I believe that at that time the
locksmiths must have been very stupid or the husbands were very stupid; that they wanted to place
always the devil by the side of God in order to combine
the useful with the sweet as a wise precept requires.By the side of this abbey are the thermal baths of
Julian or the Roman baths of the emperors. The
edifice is simple but big, solid and majestic; there are
Roman statues, altars, etc. They say that it was there
where they crowned Julian the Apostate; it is hard for
me to believe it. In this same Hotel de Cluny, there is
a department where one can study all the kinds of footwear that are used all over the globe. So that you may
see how complete it is, I saw there slippers with red scarpines, designed and embroidered by the Chinese of Rosario Street, straw slippers of the twenty-centavo kind
and other used ones. There and not in any other place
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one can learn what country has the smallest but natural
feet. Our women are not behind. On going down the
Hotel Cluny, I saw a woman whom at first I took for
a Filipino 1nestiza: blue skirt, white pafiuelo on her
breast and her hair combed in almost the same way as
a Filipina, only that her sleeves were very narrow in
the European style. Were it not for her northern physiognomy and her speaking French quite correctly, I
would have been mistaken. I inquired from what country she was and nobody could tell me.-

of the program. I was surprised that all of them came in
carriages of two horses only and I almost depreciated
my esteem for them by comparing them with our Governors General, Archbishops, who always have the good
sense of going in carriages of four horses~ as Mr. Iriarte
did once. The more horses drawing the carriage of one,
the more important and more talented he is reputed to
be. I have always believed in this and there is no friar
who can convince me to the contrary, not even the eloquent preachers of Manila. I forego describing to you
the spectacle of that militia: the young men of SaintCyr :' who, they say ~ are all with talent and ability; those
of the chief of staff, the engineers, that manhood who has
as its duty a revenge and a debt to pay to patrimony,
without blemish and without resentment, called my attention; then the infantry, forests of bayonets, then
the cavalry with their shining helmets and floating
plumes that give them a martial and serious aspect; the
artillery and the cuirassiers all on horseback garbed in
bright armour; in rapid movements. Forty thousand
men, seven times t he population of Calamba. The foreigners sent their military men there to observe that review.
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July 14 is a na tional holiday here, t he anniversary
of the fall of the Bastille. All the houses with the exception of those of the monarchists display the tricolor
flag; all the stores, all the offices are closed; there are
fantastic illuminations, fireworks; traffic is suspended;
the people swarm over the boulevards and streets, and
Paris on that night looks like a coach that goes out during the Holy Week.In the forest of Bologne there is a pass-in-review of
the troops: 40,000 soldiers. The people who went there
are numerous in spite of the torrential rains. Zamora, P aterno, CunanaJ. and I paid 3 pesetas each in order to
stand on some poor benches; others paid more. Now and
then a bench would collapse, the men, women, the old
and the children fell rolling on the ground and there was
general laughter. Then they would go up and they fell
again. We had beside us a very serious looking Englishman, mounted on a big barrel full of water, and as the
poor Englishman feared that the cover would give in and
might give him a sulbut bath, he made a balancing exercise to maintain himself on the rim of his throne of 3
francs. And he himself laughed.At last the review began at two o'clock sharp. The
President of the Republic as well as the ministers arrived ten minutes before in order not to miss any part

1 5'.)

Afterward, we saw the Palace of Versailles, the former residence of the Bourbons and the Bonapartes, now
a vast historical museum.-This palace is situated one
hour away at most by railroad from Paris. It is a beautiful and grand palace, constructed under Louis XIV,
with its garden, park, and its two Trianons or two small
country palaces, if these can be called such. Although I
saw it in a hurry, nevertheless, I could take note of the
habitation of Napoleon I, his study room, the hall where
Marshal Bazine was tried, the quarters of Louis XIV,
XV, XVI, those of the queens, their wives: those in the
big Trianon; in the small one only the life of Mary An':' R ef e rrin g to th e. famous mili ta1·y a ca d·zmy which w as fo un ded in 1808
in th e town of Sain t-Cyr, 3 m iles west of Versaill es.
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toinette pervades the atmospher e: there is grand simplicity even in her toilette and working rooms. There is a
map, a hemisphere made, according to what they say,
by Louis XVI. There is also a cluster of flowers and
what binds them is a clock. The apartmen ts of Napoleon
I are of yellow color. They assured me that Napoleon
I did not use to live in those palaces. In the coachhouse we found many carriages and noted the biggest and the most beautiful, of gold, which was used
but once, when Charles X was crowned, valued at least
a million francs.-T he garden and the park are very
beautiful; there where formerly none but gilded youth
and an ostentatio us court used to spend their time absorbed in various thoughts, full of passions perhaps
miseries perhaps, misfortun es perhaps; now it is solitary
and hardly .....
NOTES
(Sources:

Baedeker's Paris and Its Environs; "Versailles :

Glory of France" hy Donald & Louise Peattie, R eader's Digest,
Nowmber, 1957).
Till' l':mtlwon: 11 o<-cupi<~s Uw s iL<• of t.hu tomh of St. Genevieve, the p:d.ron ~:ainl of P:nis. The oriµ,inal chapel ercckd over
her I omb was succeeded liy ::i drnrch; t hen i:1 1764 that church
was replaced by the presen t one, which was designed in the classical type, also dedicated to the Saint. In 1791 the Governmen t
converted it into a memorial temple, naming it the "Pantheon" ,
inscribing on it these words "Aux grands hommes la patrie reconnaissante". The building was restored to religious uses in 1806,
was made a temple again after the July Revolution of 1830, \:hen
once more consecrated in 1851 as "Eglise St. Genevieve". Finally
it was secularized in 1870.

Formed like that of a Greek cross, it is 367 ft. by 276 ft., surmounted by a dome 272 ft. high and over 75 ft. in diameter. The
total height to the top of the final cross is 384 ft. Bronze figures
are in front and under the portico and there are many paintings,
but these are in sad want of harmony because they were executed
by different artists of diverse tendencies.
The Hotel de Cluny: The site of this building was that of a
Roman palace supposed to have been founded in the 3rd century
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A. D. The only relics of that palace arc the Thermes or baths.
The Benedictine Abbey of Cluny came into possession of the site
'vhere they built themselves a residence on its ruins about 1331.
The present building which they constructed in 1490 is considered
as a fine specimen of the late-Gothic style with apparent Renaissance influence. Occupied by royalties at different times, it became a national property in the Revolution , and in 1883 the archaeologist AI. du Sommerard acquired it to house his valuable collection of medieval and R enaissance works of art. In 1842 the
whole m;tablishme nt was bought by the Governmen t and the baths
were presented to Paris.
In the Musee Cluny there are (year 1910) upwards oJ 11,000
pieces of worJrn of art and products of industry, such as chests,
tapestry, weights and measures, mortars, toys, moulds, religious
objects and parapherna lia, weapons and armours, tools, wooden,
metallic and clay products, etc. A single visit is not enough to
afford <m idea of even the most important objects only.

Versailles: This small city, founded by Louis XIV and now
the capital of the department of Seine-ct-Ois e, is 12 miles west of
Paris. Its streets are regular, its squares are spacious; what give
it fame all over the world are its palaces and parks.
The Palace of Ven;ailles, considered as the noblest of the
western '-Vorld and as a monument to the glory of France, began
as a small castle built by, as a hunting lodge and a retreat for,
the women-hati ng Louis XIII. His son, Louis XIV was also drawn
thither by the chase, and imbued with the idea that the divine
ri.ght of kings carried also a duty to build magnificent ly and live
splendidly, he enlarged the castle into a palace, making it his
permanent residence and the scat of his court, so big that it had
room for 10,000 people; and so embellished that it had everything
that art could supply and luxmy could demand in the pursuit
of pleasure. During the 70 or more years of his reign the noise
of hammering and scraping seldom ceased.
When completed at long last, the roof of the palace covers
27 acres or almost 10 hectares; its longer facade is 1,905 ft. long
and is pierced with 375 windows. Besides the state rooms, it has
a long Hall of Mirrors with its solid silver furniture and its 42
crystal chandeliers.
The site was marshy, sandy and without sources of water.
But the Bourbon kings were determined to show in terms of beauty the supreme power that France then wielded. They poured
millions and millions of gold francs, (half a billion according to a
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calcula tion made at the beginni ng of the 20th ccntmy ); a t onn
t ime there were 35,000 workme n employ ed; at another some ;rn,ooo
soldiers were put to forced labor. A networ k of canals, suhtcrranean conduit s and reservo irs were laid out to bring gushing
waters from sources many miles away to service the 1,400 f0tmtains, the wide gardens and parks with their enormo us basins and
the mile-lon g grand canal. These alone cost money. not to ment·ion the outlay for the palaces, their decorat ions and furnitu re.
laid out ,;in\'1' I fi()"i hy the most l'amou : -:
The purpose of th<' gai·den
];11Hbcap1• garde1w 1s at t lw time.

The ganlcns

w1 ~ n·

behind the pala{'(~ was lo subject. na!111·p to Uw laws of symme try
nnd to practice geomet ry, archit cd.urc and sculptu re upon lawn ,.,,
trees and grounds . The gardens and the palaces 1wrf Pct:ly hanno nize with each other and with the art. prevaili ng then.
The Palace was a witness to the excesses and fri vohtieo; of tht\
Bourbo ns, as well as import ant historic al events. The n eglected
queen Infanta Maria Thcn~sa of Spain resided there togethe t with
Louise de la Valliere to whom Louis XIV lost his heart, so much
so that he ordered the first of the fetes which made Vcrsaille s
more brillian t by night than by any sunshin e; then Louise lost out
to the dazzlin g Madam e de Montes pan. When the fiH~s of youth
died in Louis XIV, he turned to lche governeRS of his children , the
well-born widow Madam f' de Maint<~nor whom he married aft er
the death of Uw qu<•en and for whom he had the Grand Trianon
built in the park as his refuge from the very grande m which had
been his obsession.
Versailles was practica lly deserte d for seven yean; after his
death in Septem ber 1715. It became again lively when Louis XV
at the age of 13 was brough t there from Paris, speciall y when he
got entangl ed with the pretty and tasteful Madam e de Pompa dour, who for 20 years was the true mistres s of Versaill es instead
of his unhapp y queen from Poland. The rooms were decorat ed
with a new style of delicate carving and gay, flower-like colors.
The king and his mistres s spent much of their time plannin g new
building s, gardens , alterati ons; and it was for her that the Peii t
Trianon was built in the park. After Pompad our's death Ma<larrw
du Bany entered the scene. Evel'y change of mistres s meant- more
expend itures.
When Louis XVI and the restless .Marie- Antoine tte succeed ed
to the throne, France was to see yet the most frivolou s and costly
court life and that was the time when the bankru ptcy of the coun-
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try became very evident . The populac e grumbl ed at last: thcv
stormed the Bastille on ,July 14, 1789; whe~ the Third Estate wer.c•
refused entry to the chambe r of the States- Genera l they met elsewher? and constitu ted themsel ves into the Nationa l Assemb ly, thus
startmg the Revolu tion; a mob of men and thousan ds of women
from Paris i·eached the gates of Versaill es on Octobe r 5. On that
day ended the gay life of Versailles and the expiatio n of Louis XVI
for the sins of his ancesto rs began: the royal family was taken
to Paris and finally guilloti ned.
. Versail k'S decl_ined: its furnitu re were hauled away, the pretty
trifles that gave life to the rooms were strippe d off, weeds and
grass grew on the avenues and the cobbles, the gardens and parks
untende d. For over 40 years the place was deserte d and the t:own
decline d in importa nce.
In the l830's Louis Philipp e decided to turn the palace into
an art museum . Unfortu nately, to suit his purpose, he had beautiful carving s mutilat ed, a sickly gray-w hite paint was spread over
the gorgeou s gilding and delicate varnish es, priceless paintin gs
were cut or pieced out to fill wall spaces crowde d with mcdioc ritv.
so much so that this once proud model \Vas ht'ld in contem pt as. a
relic or remind er of the bad old days. And to make the French
feel more sad it was in Versailles where the king of Prussia resided
following the defeat of France in the war of 1870, and in the Hall
of Mirrors the formati on of the German Empire was proclai med
and Wilhelm I crowne d Empero r of German y.

It was in that state when Rizal visited the place in 1883;
howeve r 4 years later, France began to resurre ct Versailles. A
young scholar and poet named Pierre de Nolhac was made the
curator, and from the dusty archive s which we1·e left neglect ed in
labyrin ths and attics of the palaces he found clues of the beauty
that had once shone there. Then while the treaty of Versaill es
that ended World War I was being hamme red out in the Hall of
Mirrors , John D. Rockef eller Jr. and his sons, and others ioined
in bringin g back to life the Palace that they call the sl~eping
beauty. The Trianon s will also be restored .
Little by little, as funds have permitt ed, the palaces and the
gardens are being restore d to their 18th century beauty, to be
maint~ine<l for the French people to whom they belong, and for
the en1oym ent of the million s that visit it yearly from all parts of
the globe.
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Sn Migue l No. 7-1" Centro
Madri d, Septem ber J J, 1883

My dear Parent s:
Since my last letter of Augus t :nst to the presen t,
few are the events that have taken place here that may
be worthy of mentio n. Since the 6th of this month I
have been in this house whose addres s I indica te above,
where I pay 16 rs. daily, that is, four peseta s withou t
light that 1 have lo buy for myself. However, as I do
not foel well here, I intend lo look for anothe r house to
see if at the same price I find anothe r one with better
conditions. I am vacila ting over the idea of taking the
exami nation in Roma n doctor ate so as to pursue the lmv
career which lasts here seven years, or give it up, taking
only literat ure or history in order to pursue philosophy
and letters , a career not known there, of three years
durati on and which prepar es one for a profes sorshi p.-I
have read here about the terribl e events in Java, an
island very close to our place, and they have horrified
us; I am expect ing to hear extem;ive comm ents on this
matte r.-The tempe rature that pt·evails here now is sufficiently agreeable and the cold that comes someti mes is
quite noticeable.
As I am not yet sure of this residence of mine, 1
wish you contin ue addres sing your letters to the house of
E steban , Barqu illo Street , No. 34, 4'' where Esteba n
Villanueva lives.- Vicen te Gonzalez is going there on
Octob er 1st; it would be very easy that he will be the one
to bring my letters then. The summ er here has been
very bad for me, that is why I am somew hat thin, although my health has not been impair ed in the least. I
believe that the winter shall restore to me my old
health .-The family of Villa-Abrille is here; the son has
just visited us.
As you will perhap s answe r this letter someti me at
the end of Octob er or the first days of November, I shall
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receive it here at the end of Decem ber at the very time
when the more I expect some news about Christ mas.
J do not know what must have become of Tasio j
wheth er he had been expelled from the school of the
Jesuit father s or not: in the first case I believe that Captain Juan can send him to some foreign school, for Tasio
is not wantin g in ability , only he lacks interes t and a
good guidance. I believe that his own volition will reform him in far places. However, I am not of the
opinio n that he should study in Madri d. In case
his father wants Tasio to pursue some career of his
choice, it seems to me that nothin g is better than
Engla nd to make his son a useful and serious man.
Engla nd has a charac ter very much in harmo ny with the
way of thinki ng of Capta in Juan.
I do not know what has become of Dando y, now
that the main obstac le to which he object ed before has
unfort unatel y disapp eared; if he plans to come and study
music, he can take advan tage of this occasion to go to
Italy, the countr y where the cost of living is very cheap,
or Germa ny where one can also live with little, so that
he could cultiva te and perfec t himself in the fine arts
for which he has shown much aptitud e. Luna is now in
Rome and he is a great painte r. He earns his own live~
lihood. I do not give up hope then to see Dando y around
here warbling Italian or coughing out Germa n.
There are many Filipinos here: merch ants, travelers,
tourist s, employees, soldiers, studen ts, artists , lawyers,
physic ians, commission merch ants, politicians, servan ts,
drivers, women, childre n and old ones. I can not foresee
what this will amoun t to after ten years. It is very proper that we should not lag behind . Althou gh not all that
is plante d will be reaped , however, I believe that the
harves t shall exceed the grain sown. \Ve hope that some
compa triots come here who want to study indust ries, like
for example, the manuf acture of paper, glass, porcelain;
cloth and other produc ts that would be of the g-reatesl
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utility there. The majority of the ,Japanese who are in
Paris study artillery and the profession of engineering,
while vve, the law and medicine; why should \Ve not
study art" and industry? \Ve have already a compatriot
who is dedicating himself to agriculture; unfortunately
he is alone.

I expect by this mail some letter from you; it is so
long a time nmv that I do not receive any from there,
from tlw family.
In the absolute lack of news about things and events
of that country of which the newspapers here hardly
remember, we yearn and vvait for the arrivals of the

mails, but mor2 often than not, these disappoint us. It
seems that the present l\1inistry is going to fall and to
the Foreign Ministry Mr. Conde de Xiquerra, a person
of very good mind and very good aspirations, will be appointed. He has the quality of being slightly venal if at
all, and he is quite independent. He is, besides, endmved
with great v1gor and much goodwill. Above all, he is
frank.
Nothing more, n1a:v you bless me. Embraces for all
my brothers and brothers-in-law, kisses to the nephews.
\Vhen sha11 I receive n letter of Emilio or anyone of
them?
Regards to friends and relatives, also to Captain
,Juan Banatin.
,J. RIZAL

l~
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Jl udnd , OctoLwr '28, 1883
!3atw 16 Pm!

Sr. Dn. Franci sco Hizal .Nlerca do
1v1y dear Parent s:
Althou gh there are no letters yet that may give nc•:vs
about your health , I know from anothe r source, however)
that you are admira bly well, which makes me infinit ely
happy . As for me, I am perfec tly well, withou t any
troubl e or sickness, thank God. The cold days come
quite late; la :, i~ year by the 15th or 20th of Octob er, almost all Madri d was alread y wearing wraps or overcoat
and the chilblains were beginn ing to show on the ears or
fingers. Up to now, I still go out withou t overco at and
only at night I use it, althou gh carelessly; however, the
rains are makin g Madri d a repugn ant joke.- -I live now
with Lete and the two Lloren1es. \VP have. t-lw four of
us, the main floor of no. 15, Bai1o Si n'l'1 whpn· vm1 111av
send your letters from now on. 'vVe have rented the furniture at 72$ for two years and the house costs us 19$
a month , so that with the expenses for light, maid, vvater,
etc. etc., it comes to 8-1/2$ a month for each of us. Add
to this the meal which costs us 10 reales fuertes daily,
or 15$ a month , and we still econom ize 1-1/2$ because
formerly we paid 24$ a month under worse conditions,
badly housed and badly feel. I am sendin g you here\vit.h
the plan of the house. (see sketch on facsimile.)

In this manne r, we avoid being exploi ted too much
by the leeches, we live more comfortably , at least more
decently, because we are not confined or quart{'rect tyran,
ized over by patron esses and patr'.ms. Ours is quite
elegan t, especially the living room ancl its cabine t which
are nicely papere d.
I remem ber having told you in my former letter
that from eight o'clock in the mornin g until eight fifteen
at night, I have classes except for half an hour which I
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use for lunch, that is, from two thirty to three in the
afternoon; the gymnasium is doing me good. People of
all ages and of all sexes pertaining to all classes of society
go there, despite the fact that the gymnasium is inferior
to those we have in :Manila as to facilities and location.
Girls from four to five years, even young girls of 17 and
18; young men, gentlemen and old ones of 60 years take
exercise one hour and a half, ... \Ve have seen hunchbacked, lame persons and those with defective hands ~H'
arms correcting their deformities. If many go there, say,
six or seven, they do not pay more than 2$ each, but
since many countrymen have gone away, \Ve who remain
here have to pay 3$ each month.

very far, although it is true that I did not give them
anything either when I was there. I do not know how
we shall spend Christmas here. If, as it seems to me, it
will be like that of last year, I shall save myself tbe
trouble. Everybody from the maid, the Jetter-carrier,
the newsboy, the barber, the bootblack, the porter, the
waiter at the cafe, the beadel in the University, the tailor
to the shoemaker, all ask gifts although they know that
one is as clean as the paten. In the absence, therefore,
of nephews and god-children, we have here a world of
craving humanity. The majority, like the night watchmen, dedicate to one very bad poems; others like the
box-keepers in theaters, small paintings and chromolitographs; and finally, others like those who iron clothes,
nothing at all. From this it can be deduced that here
everything is the reverse of what takes place there: the
Chinese shoemaker, the Chinese water-carrier and every
sin-qui' is the one who gives gifts to his customer.-!
learned with pleasure that the money stolen from my
sister Neneng has already been found by the Civil
Guards; they wrote me about this in Manila; I am not
sure of it; the truth is that the news does not come from
home, but at any rate, as long as it is true, it does not
matter that othtr persons are the ones who tell it.
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My classes in drawing in the Academy take five
hours: landscape, perspective and the antiques. l\fy professor in landscRpe is a Belgian, Mr. Raes, the best of
the kind here. I have a desire to know this branch of
fine arts inasmuch as the Philippines is a country of
landscapes and the models for drawing or painting figures
are scarce there. After having seen the School of Fine
Arts in Paris, the one in this chartered town is very di;;illusioning, and were it not for the building it can almost
he said that it is at par with that of Manila, only that
here they do not give pencil, paper, crayon nor colors
like in Sn. Agustin.

Because probably this letter may not arrive tr.ere
until about the 15th or 20th of December, thanks to ~h3
quarantine and the slow movement of the ships, I wi'1h
you a merry Christmas, poetic because of the early morning masses, the poto bombong' and the salabat~ which
ought to be the enjoyment of the little nephews and
nieces. Apropos this, I am waiting to know the name
of the new nephew that my sister Olimpia is going to
give us. The uncles, aunts and grandparents should prepare little Christmas gifts. Unfortunately for them I am
' Rice cakes cooked in bamboo tubes.
Hot drinks of boiled ginger with sugar.

2

If sometime it may occur to you to write me, tell
me something about family affairs, for although I can not
do anything for it, at least it interests me enough to wish
to know what is happening to you. It would make me
happy, however, if nothing wrong has happened to this
date since the last letter of May which I received from
there.-As to news in general in Madrid, nothing new
has happened since the last events in Paris; the change
of Ministry, the majority of whose ministers are very
well known in their homes: as proof of this, Mr. Suarez
Inclan of the Foreign Affairs is a person of renown obscurity. Europe is continually threatened with a frightful
1

Chinaman.
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which is slipping
conflagration; the sce pter of the world
ebled Fra nce : the
awa y from the trem blin g han ds of enfe
it; Rus sia whose
nati ons of the Nor th pre par ing to wre st
Nihilism, like the
emp ero r has over his hea d the sword of
ed. -Th e ban que t
old Damocles, this is Eur ope , the civ iliz
here; to atte nd it,
in hon or of Col umb us was cele bra ted
t, it seems to me
one had to pay 8$ and to give a toas
ne the re wit h his
16$. T'he American, Mr. Calcano sho
and Mr. Rom ero
poetic eloquence or eloq uen t poem,
ressive elocution.
Robledo, wit h his facile and very imp
Gra cian o Lopez,
A Vis aya n cou ntry man of ours, Dn.
aga inst the addelivered ther e a speech, complaining
h praise for and
min istr atio n in Ma nila but wit h so muc
received app laus e
devotion to Spa in tha t man y tim es he
niar ds. It was
and bra vos from the Americans and Spa
er so hap py an
a pity tha t the ban que t cele bra ted und
an Am eric an and
atm osp her e end ed wit h a due l betw een
rega rds to the
a Spa niar d. No mor e for this time,
bro the rs-i n-la w.nephews, embraces to the sisters and
Bless you r son "'Nho really loves you.
1

J. RIZ AL
ern o came,
The thin gs tha t you sen t me thro ugh Pat
bro ken and the y
but the jars of jell y and bag oon g! were
were spilled.

spea ken.
Span ish word for adm irati on for
e.
sauc
with
sh
fi
" Salte d

1
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Madrid, November 21, 1883-Bmfo 15 pr.

My dear Parents and Brothers:
Although it may seem strange that living in a city
may be somewhat monotonous also, although this city
may be called Madrid, it is certain that having my life
regulated and not meddling in other affairs, I have also
my monotonous days and I find myself with no news to
tell you about me. I am well, as sane as one could be
with this cold and the chilblains it causes.
Our compatriot Figueroa who presented himself as
a contestant in the faculty of engraving in the Academy
of Sn. Fernando, had the misfortune in that they did
him like another an injustice which was very naturnl
and very common, because one was preferred who.:e
works were adjudged the third place. Various were the
protests which the other competitors and the newspaper.,
have presented; the place was awarded before the C\Hltest. I do not know what this young man will decide
to do.
The crown prince of Germany will arrivP here day
after tomorrow; much importance is attributed to this
event which may lead to a Spanish-German or GermanSpanish alliance. It is said that war between France and
Germany is inevitable. I think that we are going to be
a witness of stupendous things and events.
Next June when the course ends, I intend to graduate in medicine; if you want me to get the doctor's
degree you will then notify me: it is a matter of a year
more and some hundreds of duros for fees.
As to the things you sent me, they arrived in very
good condition, the guava jelly, the two bottles of
bagoong, and that of the mango is quite good. The
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sotangjon, miqui, bijon, are good, the rest broken and
were spoiled.
We are not badly accommodated in this our little
house; there is nothing wrong, except tha~ it. seems the
servants are stealing the kerosene for their hght. But
this is inevitable. The cold weather came late, but the
chilblains abound.
Probabl y you will receive this letter at the .end of
thi8 year: I wish you then a New Year, happ1~r and
better than the other one; tell it to the brothers-m-law
and other relatives. By that time I expect some letters
from you because it is already five mon~hs now that I
do not receive even a line from the family; I fear that
the communications are intercep ted and that you are
not receiving my letters, so I think of stopping to write
until you inform me of what happene d to them. I am
so little informed of what is happening there tha~ I do
not know if my sister Olimpia stays at home or m the
town or in Taal, the same with Sra. Neneng .and Sra.
Sisa. It is somewhat molesting to get informat10n a~~ut
these things from other persons who are very unfam1har
and not close to us.
This is all for this time; I wish you are all well and
without any inconvenience. Regards to the brothers,
brothers-in-law, to friends and relatives.
Your son who loves you all,

J. RIZAL
P.S. In one of the past Sundays, there was a Republican manifest ation here: four .thousan d people w~nt
to the tomb of Figueras (first presiden t of the. Republic)
to pay him homage. There speeches were dehvere.d, letters were read, protests were made. All thes: ':bile the
Cortes is in session. These societies play up s1m1lar acts.
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San Carlol", the college of m edicim1
of the Univers idad Central de Madrirl
(C'ou-rle 8y of l>-r . .Jost5 /'. Rnnlup )

HIZAL IN

SPA IN

Madrid, June 28, 1884

My dear Parents and Brothers :
After so long a time that I could not write you a
letter because of my many preoccupations, I take the
pen with eagerness to transmit to you news about me,
to which I suppose you will not be at all indifferent. It
is almost two months now that I have not written to
you, and this time has seemed very long to me, so much
so that many times I have asked myself if I was not
failing in my duty to write to you in order that I would
not neglect my studies. Moreover, I do not believe that
it would ever occur to you that my affection has dampened. As to reasons, I have sufficient; besides, as I am
alone I have nobody who would write letters for me while
I study. Now that I am more free, I repeat that I have
great pleasure to take the pen, although I do not know
if my feelings shall find echo among others.- At last l
am a physicia n.-Two or three friends have embraced
me with effusion, \vith sincere brotherl y joy. A friend
wrote to me also, wishing with all his heart that I would
have the best of luck in my practice. I distribut ed three
duros which I borrowed from one of these friends to the
beadles of San Carlos who congratu late all the students .
This was all the celebration of the greatest event of my
student life, and to think that June has been to me the
most eventful month. I shall enumera te these events in
their order: On the 5th of June I took the examina tion
in Medical Clinic, 2nd course, good ( bueno) ; on the 6th,
in Surgical Clinic, 2nd course, very good (notable ) ; on
the 9th I made my applicat ion for the degree; on the
11th I took the examina tion in Greek, 1st course, excellent ( sobresaliente); on the 13th, Greek and Latin
Literatu re, excellent; the mail on the 17th not having
brought me anything , and as I had to pay the fees for
the examina tion in the degree, I pawned the ring; on
the 19th (my birthday ) I was notified of the exercises
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for the licentiate; on the 20th, the first exercise; on the
21st, the second and last exercise for the licentiate, fair
( aprobado) ; on the 25th I won the first prize in Greek
in the University, one of the four among 200 student s; and
in the evening I delivered a speech of which I shall tell
you later; on the 26th, examinations in Universal History, 2nd course, excellent; total: 3 sobresalientes; 1
prize; 1 notable; 1 bueno; and 1 aprobado for the degree.
I hope you will not accuse me of wasting time and that I
shall deserve the appreci ation of some persons there, in
the same way that I have won the esteem of the foreigners here.

me to p~esent myself for examination the following day;
I told him that I did not know anythin g and that he
should postpon e it to September, to which he answered
that he would suspend me in September. I present ed
myself and fortuna tely I was called upon to discuss Charlemagne, and I came out safely.
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As I have told you, since the month of Februa ry I
attende d a review class, paying 6$ monthly, in order to
keep abreast of the most modern ideas in medicine which
are of the Germans; althoug h the theories that I have
studied in Manila are good, yes, almost all the professors
here as well as those in the French school belong to the
modern school of though t. June came and I took the
examinations in my subjects in order to finish the degree
as quickly as possible and take a rest during the summer.
I believe that a good rest will give me a little benefit. In
San Carlos, I as well as those who know me had to suffer great disillusion, for to tell the truth I expected better
grades; I had the misfortune of having in the l\1edical
Board of Examin ers one Dn. Tomas Santero who adheres
to old hippocratic doctrines, and because of the importance he attache d to these, an excellent examination in
modern theories was to him of no value. This is why I
received only aprobado which is the 2nd grade. This is
not to excuse myself; I have a peaceful conscience for
having done all whatever I could. On the other hand, in
the Centra l University, they gave me "excellent" in History 2 (Unive:«sal), a grade I believe I did not deserve.
The professor had heard me deliver a speech in the banquet and he W3S so satisfied that he made a toast, calling
the Filipinos the glory of the universities, and requested
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They talked of giving a banque t to Luna and Hidalgo for their triump h over all other Spanish painters,
and they like .....
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Madrid, August 29, 1884

My dear Parents and Brothers:
I find myself in such a situation that I can not decide what I should do this year, for the letter that I received at the end of April, which I believe is from my
brother, indicated to me a desire that I leave Madrid for
Europe, that is, for foreign countries. I answered him
immediately, showing as he wanted me to do, the advantages and inconveniences that there may be, and I am
waiting for his decision. To this date I have not received
even a remote indication; but of course I know that I
should not be waiting for any letter from there. Nevertheless, matriculatio n for the entire term begins already
in the month of September. If I matriculate for the doctorate in Madrid, I shall have to spend 33$, because each
course costs 11$, not including the stamps, which is too
much for me, now that I have to order, besides, new
winter clothing. Furthermore , in the necessity of changing house so as to be near the University, because I have
only little work to do in San Carlos, it is indispensable
to leave this one and take another on Pizarro Street, 12,
2nd right. I do not know, therefore, what to do. I do
not believe that that letter got lost; if it was, it is much
to be deplored.
A young man from Nagcarlan, named Pedro Tobino,
has been here. According to him, he came to Europe to
enjoy himself, bringing with him 1150$. As this young
man is not one of the most clever, he can hardly be understood when he speaks Spanish, he did not study, and is
one of those who becomes swell-headed when he brings
with him a recommendation from a Spaniard; he listened
more to any of them than to his countrymen and he went
to stay in a bad street of Madrid where they came to
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know that he had money. After one or two days in that
street, they gypped him of all he had, leaving him not
even a cent. Here they say timar for robbery by fooling
the innocent with finesse. The method they used on Tobino is of the most stupid and ordinary kind. One has to
be. . . to be cheated. He was walking behind a man who
dropped a pocketbook; a young man wanted to get it, but
Tobino gave it back to the owner; this, very grateful, told
him that he is a stranger and that if his pocketbook had
been taken, he would have been left without a cent, and
in fact he showed the pocketbook full of bank notes. And
they engaged in a conversation. At this moment an
Englishman approached and told them that if they will
accompany hin.1 to the consulate, he would give them 5$
each. Tobino said he could accompany him to the consulate, but he would not accept the five dmos. Tv.ro
strange.rs accompanying an Englishman! On the way,
the stranger castila offered Tobino and himself to the
Englishman, t'J guide him in seeing Madrid which they
hnow very well. And so as not to arouse suspicion, he
showed the Englishman his pocketbook full of bills, at
the same time asking Tobino to do the same, and the
very stupid showed his 750$ which was all that was left.
" l l e castila placed the bills of Tobino in his own pocketbook which he handed to Tobino for his assurance. The
Englishman said that he wanted to change some 500
gold duros, which he had, into bills and showed them
many cartridges; they asked for Tobino's handkerchief
in which they placed these and the pocketbook, and
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handed it back to him. The castila said that he was
going to the money change r, while he and the Engli~h
man should have to wait in a cafe, and they asked him
yet one duro. \Vhen Tobino was going to have his money
but
chanc-ed he found himself withou t the pocketb• ook,
d
'
0
\vith the cartridg es which when opened contam e gunshots and mustar d seeds. Now Tobino is withou t a
single cent, is roamin g the streets of Madrid , grotesque!?'
attired with a big silver star and imitatio n stones on his
necktie and a sailor's chain. I advised him to return
immedi ately to Manila , but he does not like, and wants
to have an employ ment at any cost in order to have a
good time ....
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Madrid, November 16, 1884
Pizarro 13-::...-:-.. 2° derecha
My dear Par ent s and Brothers:
Antonio dat ed
To get her wit h the lett er of Uncle
50$ corresponding, if
October 1, I received the sum of
to the mo nth of Sepmy calculations are not mistaken,
rses, I am try ing to
tember. I am enrolled in eig ht cou
I am in good hea lth
comply with the m to the bes t I can.
e. Th e news which
and I wish tha t you would be the sam
y are very cheerless
arrived her e from my dear cou ntr
the commercial life,
in regard to the political as well as
the following observaand this moves me to direct to you
tions.
l go from bad to
Th e fut ure of Philippine sugar wil
the house of Mr. P.
worse. A few days ago I was in
to him, to see if
Ort iga who is now trying, according
mu ch as possible the
the Foreign Mi nis ter can lessen as
u will know more
damage to our commercial life. Yo
act ual situ atio n or
or less tha t as a consequence of the
vernment mindful alatti tud e of Cuba, the Spa nis h Go
is going to negotiate
ways of the welfare of its colonies,
the free access of
a tre aty wit h the Un ited Sta tes on
New York ma rke t.
Cu ban and Por to Ric an sugar to the
ting also for a simiEngland, informed of this, is negotia
sugar of her colonies.
lar privilege to be conceded to the
ine sug ar has
Do not ignore the fact tha t Philipp Spa in where
rk and
its only ma rke ts in London, New Yo
. If En gla nd sucit enters, tha nks to a high surcharge
Cu ban and Por to
ceeds in ent erin g int o this trea ty,
don also, and the
Ric an sug ar will have to ent er Lon
aft er making a long
res ult will be tha t Philippine sugar,
high duties, will find
trip and pay ing mu ch freight and
wit h less demand in
itself at a gre at disadvantage and
erica and England,
the ma rke ts of the Peninsula, Am
Th is was told to me
hence its tot al and complete ruin.
itio n to be presented
by Do n Pab lo who is dra ftin g a pet
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n Affairs in order to
to the learned Mi nis ter of Foreig
of the dut ies which the
obt ain at least one half reduction
Cu ba completely, thu s
Philippines pays, and to satisfy
ony in the Or ien t from
preventing tha t dea r Sp ani sh col
ise she will be in thr ee
being ruined rapidly, which otherw
nks to thi s profoundly
years. Th is is tru ly har d, bu t tha
cou ntr y can be saved,
wise measure the int egr ity of our
st precious thi ng tha t
which for us should be the mo
Cuba will not re-adopt
we mu st aim at; and tha nks to it
while productive of reso menacing an att itu de, which,
painful to us who have
sults, is on the oth er han d very
preserve in the hea rt
very different feelings and who
ed. Do n Pablo, neverlasting memories of benefits receiv
of his efforts and he
theless, has litt le hope for result
as the y are. I, apprefears tha t thing.3 will no t continue
wish to ret urn to my
ciating well these circumstances,
ven t more sacrifices
people as early a8 possible to pre
ily, which if in oth er
on the par t of our modest fam
e the fut ure the n smiled
times you accepted, it was becaus
have changed I believe
on us; bu t now tha t conditions
my labor and manageit my du ty to ret urn and try with
our life and existence.
me nt to help in any way possible in
ficient, in my way of
Th e tra ini ng tha t I have can be suf
a town like Calamba,
thinking, to enable me to live in
included among the
cer tain tha t I will no longer be
hou t dou bt very great
dullest. My aspirations were wit
irations the y were the
and attr act ive , bu t more tha n asp
lization would be maddreams of my you th, and the ir rea
ly, never did I believe
ness if not censurable egoism. Tru
or tha t idea or work,
myself incapable of carrying thi s
the faculties which nabecause I am very confident of
an impediment . . . . .
tur e has given me, bu t thi s is not
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J.Vf adrid,

.IVIy dear

Parent~.
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November 26, 1881:-Pizzaro, 13-2° dra .

and Brothers:

In my former letter of the 19th I informed you of
my desire to go back home as soon as possible considering the trend of our affairs and foreseeing what may
happen. I now reiterate my wish then; and I repeat
it here in case the letter has gone astray, that I like
to return as soon as possible to that country to take
, part in the tasks of life, for I have already spent much
time without being able to put in something myself.
Thank God, I have already finished my medical career;
my doctorate is not of very much use to me now, because
although it is ~seful to a university professor, yet I believe that they will never appoint me as such in the
College of Sto. Tomas. I say the same thing- of philosophy and letters which may serve also for a professorship,
but I doubt if the Dominican fathers will grant it to
me. Besides, there are other serious incidents which
happened here and which very soon I shall relate to you.
I believe then that with what I have learned, with my
career, with a short trip that I might make (if it is
possible without much inconvenience, in England and
Italy) I should be there by the month of May or July
of '85. In this trip that I wish to make to London and
Italy, I would like to learn and see a few things, stay in
some workshops, work to study some trade at the same
time that I will be visiting some famous clinics of
ophtha1mology or of the ailments of the eyes to which
I want to dedicate myself a little. Some two months
will be enough for this, for which I will spend not more
than 200$; and from Naples take the boat to return to
the Philippines. This if it is easily possible, and if not,
I will leave from here, pass through Italy, and sail from
Naples, which would cost me some 50$ more than my
allowance, which is all I think of spending for this trip.
This would be my desire, but if it is still excessive, I am
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thinking of leaving Marseilles on board the Me~sagerias
for the Philippines; I would not take the Spamsh boat
to avoid seri~us embarrassments that will necessarily
arise. I am not returning on this line: I should go
back home sound and in peace. I only request that because I am indebted to the friendship of a compatriot
who trusted me with 100$ inasmuch as you failed to send
me the pension of two months and I had to matriculate,
you may remit to me this amount in order to settle my
account. Once there I shall endeavor to work as much
as I could to make up for t h ese trememIous " off enses" .
Without any doubt, my plan before was very fine and
attractive: that after getting my doctor's degree, travel
in Germany, England, Italy, France, learn their languages, study their progress, etc. etc. But now i~ is .n.ot
only impossible to follow it, but also highly preJud1cial
and stupid considering the present and the future. I
shall be satisfied with this, and may God provide the
rest. I await your answer, therefore. The events to
which I referred in a casual way at the beginning of my
letter are as follows:

outrage without equal in the history of any nation: 200
of them, sabres and revolvers in hand, assaulted the University, the Rector notwithstanding .
Many were
wounded, blood spilt on the stairways and corridors of
the University) they laid a hand on the Rector, seized
the Secretary, insulted the professors, wounded the young
boys. There was shooting. I was then in the University, but in the classroom. When I went out the thing
had already taken another turn. This happened on
November 20th at 12 o'clock noon. After a more or less
tumultous scene, we were allowed to leave one by one
between two ljnes of policemen, the University was
closed, and in the afternoon all the streets and alleys
were being guarded by a multitude of policemen and
civil guards: there were at least seven or eight on every
street corner. On that day there were also several encounters in the College of Medicine, many were wounded,
four or five of whom were really serious, a professor
taken to prison. Madrid was silent and deserted at
night, and a revolt was feared. The prisons were filled
with students, the infirmaries, with the wounded. The
people are indignant. The Rector who is very much
liked by many, protested energetically and resigned, but
the Minister ;)f Development as a corrective provocation names in his place a neophyte ( Creus), very unpopu··
lar man, disliked by everybody . . . . . When the new
Rector went to assume office the next day, feelings were
much irritated, we were still seeing red, it was resolved
not to return to classes as long as they did not give us
satisfaction, and removed the Rector. There were repeated shouts of "down with Creus". I was there also.
On that day there were new encounters, new fights,
wounded, cane blows, imprisonment, etc. etc. It was
on this same day, the 21st, when a police lieutenant
and a secret service man wanted to seize Ventura and
me, but he and I escaped. Two Filipinos were taken
pnsoners.
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A professor here, Dr. Morayta, read at the opening
of the term a po.per in which he proclaimed the freedom
of science and the teacher: this lecture was excommunicated by the bishops and there was even a student
who wanted to spouse the excommunication of the
bishops; so the liberal-minded students ~ta~ed an im~os
ing manifestation against the excommumcation, and smce
the liberals constitute the immense majority, the demonstration was numerous. While they were going around
the streets there were shouts of "viva" and "down with
the bishops", which was enough for the police to go after
the students; there were some wounded and taken to
prison. The following day the students becar:i~ angered
and they united themselves, those of med1cme, law,
philosophy and letters, etc. etc. It wa~ then when t~e
police by order of the Governor committed a barbaric
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On the third day, Saturday the 22nd, the ne\v Rector
Creus called the police to occupy the University , to the
great disgust of the professors and the great indignatio n
of the students. On this day, because the agents of the
law were staring very much at me, and I do not know
why, I had to disguise myself three times. None entered the classes. More blows, wounded, etc. etc. More
than 80 guards occupied the University up and down;
they had their guns and bugles in the lecture hall. The
boulevard Del Prado was occupied by the cavalry, cannons and soldiers. So on this day we swore not to return to this dishonore d University , whose Rector was
imposed on it by force and threat, and in which we are
treated as persons without dignity; and we have sworn
not to go back until they give us complete satisfactio n,
and reinstate the old Rector, remove Creus who is a disgrace to the physician s who wanted to expel him from
the Academy for lacking in dignity and self-respect by
accepting a post that was left by another with much
dignity. This Rector, to avoid the catcalls and insults
of the students, leaves and enters the University thru a
secret door in the garden. All the papers of Madrid
and in the provinces, except those of the Ministry, are
in our favor, severely accusing the Governme nt; the
people also are on our side, and the students of the
provinces are adhering to us. A rich banker offered ten
thousand duros to the ex-Rector to bail out the imprisoned students; the father of a boy, 50$ for the cost
of the suit; the city governme nt itself and all the professors are in favor of the students, so much so that they
take up our cause as theirs. I had the luck of not having received even a cane blow, nor taken prisoner, nor
arrested despite my two roles as student of medicine
and of philosoph y and letters, which makes me call on
many friends to see what was happening . Whether it
was luck or not, the case is that there were wounded old
men, women, children, soldiers, strangers; I did not even
have to run.
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This is why I say that I am disillusioned for studying in Madrid: now it is no longer an honor for anyone
to come from this dishonored, trampled, vilified, oppressed and tyranized center of learning. Science should
be free, and the professor as well. I will not get my
medical degree as long as Creus is the Rector; I do not
like that my most glorious paper will be signed by a man
detested by all, expelled from the Academy of Medicine
and Surgery, without self-respect, without dignity altho
he is \:vise, very wise. If he signs it, I will tear it. If
he remains in power, by force I have to give up the
doctorate and the philosoph y and letters, for it is not
possible for me to stay in the University . I shall try
to send you some newspapers. Senators, representa tives,
all the University faculties, newspape rmen, merchants
who were imprisone d and maltreate d by the agents of
disorder, are going to protest. Nobody knows how this
question will end. There was a Filipino who was mauled
and struck with a sword. No Filipino was wounded, but
Cubans and Spaniards many . . . . .
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Madrid, December 17, 1884
Pizarro 13-2° dra.

My dear Parents and Brothers:
Although the most important of what I had to tell
you, which is my going back to those Islands, was al~·eady indicated in my two previous letters, I am writing
this third one ;·caring that the peculiar condition of communications there might have caused their loss and has
prevented you from knowing my plans. Besides, as the
year is ending with its happy Christmas and New Year
festivities, I wish you would celebrate these in the fam~ly,
with all my sisters, brothers-in-law and nephews like
when I was there, for this gives just as well all the
happiness that could come from the most splendid and
sumptuous tables of the English lords. They say that
this is the holiday dearest to the English heart, what I
believe they call Christmas if I remember well.
I noticed on my birth certificate that there is a
new priest there (Gabino de los Reyes) ; I do not know
if this is a friar, but iE we are going to judge by the surname, he must be a Filipino for it is not used here, where
I know of no one surnamed thus. If my conjectures are
not wrong, so much the better, so there will be less
cause of trouble.
The school situation is getting worse. Castelar, Moret, Sagasta, J\!Iartos, Labra, Moyano, Camas, Silvela,
are going to interpellate rudely the government about
these events which have i:;roduced so much damage.
Five young men, sons of very good families have been
punished by being dropped from the course, for which
their parents art: going to conduct an active campaign
against this imprudent government, and it is believed
that the government will fall. We have not returned
to th2 classes and the students of Rome, Parma and
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Turin (Italy) , those of Liege (Belgium) , those of Coimbra (Portugal) and those of Vienna in Austria, have
done the same. I do not know how this will end. We
have lost all our honorary scholarships; I lost the two
that I have in Arabic and Spanish Literature; there is
no reason at all for this, because these scholarships are
acquired thru competition and not as a favor. Much
will be said abrn 1t this also.
I told you in my two previous letters that in view
of the condition and the future of our modest business,
I do not like to prolong any longer my stay in Europe,
as I wanted to, for I believe that it must be very burdensome for the family. I submitted it for your consideration; I told you that I am willing to go home as soon
as possible if you wish. Circumstances have changed in
such a way that we should also change our plans, under
penalty of suffering bad and irreparable consequences.
I told you that in view of governmental mistake, the
commerce of Philippine sugar will die inevitably in thret~
or two years, because the talented Foreign Minister has
just concluded a treaty with the United States, a death
sentence for the Filipinos. We could not have fallen in
better hands. If Sagasta or another party would rise
to power, a party not so obssessed and ignorant, perhaps
this evil could be remedied somehow. If we had deputies, a newspaper or Filipino members in the Consejo de
Filipinas at least they could have obstructed the imprudent steps of the talented Foreign Minister Mr. Tejada de Valderosa.
Tell my sister Narcisa that her friend Maria Lecaroz
is already married to the Director of Charities, Mr. Ordonez, and that now they live in Madrid. They say
that she speaks French, English, German and I tali an.
She lives in the modern way.
Thank God I am well and I wish you also would
find yourselves like me or better than I am. According
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to a letter which I received in the month of June, my

here of a gentleman who met a tired Galician who could
no longer walk nor take even one step; taking pity on
him, he invited him to ride with him on his horse. The
Galician consented and after some seconds he said to
the good gentleman: "8ei"ioritu cuanlu vu.y gandudu-"
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sister Olimpia was then on the family way. I suppose
that by this date she has already passed the crisis. If
I am not mistaken it is the first child or the second; I
am so little informed of what is happening there that I
hope she will r:ot be surprised nor feel bad that I do
not know if she is already a mother or not. If her habits
have not yet changed, I fear very much for the hide of
that child: how many pinchings will he get from the
mother.
They have also written me, I am not sure of the
accuracy of the news, that Jose, the son of Marianito
and Angelica, is dead; it is really a pity and I feel it
with all my heart.
I wish you would answer me even only briefly, so
that I can adjust my plan of action to what you may
decide.
I forgot to add that since you are owing me three
allowances for October, November and December, a
friend of mine has been helping me all this time, now
to matriculate myself, now to pay the house and food,
because with 50$ a month one can not make many miracles in Madrid. I would thank you then if I have to
go home you would send me that amount to settle my
accounts with this good friend, so that he may not have
the occasion at all to say something. On certain occasion I could render him a little service for which he felt
grateful, and he supplied all my necessities, helping me
always whenever I was in need, and since in Europe one
has to be dressed the whole day from the time he gets
up until he retires, since strong and double clothing
should be worn because the climate so requires, we have
to have clothes made every year and every season.
Here nothing is done for charity nor for the pleasure of
serving; everything has to be paid for. There is a story

I wish you are always well and healthy, as well as
the family, enjoying the happiness and the festivities of
these days.
Your son and brother who embraces you,
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[1885]

[Mr. Paciano Rizal]
. . . . . and I have not given any cause: to fear
for me is to call attention to myself which is prejudicial,
for I am thinking only of curing and studying ailments.
I believe that you should show a calm confidence, which
is the aLl,c'ndant of innocence arnl tn1st, for there will
always he time to ny and, beside~\ our mother should
have more faith in that God \vhom they call just, and
should think at the same time that not all the misfortunes produce unfortunates; there ar::~ misfortunes that
make p2ople happy. For this rea.son, I also like to go
home to show that I have nothing to fear of anyone, there
is no reason why; that for the present I am not yet exiled
and I believe that the Spanish government. having had
already a. lesson, 8hall not punish at this time an innocent,
for the victims have the bad habit of haunting with their
memory and killing for good, the strongest powers. If you
do not decide otherwise, it would be proper for example
that I go to England for a few months to study practical mechanics ( 3 monthf;), to Germany (Medicine and
Science), with a pension equal to what I have now; if
it is not possible anymore, I will go home and shall have
the pleasure to be with you so that we shall no longer
be separated. However advantageous a foreign land
may be for me, it would not be so much that it could
compensate for the sacrifices that you have done for
me. The letters that I have written you before have
many of these ideas and I need an answer.
You have spoken to me about the fire there at
home: this thought, putting aside pyrotechnics, has led
me to another very far one and it is that I believe we
should think of changing slowly our customs, making
them more useful; you, for example, with your prestige
among those people there should begin hinting with

2 1~)

courage to stop these holidays and other things that do
not produce immediate utility, like thanksgiving masses
and other things of this sort. The money that goes into
certain coffers does not circulate and money that does not
circulate causes the poverty of the country. Besides,
we are being exploited there in every sense and we should
be tired of that now. As I think now of the money
that is spent in a holiday, if it is used for what the people
need, it would be of great advantage.
On your word I believe in the goodness of the priest
whom I greet from here, but a thought occurs to me. If
the women of Calamba, having a priest who is not fanatic by his own choice, are on their initiative so fond of
candles and images, what would happen to them when
a priest goes there who is decidedly a fanatic and an
exploiter, who weighs on their conscience like the night
and compresses them like a prc::;s? You have to agree
that if our sex there is not so advanced, it is very much
better than the opposite sex which revolves and Jives in
that atmosphere which prevails from the confessional to
the sacristy and which leads to great aberrations.
Actually there are two Filipinos here like Dn. Andres and Arcadio del Rosario; they are the type of a
generation that is passing away, but if it goes, I believe
I see at least the little lights that begin to shine. Dn.
Andres was talking to me the other day and he does
not sustain anymore, as in the beginning, certain principles; he no longer owns the supposed acts and in a dinner he declared himself for the youth and proposed a
toast to it.
The cold weather here afflicts us much, but I am
still without chilblains which surprises me, for it is colder
now than in previous years. There have been and there
still are earthquakes but although in themselves are not
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comparable to ours, on the contrary, they surpass in their
effects, for they have .......... . ... . ... .. ... . ..... . .

* * *
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . convent of monks in the
Middle Ages, four latines and five distinguidos, that is
all. This is so certain that actually we have here four
lawyers, graduated from the Universidad Real y Pontificia de Manila with very good grades, one of whom being
notable and famous for having practised his profession
for a long time and along modern trends; they are like
the Seven Sleepers as to candidness and backwardness
and (one would say they are) country folks in a ballroom. And if this happens to them in Madrid which
is not much distinguished for its culture and education,
what more in France, England and Germany where
everybody reads the newspapers, where the middle class
has an education which the aristocracy of Manila do
not have, (even only) much less. If we recall what I
told you of my landfady in Paris, that J\/Ime. Lesjardine~
who is a little bit rounded and plump, and her husband
knowing enough general history and specially that of
their country, geography, mathematics, speaking and
writing their language correctly, how many of those
grand seigniors who occupy high positions can say the
same about themselves? And they have assured me that
the German people are still more so, and the English
as well. So that when we say here to a stranger on
introducing a fr:~end: "The gentleman is a lawyer, has
been a judge, notary, etc. etc.", they are at a loss and
look with a little surprise, asking how any laws can
palpitate and justice have life under such an unfavorable
condition. And without going farther, among our coun ~
trymen I am taken as one of those studious and with
enough ability; but ·yvhen I compare myself with many
young men whom I have known in foreign lands, I confess frankly that I find myself on a much inferior level,
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and I conclude that to reach their height, I need many
years of study, much good luck and much more aptitude:
and those young men, however, were younger than I. I
do not f;peak of the young men of this country, among
whom T know ..... . . ... .. . .. ... .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .... .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . really worthy and it is not that
they lack ability; no, they have much talent, much determination, but the defects of education make them do
more work and become less useful, like what has happened there; the life they lead, restaurants and billiards;
the examples they see among the old and those who
occupy high positions: laziness and idle talk; the little
encouragement that the government gives the students,
like there, with the only difference that what we want
is for the authorities there not to meddle in what they
study but leave them in peace; seeing that one rises to
power by means of talking and intrigue, by belonging
to this or that party, all these contribute to the disappointmen t of so many very happy expectations, of so
many young men who doubtless would make good in
other ways. What I regret most is that many countrymen, poisoned already by this atmosphere, affiliate
themselves with groups against their conscience; they
seek glory at the cost of money and ridicule, not with
their own merit but by means of banquets and representations; they do not know that such kind of glory is
a flame from a piece of paper that has only ashes which
makes one dirty and becomes useless thereafter. For
this reason, if the nephews are coming, I would not like
them to come to Madrid unless they take up the study
of law, which is indispensable and even convenient;
because the best professors of law that can be found
in Spain are here; and because it is a career in which
language enters as a principal factor, I believe that
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Madrid is the best school for the purpose, m view of
the nature of the community in respect to all its activities.
At present Dr. Franco, the physician who practised
there fo1· a long time, is my classmate. He \Vas my professor, a very notable one above all for suspending the
students and saying at the beginning of my career that
he was gomg to suspend all of us. 'fell Dandoy when

that .
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[1885]

[Mrs. Teodora Alonzo]
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. . . . . that may disturb you about me, I will
anS'wer you that I do everythi ng possible to please you
all. For more than a year now and following the indication s of my father I have gotten away whenever it
was possible for me to hide my personal ity, and I have
tried not to draw the attentio n of anyone to my person.
You have told me that I should not write; well then,
I have dropped the pen, the only instrume nt that I
had and \vhich I have begun to wield not quite badly, and
if at times I have taken it up it had been because very
strong reasons have compelled me, and even then I have
concealed my name for the love of that obscurit y that I
need. If in spite of this, I still have enemies, well let them
be. It is difficult to live without disappoi ntment in life;
but disgrace does not mean dishonor, and let disgrace be
welcome if it drives away vilification and degradat ion .
As long as the esteem of those who know us is preserved,
so long as our conscience is a friend in our meditati ons,
what matters the rest? We were born in the midst of
a society whose political life is so anomalo us that no
other hope is left to us but to submit or succumb:
whateve r is preferable, conscience is to decide. Let us
then have trust in God and in the sincerity of our intentions; if having made a wish and having wished for the
good brings disgrace as a recompense, what do we have
to do? The biggest inheritan ce that parents can leave to
their children is uprightn ess in judgmen t, generosity
in our rights and perseverance in adversity ; the greatest
honor that the son can pay to his parents is honesty
and good name: that the acts of the son should never
make the father tremble with indignat ion or with shame,
and God will provide the rest: sorrows and miseries
will end with life and with the individuals; the memory
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is inherited by the family, and blesses or curses the departed. I wish it that way so I can . . . . . . . . . . . .

in the same manner that when I present myself to my
parents I put on the best dress that they have given
me. If sometime I shall come to possess a little of that
divine &cumen that is called science, I will not hesitate
to use it for the service of God, and if in my reasoning
I make a mistake, I commit an error, God will not
punish me . . . . . *
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*
I can repeat and say loudly that I am the son of the
most honest man and the most pious woman of my
town, that my parents have nothing to repent for giving
birth to me and that if it is possible they experience at
least a satisfaction, now that l do not feel haughty in
mentioning myself.
What you said about my duties as a Christian, I
have the pleasure of being able to tell you that never
for a moment have I stopped believing in the fundamental principles of our religion: my childhood beliefs
have given place to the convictions of youth, which in
the course of years will take root in me: essence that
will not undergo revision thru examination and change
of time should become an affair of the mind and cease
to be a matter of the heart; we shouid not strive to live
in illusions and falsehoods. What I do believe now, I
believe through reasoning and it is because my conscience can not accept more than what is compatible with thought. I can bow my head before what is
to me a mysterious thing, provided that it comes from
a fact, but never to something absurd, neither to a probability. Religion to me is the most saintly thing, most
pure, most fantastic, so that it escapes from all human
sophistications, and I believe that I would be remiss in
my duty of being rational if I prostitute my reason and
accept what is absurd. I believe that God would not
punish me if in trying to understand Him I use reason
and intelligence, His most precious gifts; and I believe
that to honor Him more all I have to do is present myself
to Him and m:ike use of the best that He has given me,

227

* Part of Rizal's, answer to the letter of his mother dated Manila,
December 11, 1884, in which she said: "Now, what I earnestly ask of you,
my son, first c,f all, is never to neglect the duties of a true Christian.
Thi8, to me, is sweeter (better) than for you to become most learned, for
wisdom; sometimes, is the thing that leads us to perdition. Perhaps this
will he my last letter to you, so remember it very well for it is what I
desi1"e most ." See. Epistolario Rizalino, Vol. I, p. 130.
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JY!adrid, July 30, 1885

My dear Parents:
I have not received any letter from you nor from
anybody in the family, and in the complete absence of
news I venture to make a proposition.
In view of the fact that the cholera is in Spain and
even in Madrid, where fortunately the daily cases do
not go beyond 34, if in the coming mail I do not receive
a letter or any instruction from you, I am going to
offer my services taking care of cholera patients in
the towns where there are no doctors, for they say that
they give 12$ daily, but without board and lodging;
and if this is true I can earn in one month some 250$,
enough to support me in 5 months, which is no little
saving. At any rate if it gets me in Madrid, it is better
to die doing something good; and if not, it is not a small
thing to earn 250$, because in those affected towns
everything is dear now, and my lodging and board,
in case I go, will cost me no less than 4$ a month. I
believe this will suit me, for in this way, I can begin
supporting myself and helping the family a little. I do
not think there would be much objection, for of the
doctors who have gone to those towns very few have
become ill and those who died do not exceed four, I
believe. I am in good health, I am young, and I do
not fear the cholera, which matters much.
1

I could leave Spain and go to foreign countries;
some friends have proposed this, they paying my trip
back and forth, and my stay in France, Switzerland or
Holland, all free; but I did not accept it and I made
it clear to them, to P. Paterno, Luna and others, firstly
because I do not like to owe this kind of favor, which
I can owe to my parents, and secondly because I do
not like to happen again what occured to me when I
1

Rizal must have meant a day.

23:3

went to Paris without waiting for your consent, a trip
which, if it gave me much benefit, in exchange it caused
me so many disappointments that I decided not to take
any step which might hurt you, unless there is a very
great reason or compelling necessity.
One of my housemates, Julio Llorente, got married
and now lives with his wife; the other, Ceferino de
Leon went to Galicia . . . . .
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[August or September, 1885]

... take much advantage of the love of brothers.
specially when they do not see each other for some
time and they are so separated: one can well afford
to lose one minute every six months. I am much afraid
that you will not like this that I am telling you, and you
may think that I have suffered only a little in life
while you, younger, could already help our family; I
also have suffered much here and since I have been in
Europe there were two times when I spent the day
without eating for not having a real and I kept quiet:
I suffered the cold and the rain and I did not take the
streetcar for not having anything to pay, when my feet
were swollen and painful. I do not forget even for
one moment the sacrifices that I am causing the family
and how much I am wasting our modest fortune, and
you will understand that I desire to be able to earn a
living so as to cease being a burden. In Madrid as well
as in most parts of Spain there are certain prejudices
to which one must adjust himself however independent
he may be. To earn my living here, in my conditions
and without giving occasion to grumbling, I would have
to resort to employment, to politics, for manual work
here is usually regarded as humiliating, and frankly
speaking I have no courage to drag myself into the
office of the minister to beg with my salutations for a
salary that would make you as well as me ashamed.
Here politics is the life of all: it is injected into the
trades, in the arts, letters and sciences: even the bullfighters, the poets, and those who are not good for anything, have to join politics. The learned who is not a
politician is not wise; even the cholera has been made a
political question; even the very bacillus, the origin of
sickness. If you have not resided here, make an effort
to imagine how to live in this place. I who always
considered myself a stranger here, and as such I have
called myself, and that I have not concealed my in-
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difference to those who have proposed my joining political parties, I can not now solicit its patronage without incurring contradiction; moreover, for each position
that appears in the horizon there are some fifteen or
fourteen aspirants or laid-off employees who are waiting at the doors and offices of the ministers who have
to be giving them the slip.
Whenever the time of the examinations or matriculations come, my expenses mount considerably, for I have
been carrying two careers which both with their six or
seven courses cost me from 35 to 40$ in normal times,
but when it is for the doctorate as has happened this
year the payment is double. This year precisely, three
months have passed, like now, without my receiving my
allowance, thanks that then Valentin was here who lent
me for my maintenance. This year on account of my
licentiate in Philosophy and Letters and the examinations for the doctorate I had to spend much and because my pension has been reduced and nothing has been
sent me for this purpose, I had to borrow from Valentin
before he went to Paris with the idea of paying him out
of what I can economize if my old allowance of 50 duros
would be restored; unfortunately it could not be that
way. When the cholera came there was a 1umor that
the physicians were paid well who went there to cure
the cholera patients; it was said they would pay 10$;
but verifying it well, I learned that they gave only five
duros, and yet it is not known when; many advised me
not to put myself into these troubles, and inasmuch as
above all there was the inconvenience that I had not
yet my title, for later I had to use the money destined
for it in paying Ventura and meeting other expenses, for
I owed them for the previous course as well as for the
current 3 months. I would never have liked to tell
you this, but in the present circumstances I believe that
it is better not to conceal the truth from you, because
you would hear it, but I would never make our parents
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believe that I am going through even the least misery.
If no money comes in the next mail, I shall be obliged
to finally sell my ring as well as my books acquired by
me during 3 years through force of economy and patience
and whose cost amounts to some 250$, and hardly a
bargain if they will give me 50$ for them, for here they
take advantage of the necessity in which one finds himself. It is a pity if these books would be lost, for there
are many which cost much: there is the fact that many
are in French, English, German and various other languages. With these books and those that are there, certainly you will have the best library in the province, because I do not believe that there are books of the kind
like these that I bought. It is a pity if they would get
lost. I shall see if I find a friend who could give 50$
with a contract to sell and repurchase, and in this manner you can recover them: if I receive enough money
I myself will redeem them.
I believe that it is easier now than later to acquire
or accumulate some 400$ for my return trip, because I
confess to you that if things go on as now and I am in a
foreign land, neither you nor I will fare well: being
there I could help you, if not much, a little. If I were
in a foreign country, in London for example, where there
is a countryman who protects as they say. . . . . *

* Fragment of a letter that Rizal wrote to one of his younger sisters.
Courtesy of Mr. Federico Calero.
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Madrid, October 1, 1885

My dear Parents:
On the 1st of this month we gave up the house
that we had been keeping so we could live with more
economy and freedom and we three, Ceferino, Lete and I,
have come to stay here in this new house which costs
us almost double, for they charge us two pesetas daily
for the room alone. Since I do not think of staying
here more than 15 days until the arrival of the boat by
which I intend to leave if perchance I have money, I
paid the 6$ that was asked of me. It is possible that
as my pension is not likely to be increased this time, I
may not go to England where the cost of living is much
dearer, but to Germany where they assured me one can
live with the same pension as here, in Berlin: if this is
true as I have been assured, I will do this. And if I
do not receive money, my fate will decide what shall b~.
From Paris, Valentin has sent me money, spendl.ng for
money orders and other things: it is a good gesture of
friendship but I believe it should not be abused.
German will be of greatest utility to me in the future,
when Germany's trade and the preponderance of this
country shall prevail there in the neighboring regions;
besides, it is a language that very few Filipinos possess.
I know already a little, but since all that I know I have
learned by myself, the result is that although I have the
facility to translate what is written, on the other hand,
I do not understand a single word when they talk to me,
for my ears are not used to discern the words.
If I do receive 400$ I will go immediately to Germany; if I receive 600$ I will take my doctorate, if not,
let be what shall be. I am owing now three months and
a half of pensions, for since July 1st when I should
receive money, I do not have any, and neither letters.

35.
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I do not know how the case of the Carolines is going
to end: it seems that Bismarck will continue with his
pretensions; but whatever may happen it is necessary
that we should be prepared so that we shall not be exploited more than we are now. Whenever I have been
asked here for our opinion, I have answered: "I believe
that all the Filipinos want only to be with Spain or become independent." I do not know if I have interpreted well the wishes of my countrymen but if not, I
suppose that I have not prejudiced them. When I have
been asked if we would fight for the Spanish flag against
Germany, I answered them that we will always fight
in compliance with our duty and in obedience to our
conscience. "What is then your duty and what does
your conscience command you?" "Our duty", I answered, "is to love our country, and our conscience commands us that we should do everything that this duty
carries with it."
As I do not have any news from there it is difficult for me to talk of the persons whom I knew befort.
for fear of speaking of dead or lost persons.
The colony' has not yet returned from its summer
excursions. On the first of this month Valdes, Calero and
Cabafigis, two doctors and one future idem, have gone
home.
If I could take advantage of the summer to go to
foreign lands to study languages, as I did the 1st year
of my arrival here, having gone to Paris, I would have
gone to Germany or to Switzerland this summer and
by this time, I would be earning two duros daily with
fees besides, for in the . . . . . *

J

The Filipinos in Madrid.
* Courtesy of Mr. Fede1·ico Calero.
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Paris, Boul evar d Arag o 65
Dece mbe r 4, 1885

.!Vly dear Parent& and Brot hers :
In my last lette r I r·ipoke to you of my ocul
istic
stud ies in the hous e of Dr. Wecker; I cont inue
going
ever yday and I am learn ing enou gh and each
time a
new oper ation , a. new ailm ent are pres ente d to
me.
Vvecker had me register in his Clinic and he aske d Dr.
me
to buy an opth almo scop e, an appa ratu s that
serves to
find out wha t is wron g inside t~e eyes, which
cost me
12$. The professor who cont inue s appr ecia ting
me, told
me that I shou ld go to his house on Sund ays, givin
g me
a calling card. According to thos e who have
seen it,
the house or hote l of the doct or is a palace, a
won der in
jewels and art objects, of which he has very
beau tiful
collections. Tbis gent lema n is very rich, he has
prop erties in vario us coun tries , and wha t he has in Pari
s alone
is estim ated at man y millions; the truth is
that the
first ... the Duc hess of Med inac ella called him.
. . for a
day he was paid 40,000 francs . . . lost. Thu s, it
is possible alrea dy to cure ailm ents . . . to be a satis
facto ry
enou gh surgeon . .. with the fifth part I would
be satis -·
fied.

It is very cold here and ther e is plen ty of ice, whic
h
oblig es us to take gym nast ic exercises to keep
us warm.
The King of Spai n died and we have a rege
ncy, Da.
Mar ia Cris tina. . . that histo ry records.
I expe ct to receive some mon ey from you yet,
to
practiHe by the side of V!ecker ... that is
cost ing me

rnuch mon ey to become useful som eday . The
instr umen ts and ... to\vn is very dear , alrno:-J t. as muc
h as . . .
this Jast town for not know ing ...
In Germ any, acco rdin g to a fri end ...
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Paris, January 1, 1886-Boulevard Arago 65
My dear Parents:
Today, precisely the 1st day of the year. the mail
is leaving and I take advantage of the few minutes that
my occupation in the clinic, visits to comply with, etc.,
leave me free, in order to tell you how I pass these days.
For the sake of truth, I will tell you that here Christmas
and New Year are holidays only for the children and
the employees vvho receive, the former, toys, and the
latter, Christmas gifts ( aguinaldos) ; however, you have
to add that N._;w Year is the holiday of the young people, who receive on this day gifts from their friends Rnd
acquaintances. I gave as a gift to Mlle. Pardo a pair of
Greek vases, painted by me, one representing the Filipino people engaged in their pastime (cockfighting) and
the other, the rnme people at \vork (milkmen, prisoners
at hard labor, etc.) . I spent Christmas in the house of
this family, having been invited by the brother; likewise
I will spend this night there; as I have told you, we
always talk there about the Philippines: Da. ,Juliana is
a real Filipina, aU four sides of her, as they say vulgarly.---Since December 24 all the sidewalks of the boulevanls are filled with baraques or small stores of toys,
fruits, etc., like in the Quiapo fair ( Baraque is pronounced barac fiom which barraca originates). A multitude of persons take a walk there: children, young and
old people. Feasts are organized by the government for
the children only; actors, actresses and artists contribute
freely for the enjoyment of the young who know how to
respond well to this solicitude by behaving very judiciously. 1 do not get tired admiring this education of
the French children: it is like a story if compared with
those children there, be they Spanish, be they Filipino.
On the street, in the bus, in the carriages, in their prn-
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menades, in th9 house, everywhere, they behave well:
they do not shout, they do not cry, they do not disturb. This same morning in the bus, there was a boy
about five years old, seated on the knees of his mother
and was very quiet and serjous, without saying a word.
After a while another lady got on with another boy of
the same age who sat in front. The two boys looked
at each other in silence without saying anything; but
as the trip was long, they were not content remaining
silent. One began to smile, so did the other; one extended his hand smiling and somewhat closing his eyes, the
other took it and they fell into talking in their childish
way and in low Yoice; then one of them took a small top
from under his cape and showed it to the other who,
smiling, examined it closely, and then returned it with
signs of satisfaction. They do not fight, nor shout; in
the big bazars where the families go to do all kinds of
shopping, there ~,re big shown>mrn; full of toys which me
very pretty; well, the children go there, they look and
listen to the tricks of the wonderfully made dolls, automats, horses, etc. etc.; you would not hear weeping or
crying nor even a suggestion to their parents to buy
them those toys: they believe that if they behaved well
throughout the year, they would find themselves with
these at dawn of the 25th of December, and if not, with
nothing. The children of the poor go only to see these
and none would touch or say a word in a loud voice, but
if you could only see those little eyes, you could read
all what is going on inside their hearts. This education
seems to me a conclusive proof in favor of the new system of mouldi11g the soul: for the love of the good and
honor.
The house of my professor De Wecker is located at
31 Avenue D' Austin; it is a magnificent edifice with a
most elegant aspect even in those barrios where sumptuous palaces abound. In Spain I have not seen anything like it. At the entrance one sees a marble jasper
of all colors, very well arranged, a magnificent chimney
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to regulate the air when one has to remove his overcoat
in the middle of the hall that offers unexpectedly a surprising sight. Upon arriving, servants meet you to take
your cane, umbrella, etc., and they guide you to the
first floor up a stairway covered with carpets and
decorated with old Spanish tapestries. While you are
being announced to the owner of the house, you remain
in the waiting hall which is full of magnificent paintings
of the Dutch, French, Spanish and Italian schools.
Among these ar·e a Rudisuli and a Julio Romano which
was believed ~~o be by Rosa Bonheur, a very precious
Raphael. Inside are sculptures of marble and bronze, a
boy fisherman, gift of the Queen of Italy, very old paintings, and in the alcove a magnificent Portuguese bed
which some believe to be worth two or three thousand
duros. The second floor is the part of the house assigned
to receptions and there the dining room is with its big
chimney and two tables of malachite and bronze plated,
paintings of flowers and fruits to gladden the sight. The
halls and the rooms all with tapestry of white silk, with
their little gray, blue and violet designs and their sets
of furniture that match with everything, have elegantly
delicate aspect. By means of a small staircase, also with
carpefa, you ascend to the third floor where the sister
lives with her two sons; this part of the house is also
decorated but in a different taste, although it is excellent just the same: the red or pink and gilded walls,
very well combined, very gay set of chairs, pleasant pictures, indicate that there lives a lady with her sons, all
of youthful ch-:iracter; the sewing room, the study room,
the piano room, everything is appropriate and adequate.
We find the toys and the dolls of the children sitting on
chairs as on the day of a reception. Those who have
seen this house agree that it is one of the best in Paris
and they can not but admire the good taste and exquisite tact of the owner who had known how to combine
and harmonize what is elegant and what is dignified,
what is old and what is modern. Wecker speaks Ger-

man, French, English and Spanish. Luna when introduced by me on Christmas Day, was surprised and
charmed. He could not but admit that whatever Pardo
·~:old him as well as what I informecf him, were exact and
even understatements.

2fi4

In case you have to send me money, do it thm the
Shanghai Banking Corporation, for much is lost with the
Spanish houses, and on the other hand in collecting thru
this bank, I gain some pesetas per 100, for the English
money has more value than the Spanish.
January 15-I was not able to send this letter by
the previous mail for I lacked time. I will continue it
now.
Day before yesterday, I received a draft of 200$
which when coJlected in francs gave me only 192, so 4%
is lost. With more reason than ever I repeat to you
now what I have told you. If you are to send me money
do it by the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and
China which is very much better. Had you sent me
those 200$ thru that house they would have given me
here some 204 or 205 francs as what always happens
with Resureccion who collects more than what they
send hin1. The money could not have arrived at a better time, because I was already somewhat in need;
thanks that Luna collected a thousand duros from the
Senate," and therefore we two had something with
which to pass these days. You told me that you were
going to send me money in February: you may not
need to send me until the 1st of April or the end of
March, for with what I have I will go to Germany where
they say the cost of living is very cheap and I will try
to make this money last until the first days of May:
there is no need to sell anything, whether horse or
watch. In Paris one learns much indeed, the cost of
1
Luna's honorar ium for rmintin g Lo Batolla de Lepantv in th•· hall
of the Spanish Sen::.tr in Madrid.
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living on the other hand is very dear; in Germany one
learns quite enough and I, staying in a provincial
capital, can wait for the crisis to pass; in the meantime
I will study German and something else besides the ailments of the eyes. In Germany there are many good
professors. Meanwhile you can continue sending me
your letters here. Paris 65 Boulevard Arago. Until
,July or August I shall be in Germany and afterward
to England and then return. If I have not been given
n1isleading or Pxaggeratecl news, do not worry about
sending me money, for 1 shall still have some to live on
until the lst of May. As for the rest, I will write about
this from Germany where I plan to be on February 1st.
I want to take good advantage of this year and return
at once: I can write French now if not with equal
facility as Spanish, at least, as the petty directors there
write the latter. It is a very precious language but,
of course, it is very hard. I understand now perfectly
everything they say; the Parisians speak very fast except
vvhen they speak argot.
vVith respect to the study of the ailments of the
eyes, I am doing well: I know now how to perform all
the operations; I only need to know what is going on
inside the eye, which requires much practice. In Germany I am told that this is taught well, but one has to
be registered and pay a sum of 10$ a month. I shall
go to Germany with about 100$, which will be reduced
probably to 75 after subtracting the travelling expenses.
If I see that, in effect, the cost of living is cheap, I will
have myself registered, and if it is not I will see to it
that two or tlwee months will suffice for me. In six
months, I hope to speak German, study a profession,
continue my specialty; in five, living among Filipinos, I
have learned French.

It has been terribly cold here this week; for four or
five days the 3now has been falling and we have had ice
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some five fing0rs thick . . . the second is a small reddish
point, without brilliance.
You have to listen well in order not to be run over
by the coaches, because since there are wooden streets
whereon the coach hardly makes any noise, you can
easily be trampled upon in crossing the boulevard or
the street. Thieves abound during foggy nights; they
rob you and then run away and you can not see them
beyond five paces, as if they had entered a house.
When there is much fog, sometimes traffic is suspended.
A foggy day in Paris is like a night in our town; the
difference is that this obscurity, instead of being dark,
is white and there are no civil guards who trample you.
They say that as to fog Paris is nothing compared to
London.
From 50 to 100 patients go daily to the clinic of
\Vecker; there are days when they perform as many as
10 major operations. Many cross-eyes are set right;
yesterday we worked on a woman-cook who was more
cross-eyed than Emilio and Czary Mariano put together;
in two minutes her eyes were put in their right places.
Yesterday also Wecker removed the eye of a boy who
was dealt a blow by a baron. . . who lives in L'Avenue
de L'Emperatrice. The baron paid 18,000 francs as indemnity; the boy who is only 13 years old lost his eye,
but he will be given another of crystal which will not
be noticed because it will move like the real one. During the operation he cried only once and it is painful
at that. Cross-eyed children of four or five months, old
ones of sixty and seventy, even an old woman of 85
years, go there also to be operated on; I remember an old
man who was blind for 65 years; since he was 8 he could
not see; he was very contended. In the past days a
young woman, tall, very tall, taller than ,myself by at
least one palm, very elegant, beautiful, with a bad white
eye that could not see, went there also. Wecker had to
blacken her eye which was not hard to do, for it only
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needs time. As it is a luxurious operation, she could
not complain of pain and she smiled. It is true that
the eye is rendered insensitive so the patients get up
and say that they have felt absolutely nothing: there
are those who do not notice the operation and they only
know it when they begin to see.

me put something in her album and I put the illustrated
story of the monkey (matching) and the turtle (pagong). The young people in Europe usually have the
habit of keeping an album (not of pictures) in which
they ask their friends to put sketches, dedicatories,
verses, etc. etc , and they keep these as a remembrance.
In the Filipino colony here is a man about whom there
is always an absurd story. Everything stupid, curious
or extraordinary has to be his: if he were there, for sure
you would say he comes from Parafiaque,'1 although he
is from Manila. I believe he is already 7 or 10 years in
Paris and yet he has not learned French; otherwise he is
a good person.
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If I receive sufficient money, I will pay 12$ a month
and then I will have the right to assist in all the treatment and operations from time to time, which is very
advantageous. You can not imagine how much can be
learned in this clinic. Of the doctors here we have an
Italian, a Greek, an Austrian, three South Americans,
two Spaniards, four Frenchmen, a German, a Polish
and me; all of us understand French; once in a while,
I talk with the Italian and the North American in their
languages. The Greek has nothing of the Greek dreamed
of by those who have studied Grecian history: this one
is very short, with scarce beard, very brown, poorly
formed, etc., a Greek in the time of Pericles would have
taken him for a barbarian.

My mode of life does not change; Luna and I eat
in the studio, and he who has many acquaintances in
Paris is invited several times by the families with whom
he spends the night in their houses, so that many times
he eats outside. The family of the Pardos who live here
invites me also once in a while to eat in their house;
then Luna, Resurreccion and I go there. On such a day
we do nothing but talk about our country, of our likes,
of food, customs, etc., The family is very amiable. The
mother (a widow) is a sister of Gorricho and remains
very much a Filipino in everything; the sons Trinidad
and Felix are physicians both doctors here in Paris; the
woman Paz speaks French and English and is very
amiable :mil very Filipino also: she dresses with much
elegance and in her movements and manner of looking
she resembles Sra. Itching. She is beautiful and refined
and it is said that she is going to marry Luna. She made

I think that at the end of the year or at the beginning of '87 I should be leaving Europe and return home;
it is the longest I should stay in these countries. If I
prolong my stay, I have to spend much; I ought to ...

1 In
the time of Hizal and until lately, those of Parafiaque were
known to be boastful, E,pecially in regard to the quality of their products,
si:ch as salt, ceramics, etc.
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Miss Maria Rizal
My very dear Sister:
There goes this first letter which I write in German
territory in the expectation that you answer me. This
has for its object to relate to you some notevvorthy
things which may be of interest besides being of use
to you, like for example, how the Germans and the
French keep their houses. Although the French taste
is followed in almost all places it is nevertheless modified in every place, according to the condition or imagination of the people. Speaking, for example, of the
dining room in Europe, there is a general feeling that
it would be made pleasing, graceful, agreeable. In the
houses of the vtory rich you will see paintings of 1andscapes, fruits and animals by the great masters. You
will see the paintings of oysters, prawns ( hipon suahe) ,
lobster ( ulang) , fishes, etc. etc Others who can not pay
so much, content themselves with copies, and the poorest
ones with chrornolithographs. In some houses in Germany, particularly in Holland, what I see with regard
to paintings is that they hang on the walls very old
plates, with more or less colors, with more or less designs.
In some houses they would show you the grandfather's
and the grandmother's plates. In the house of the
Pardos in Paris, I saw a big plate, 50 years old, a century
old perhaps, side by side with some plates of Chinese
porcelain nearly two centuries old, a big plate like the
many plates from China that we have there for daily use,
if my memory ii~ not bad, and which has this form (see
sketch on facsimile). These plate decorations are very
charming, above all when the designs are capricious
and the colors gay. On the other hand on the walls
of Italian houseE: are pretty flasks of Chianti wine, the
lower part wrapped in straw, with a very thin neck, and
in the corners are small baskets of fruits which are also
very pretty. In some houses they have parasites ( dapo)
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alternating them with cages of birds like canaries, linets,
etc. There are no serious nor sad objects, for some
persons will develop indigestion; and to tell the truth,
they have a reason: when they eat, they want to eat
well; when they pray, they really pray. In our dining
room there, or in the gallery overlooking the garden,
what may be done is to decorate it with hanging plants
and with plates, because we have neither landscapes nor
big paintings. Big white plates should not be placed,
because they would be mistaken for the wall and they
are not decorative. I remember that when we were
small we had some plates with small figures and views
on the bottom; for these I know that now some would
give as much as five duros, because they are rare. The
plates are hung in the following manner: take three
pieces of wire, more or less thick according to the weight
or size of the object which they are to support, bend
them at one end and insert the edge of the plate in the
hooks; then the three wires are joined at the back of
the plate and make a sort of ring, and hang it on a nail
in such a manner that the face has this appearance (see
facsimile) , the back (see facsimile) , and the side (see
facsimile) .
The parasites-in this we can excel all houses of
Europe if we like-are hung more easily. These are placed
in three ways: suspended, attached to a post or placed
in a basket on the table (see facsimile) . Generally
they use iron wire, because it will be prettier when it
oxidizes or rusts. This is easier for us because it will
not cost money, and there is an abundance of dapo in
our country, specially in our province. The flasks and
bottles that have fanciful forms are chosen, and if they
are wrapped in straw like the demijohns, for instance,
it would be better. Usually they are filled with black
wine or colored liquors. The more these flasks in the
corners are covzred with cobwebs (agiw) etc., the better;
these are placed usually at a sufficient height so they
can not be easily reached: for this purpose they use a
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piece of board attache d to the wall in this manner (see
facsimile) .
On the table in the dining room they usually place
flowers alterna ting them with plates of sweets, pickles
and fruits: tod,1y it is no longer the custom, in Paris at
least, to place big fruit contain ers in the middle of the
table; usually they put flowers on small crystal plates
with water so that these will not wilt. During winter
when flowers arr very expensive, it is not rare to see a
table with f1owe1s \Vhich ::ire ha1f or completely dry, but
there where it docs not cost us anythin g to have fresh
ones, it would he a mistake not to have them.
Many more things can be said about this, but I
am now making it too Jong and it is no longer agreeable.
This is enough for the present and I am glad if I
could be of some utility to you.
Your brother -Who embraces you,

J. RIZAL
Februa ry 7, Heidelberg, .1886
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16 Kal'lstrasse
Hizal's fi l'St residence .in Heidelberg, Germany
({:0·1.1 r le., y ol th e Jo ~e Riznl Nnticnnl Centenninl C0111mi.osi m1)
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Heidelberg, February 9, 1886
Karlstrasse 16

My dear Parents and Brothers:
As I told you in my previous letter I left Paris for
Germany on Monday, 1st of February. I stopped in
Strassburg one day . . . . . is the last town on the
Franco-Germ an frontier and after passing it one notices
that he is in a new country, because everY'w·here one
sees only uniforms, militarism; for in all Germany the
employees of the railroads are all military men. From
France the snow has accompanied me on the way, that
is, from Nancy until Wilwisheim.
Until I arrived in Strassburg I could not talk well
to anyone, because although everybody speaks French
and German, nevertheless the Germans confuse the
letters v with f, b with p, d with t, in such a manner
that the French spoken by them seems disguised German.
The geese war ned me that I was nearing Strassburg,
the city of foie gras, a delicious food which is made of
the sick or swollen liver of the geese, and is sold in great
quantity.
Strassburg is now the capital of Alsace-Lorraine or
Elssas und Lotringen, as the Germans say. It is sleepy
despite its traffic; everywhere are visible signs of the
bombardme nt of 1870, here a cannon ball, there a cracked
wall; further there a destroyed fortress tower, a hole, a
helmet filled with hard granite. The inhabitants were
pleased to show the town to me and to the travelers.
As was to be expected I visited the celebrated cathedral
and climbed a tower 142 meters high, the fourth highest
of the European towers. I climbed 500 steps until the
platform from which one can see almost all of the Rhine
Valley, the Black Forest, the Vosges, etc. This tower
suffered no less during the bombardme nt, but it is now
reconstructed. There is a very noticeable thing inside
the cathedral and it is the very complicated mechanism
of a clock which is so constructed as to run for a long
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time, it being 3elf-winding, they say: it is the second reconstruction ·'Jf a clock of the 13th century. In a corner
of the square, there is an old house of wood which is
;:;aid to be that of Guttenberg. Strassburg as well as
the other town3 I have seen are t eeming with German
soldiers. I noticed that many people greet me on the
street and at every moment I find myself obliged to
doff my hat.
From Strassburg I came directly to Heidelberg and
although I passed near the famous Baden, I did not stop
there; because of the state of my finances it was not
prudent to make so many stop-overs. Moreover, Baden
is for pleasure, above all in summer. In the same car,
beside my second class compartmen t, there was another,
a first class in which a Russian prince and a princess
were travelling. Every time they went down the car
they were accorded military honors. Germany is a
country of much order and obedience.
I arrived in Heidelberg on Wednesday, February
3 at 3: 30 in the afternoon. The town looked gay to me,
on the streets are seen only students with red, yellow,
white, blue caps made of hide, etc. They say the students of different corporations that have constitution s
fight one another for pleasure. When they fight, they
have their hands and face covered and the eyes are
protected by goggles with steel mesh, such that the
head and the cheeks are the most exposed. They use
a kind of sword, very sharp, with which they hit the
top of the head by raising the arm. The German student has a good appearance, tall and well built. On the
night of my arrival, desiring to obtain information about
a good professor of opthalmology, I inquired for the
beer saloon where the students meet, and they directed
me to the Gulden Bierbrauerei. There I found in effect
some eight or nine yellow caps of the Corporation
Schwate (Suabia). I introduced mysef to them and in
my half German, I asked them. At once they stirred,
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questioned one another and gave me all the necessary
information.
They invited me to sit down and drink beer with
them. Owing to my deficiency in speaking German and
understandi ng it, the conversation was difficult, and as
they hardly knew French we resorted to Latin, and
through this language we talked to one another part
of the evening until one came who knew French. The
majority of those who were there, some eight or 10, had
their left cheeks full of scars; there was one who had
more than 15 and the Frenchman who came to talk to
me had, besides eight or 10 big scars, his head bandaged
because a few days earlier he lost a portion of his
scalp . . . . . The German student is loving, respectful,
modest and is not boastful. When they greet one another
they raise their hat entirely and they throw forward their
caps. That night they did not let me pay at all for my
beer, for they ;3aid that being a stranger recently arrived
in their midst I was not to be allowed to spend, that next
time I have to pay my own expenses according to their
custom, which is, that everyone pays for himself. When
they drink they have the custom of always giving a toast
to the health of each one and they say: prosit or prost
and they raise their glass toward the person to whose
health they drink. They invited me to become. a member
of their society, but when they learned that I could not
remain long with them, they said that it was useless,
that I would not benefit from it: it takes at least six
months during which one has to be an applicant and
another six to enter. These young men have a singular
pleasure of making themselves look ugly, and indeed
there are many who have manly beauty on one hand
and on the other hand patched up skin. There was one
who engaged in a fight 54 times. Not all the students
are members of these associations.
Now I live in a boarding house; cost of living here is
not so cheap as I had hoped, because lodging, board, service and light cost me a total of 28 duros a month. Doubt-
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less it is much cheaper than in Paris, but it is not as I
supposed it to be, so the money which I believed was
going to last me until the end of April will suffice only
until the begining of this month. It is so cold, and it
is snowing so much that it is necessary to keep the fire
burning continuously, otherwise one would freeze. I live
in a rather good house, the landlady is called Nebel; my
neighbor is a young Englishman who came to study
German, and when we talk in our half German and
whenever we do not understand each other, we speak
in English. At mealtime, German is spoken; little by
little I am learning it. As I am thinking of changing
house, I am going to see if I can find a cheaper one. It
would be good if you address me in this manner:

not disagreeable, only that it is full of potatoes. For
everything, potatoes: potatoes in the morning and in the
evening. At night, tea is taken with potatoes and cold
meat. The majority of the women understand French
and speak it a little. Generally they are tall, stout, not
very blond although they are blond enough. They are
very amiable and very sincere.
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Alemania
Herrn Joseph Rizal
Postrestante
Heidelberg

It is better that you write to me in Paris, Arago
Boulevard, 65, studio of Luna, for I do not know how
long I shall stay in this house.
As I have told you already, it would be better if
you write me every 15 days, by the French boat, because the trip is quicker. The bills of exchange through
the Chartered Bank, etc.
Heidelberg is in a valley between two mountains;
by its side flows the Neckar across which are two stone
bridges. Yesterday and the day before yesterday, a pool
near the river being frozen, there were many persons
who were skating there. The mountains are covered
with snow and in the afternoon many people are seen
taking a walk by the ruins of the celebrated castle which
can be seen from my window. There is only one theater,
four or five temples of catholics and protestants and it
is said that one of these is used, one half by the catholics
and the other half by the protestants. German life is

The German boys are still less curious than the
French boys. In Paris, for example, one still sees a boy
who would look at me with curiousity because of my
type, but here they pass by you without stopping; sometimes I hold their head and turn it a little: they submit
and after that they go away without saying anything.
The maid of the saloon where I go, named Mina,
writes her language very well and orthographically correct; we always communicate with one another in writing; and as my ears are not accustomed to the accent,
I have to look at the written words. She writes her
language in two ways, as she says, in lateinische and
deutsche, that is, in Latin and in German characters.
For example Ynseln Philippinen-(see facsimile). The
German characters are used more.
I am ending this letter for the present and until the
next mail.
Your son and brother who likes you sincerely,
RIZAL
My friend Valentin Ventura, to whom I owe so
many favors is going there: he lives in Dulumbayan
Street. If you are going to Manila, I would be grateful
if you visit him.-It is better that you continue writing
to me at Boulevard Arago, for inasmuch as I am going
to stay here in Heidelberg for a short time, the letters
might get lost.
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Heidelberg, February, 1886*
Karls Strasse 16

My dear Parents and Brothers:
I hope you have received my first letter and that
you are enjoying good health as is always my constant
wish.-It is now some 13 days that I am visiting the
clinic of eye diseases (Augen Klinik) of this city under
the direction of another renowned oculist named Otto
Becker. He is not so famous nor so great a surgeon as
Dr. de Wecker of Paris, but in Germany he enjoys much
fame and has written many works. Do not confuse
them. At first, I hardly understood some words, for the
German is very hard to follow owing to its rare construction, but now I am already beginning to comprehend
the words and I expect to speak it well enough within
six months. We do not perform here as many operations
as in Paris; the 24,000 inhabitants that this town has
can not give so many patients, although, there is but one
clinic. They say that Paris has 2,000,000, but it is true
that it has also many oculists. \Vhen I knO\v enough of
two great advancemen ts of German science and can
speak the language with some perfection, I plan to go to
London or return to Paris which is the intellectual city
par excellence, where affection is always warm, anci
study a little by the side of my first professor who has
advised me to return to his side and which I promised
to do.-One of these days on the occasion of the arrival
of a German poet, very much beloved in this city, the
castle was illumined with fireworks. Do not think that
it is like the fireworks there on the days of the fiesta.
Here they only fired some 15 or 16 sky rockets with
lights, no bombs; and with red light kindled inside the
ruins in such a way that only the brightness and not the
flame can be seen, they render enchanting, now by silhouettes, now by direct illumination the walls, the big
towers, the hallways, etc. whatever is left of the destruction. It is beautiful to see in the middle of the night
* This

letter was w ri tt en ahout tb e 17th of the month.
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some grandiose ruins, all red and black, not a flame nor
the lighters could be seen, and simultaneously all were
lighted. . . the students went around the streets with
lighted torches on the occasion of the anniversary of the
Elector for what I do not well know, because I could
not quite understand the long explanation which the
maid-servant has just given me this morning.
Last Sunday, I visited the interior of the castle;
this is the place where an old woman, tall, erect, serious
and with a sad voice served me as guide. She looked
like the shadow of the ruins or some witch that inhabits
those gloomy and deserted places. All the walls are
dilapidated, the statues mutilated, the arches defective,
ivy grows everywhere. The old woman with grave and
dismal voice recited, pointing out the different places:
this is the hall of the pages, here they played games,
there is the waiting room, farther there the library,
by its side th<:: study-room with a big chimney still
full of designs. The audience chamber, that of the
court, the big dining room, the English hall in which
a marriage of some princes of Great Britain had taken
place, the kitchen where a whole ox was roasted: the
immense hearth that was used for it, below the tall and
monumental chimneys, is still preserved. The prison,
the octagonal tower, etc., etc. Sometimes one passes
through dark, narrow, low corridors; goes up and down
the small stairways, elevations; comes to a big hall, the
roof of which is supported by massive archs; now and
then a dormer allows the light to get in to denounce the
sad and ruinous condition of the old palace of the
Counts of Palatinate some of whom were emperors.
Sometimes a small door opens on one side of the corridor
into a dark and humid room: it is a prison; sometimes
it is a habitation, that of the warden perhaps; at times
it is a small winding staircase that gets lost among the
ruins above and in the shadows of the subterranean below. Inside the castle, there are two big wine casks, the
bigger of them measures thirteen paces long by eleven
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wide and contains, they say here, 236,000 bottles of
wine, which to me seems probable, for on top of it as many
as five pairs can very well dance. In the museum of the
castle rarities, there are photographs of all those who belonged to the noble house, women and men, and even
some who do not, such as those of the most illustrious
citizens who lived or were born in Heidelberg, like Von
Melarichton. There I saw the picture of Luther and his
wife Catarina de Boca and the ring which they used in
their marriage that has this form more or less (see
sketch on facsimile) . The mould of the face of Kotzebur
with its wound :md that of his assassin, Sand, a student
who was beheaded in Mannheim; their hair and blood
are conserved. I saw also a letter of Marshal Ney, a
passport signed by Louis XVI in the last days of his
sad reign and many other autographs more or less complete, more or less important. Among the pictures, there
is a pair that deserves to be mentioned: they are of a
woman belonging to the noble family which represents
her youth and her old age. The picture when she was
young is a serene, charming, ingenuous and tender
beauty; that of her old age is a witch which reminded me
of the grotesque description of an old woman which
Tuason of Pasig makes in one of his songs ( awits) that
relates the story of two friends. You will also see there
old images before which, perhaps, the proud and fiery
Elector took off his hat and knelt on the ground, perhaps
after decreeing the death of an unfortunate; now nobody
uncovers himself anymore before them, and the lowliest
son of the town, that of the slave, perhaps, of the extinguished gentlemen, passes by, stops, curiously examines them, then proceeds on his way singing.

chimney.' I shall eat in the restaurant during the day,
and at night I take supper in my room in the German
way, that is, a cup of tea, bread and butter. I believe
that in this manner I shall be able to live on 25 duros
a month with lodging and food until the end of April
which is when I expect my monthly pension.-! devote
one half of the day to the study of German and the
other half to eye ailments; twice a week I go to the
Bierbrauerei or beer saloon to talk in German with my
friends, the students.-! have gone three times to see
their duels in Hirschgasse, and I have witnessed some
20 to 25; each time there were 7, 8 or 9 fights and
several times the duels have been very bloody. One
whom I have seen received as many as six wounds during the duel; sometimes they are not wounded. They
fight only among themselves, corporation against corporation, without cause many times, for it is the sponsors who select the contenders: according to them it is
to prove their bravery. Here there are five Corps Studens and they are: Vandalis, Guestfalia, Sexohorussin,
Renania and Luabia and their respective caps are red,
green, white, blue and yellow. Do not think that I belong to any of these corporations; I would need to stay
at least a year for they require six months for their
novitiate. My friends are the Luabias.-It has been
very cold here, and everywhere I have seen only ice,
forming capricious stalactite figures of crystal, rocks,
pearls in which the rays of the sun are broken up into
very beautiful colors.-1 wish you would take care of
yourselves well and conserve your health and that we
shall see each other soon which shall be sometime next
year. Regards to those who still remember me.

Tomorrow, I shall change my residence and will go
to live in Ludwigsplats 12, near the University. The
room alone with service, light and heating costs me 8
duros a month or 32 marks; each mark is worth 2 reales
fuertes; because we are in the middle of winter, it would
cost me more, for I would have to spend more on the
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Your son and brother,
J. RIZAL
1

Heating.
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Heidelberg, March 11, 1886
Ludwigs Platz 12

My dear Parents and Brothers:
As I informed you in my previous letter, I am nmv
in this new house in front of the same university, and
I expect to stay here all the time while I am in this
city until I may be able to go to Berlin which will be
m a few months.
In the past week and a half it has been very cold
and the snow has been falling during this time on the
mountain as well as in the city; the wind blows with
great force, shakes the branches of the trees and whirls
up the snow, striking the face and making it red. Although I do not have thick blood, my cheeks are red and
I am not very stout at that. In spite of the cold wind
and snow, I continue assisting in the hospital and studying opthalmology and German every day; in this language I am making enough progress, for now I understand
everybody, only that not everyone can understand me,
for here many speak either very fast or speak in patois,
a dialect which is not the Germc:m classical language,
namely, the hochdeutsch, which is what I am learning.
Although the snow makes many suffer from the
cold that it causes, on the other hand it amuses the
children and the youth: the children make snow balls
with which they fight each other, the young people ride
in sledges or they slide down from a height along a path
on the mountain until they reach the valley. It is worth
describing to you the Fachelzug or the torch festival of
which I spoke to you in my former letter. On the occasion of the election of the Rector, the students, 650 to
700 of them, celebrate this feast, all wear the uniforms
of their corporations which are usually preceded by two
who carry fencing swords. Each corporation selects its
finest young men and these lead the march: the Rector
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and the highest official at the head in their carriage and
behind them the students with bands of music; all carry
lighted torches and walk at a fast gait. The effect is
beautiful and wonderful. After going around the streets
of Heidelberg they gather in the plaza and form a square,
leaving a big space in the middle. At a given signal, all
throw their torches into the air, seven hundred torches
flutter in the space: those that fall back among them
are picked up anew and are thrown up again, while
all sing in chorus "Gaudeamus igitur" to the beat of the
music and the clashing of swords. Here the student is
the privileged one, without students Heidelberg will die.
Next Saturday there will be another Fackelzug as a farewell of the students, for March and April are the vacation months.-The carnival here has been held with much
fun, although it is very much less extravagant and lively
than in Madrid. Very few in disguise, 20 or ;30 floats
only, but as the German is serious during the whole year,
they make up and enjoy on the Tuesday of the carnival;
moreover the street where they pass is so narrow that
all the happiness is concentrated therein and the people
enliven it with their presence, which luxury and motion
do in other places. Although it was so cold and windy
that the ears are frost-bitten, there were some little jokes;
they threw peas from coach to coach, and . . . . . The
German language is becoming clearer to me: it is no
longer as obscure and difficult as in the beginning: I
hope that in five months I shall speak it as I do Spanish.
I fear very much that I might forget this latter language, for since I arrived in Germany up to the present
I have not had the occasion to meet someone who knows
Spanish; on the contrary, I spoke Tagalog once with a
German who stayed for a long time in Singapore and
who speaks Malayan: although we did not understand
each other well, nevertheless, I found many similar
words.-Now I am leading a life different from what I
had been doing lately. I eat outside. The house with
service costs me 28 marks; that is, 7 duros, for each mark
is worth two reales f uertes. They serve breakfast at
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home and it costs me sixteen cuartos, that is 40 pfenigues;
I take lunch in a restaurant where for two reales 16
cuartos they give us soup, three dishes, dessert and wine,
besides potato, salad of cole and other vegetables; and
you have to know that German cuisine is all full of vegetables well mixed together. At night I buy two small
rolls of bread that cost me three cuartos, a glass of beer
for four cuartos, cheese, fruits and a piece of sausage
or butter. All in all, the heating, light, laundry, house
and food cost me some 30 duros a month or a little
less. You have to add to these expenses the cleaning
. . . . . etc., so that with 40 duros one can live well in
Germany if he does not buy clothes and does not take
a trip once in a while.
I practise in the hospital and I examine the patients
who come every day: the professor corrects our mistakes
in diagnosis; I help in curing and although I do not see
as many operations as I do in Paris, here I learn more
the practical side. If I receive enough money in April
or May, I am thinking of registering or matriculating to
pursue a regular course in opthalmology either in Leipzig,
in Halle, or in Berlin. I am thinking of staying in Germany not longer than until November at most, if God
wills; later I shall go to England in December and remain
there during the spring of '87 to return again to Paris
and observe the operations of Dr. de Wecker who, as a
surgeon, seems to me very superior to all the others I
have seen until the present. From there I can return
to the Philippines and open a decent eye clinic.

Until now I have not received any letter from you
since the last letter which I received from my brother in
the first days of January. You may continue addressing
your letters to Paris and send them to me by the French
boats that leave there every fifteen days.
One of these days a German promised to teach
me
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Heidelberg, March 26, 1886
Ludwigs platz 12
My dear Parents and Brothers:
Winter has gone and it is now spring: here these
changes of season are greatly appreciated because a
great contrast is noted in them. After the cold of the
severe winter, after so much ice and snow and so much
fog, in two m· three days the sky turns blue, the air
moderately warm, snow and ice melt; the men do away
with their wraps and overcoats and the women put on
lighter dresses and wear clothing in various colors. The
change of season is noticed more in Germany than in
Madrid. Today I have the windows opened: I hear and
see the young boys who are playing noisily in the plaza,
whose trees are starting to bud again. This is so beautiful that it gives one a desire to sing.-Everybody tells
me that I have made very rapid and surprising progress
in learning German: now I speak it already and can
make myself understood to the Germans, that is to say,
the high German or the hochdeutsch, for I do not speak
nor study the patois of this city or the Heidelberg
deutsch, because it is a dialect and is neither a literary
nor a scientific language. I hope that before the end of
the eight months that I have planned to stay here, I can
leave Germany and go to England or where you believe
it convenient.
I still have money to live on for 27 days and pay
my lodging. If perhaps I will not receive money until
May, Luna has spontaneously offered to send me money
anytime I may need it, and he has, for as a good painter
he is poor one half of the year and in the other half he
seems like a millionaire.
If I did not have to have white suit made for me,
because what I have here is still the one I brought from
Manila, mended and repaired, my pension in Germany
could be reduced more, but now it is not possible for
me because while board here is not expensive, the . . . .
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Wilhelmsfeld, June 9, 1886

My dear Parents and Brothers:
Since the early days of January until now I have
received neither a letter nor a bill of exchange, although
according to my own calculation I should have received
money a month ago, for what I had barely lasted me to
the first days of May; the next mail does not come in
until after two weeks and since I have not received your
advice that I should give up, I keep on waiting . . . . .
In Germany I do not have even a compatriot or a real
friend to whom I may go for help: Luna has been lending me money all this last month, but my friend is now
poor and has, besides, his brother in Paris and now he is
supporting two. I expected to receive through the latter
who just arrived two weeks ago, the watch which my
brother promised me but undoubtedly you did not know
that he was leaving.
I repeat once more, in case you have forgotten, the
convenience and the need of your writing to me in advance, if possible, when you can not send me the promised amount. This done I shall feel at ease. I know
what to expect, and I do not contract obligations that
later will cause me sorrow which is not easy to imagine.
If you have not many things to tell me, a postal card
with four or five words would suffice, which is very convenient and costs one-half; with an expenditure of four
cuartos, you would save me many disappointments. This
is always easy to do.

It is my ~erious and fervent wish to go home, for
it seems to me that I am incurring too much expense
and I want to help the family in whatever way I can:
I am now tired of Europe and I am afraid I might ruin
you, for they say that business is going very bad. I
wish to go home as soon as possible in order to be with
you. What I have studied in Europe I can improve
there.
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When you send me a bill of exchange, send me the
2nd copy by the next mail and the 3rd copy by the one
after that, so that in case the original is lost, the amount
can still be collected. I am afraid that this is what
happened this time, for I can not explain thi~ delay and
the absence of letters. In Europe the postal employees
are very honest and diligent, at least in France, Germany and England. It is seldom that a letter gets lost.
Yours,

J. RIZAL
Please do me the favor of answering this.
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Leipzig, October 12, 1886. Albert Strasse 40-11
My dear Brother:
There I am sending you at last the translation of
Wilhelm Tell by Schiller, which had been delayed a week
because I could not finish it earlier owing to the many
things I have to do. I do not deny that it is full of
mistakes which I trust you and my brothers-in-law will
correct: it is almost a literal translation. I am forgetting
the Tagalog a little as I do not speak it with anyone. I
have wanted to introduce a little reform in the Tagalog
orthography in order to make it easier and conform with
the old system of writing of our forefathers. For example, I have disr_:arded completely the C which we do not
have, because our cami, cayo, for example, has another
sound which is a k with aspiration, for example kh. Qu
was also useless, we did not have it either, nor is the
sound of qu heard among us. I have wanted also never
to use the y except at the beginning of a syllable like the
old Tagalog y; you will have to correct it then in those
many instances, where it is at the end.
Lastly, read the note that I place on the last page.
-I was short of many terms, for example, for the word
Freiheit or liberty; the Tagalog kaligtasan can not always
be used because this means that formerly someone had
been in certain prison, slavery, etc. I have found in the
translation of "El amor patrio" ,1 the name malaya, kalayahan that Marcelo del Pilar uses; in the only book I
have, El Florante, I have not found another equivalent
name. The same has happened to me with the word
Bund, liga in Spanish, alliance in French: the word
tipanan which is translated in the arco de la alianza, or
fidelis area, does not seem to me sufficient; if you find
another one better, substitute it. For the word Vogt or
governor, I availed myself of the translation given to
Pilate, hukum; for the prose, I used with certain pur1 An article on love of country, which was published with the pseudonym "Laong Laan" in the Diariong Tagalog in August 1882.
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pose the very hard forms of the Tagalog verbs, forms
which only the Tagalogs can understand. Lastly, I hope
that you and the others will correct these, not as a whole,
nor follow the Spanish translation that you have there,
for say what you want, it is not direct from the German
but from the French. If I had more time, I could have
corrected this again but I will do it when I am there
and pubHsh the translations of the French, English,
German, Italian classics and the Spanish classics too.
I received the bill of exchange of 366 marks which
you sent me and I thank you for it, and when I am paid
I shall go to Berlin at the end of this month: as you
perhaps have observed, we have lost here 9 percent and
still the collection is not certain. I wish that from now
on you would always remit to me through Tuazon or the
English bank. If they do not pay me this and I have
to collect it in Madrid, imagine how much I shall be able
to receive, for here with the bill of exchange between
Madrid and Germany, I will lose another 9 percent at
least; therefore, that senor Vara comes out charging 18
per cent, makes me spend on stamps and I have to wait
long and have to molest my friends in Madrid. If senor
Vara were an honorable person, he should not attempt
to accept an a.mount for remittance and charge so high if
he had no certainty that his signature is recognized;
therefore his act can be considered very cruel. I believe
that it will be better that you send it always to Paris,
for the French money is always rising, while the Spanish
is going down: a peseta that is worth a franc, there in
the Philippines, is worth here in Germany very much
less.
With respect to my book,1 I was mistaken in my
estimate: I thought that the one thousand five hundred
copies would cost me 200 pesos; now that I have talked
with the printers and they have figured it out, they are
asking me almost 500 pesos, so I desisted from publishing it. However, one charges me about 400 pesos for
1

The Noli Me Tan,gere

...
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one thou sand copies, each copy containing som
e 450
pages of 38 lines like the attac hed; this amo unt seem
s to
me big, and in Leipzig the prin ting is the chea
pest in
all Euro pe at that : for each shee t they ask me 12
pesos
while in Mad rid it costs 20 or 25 pesos. I do not
dare,
therefore, to ask you this amo unt for I consider
it too
muc h for a work that may prod uce more sorrow than
joy;
for this reason, I shall wait for an accident, for
the lottery , and let me see if I win. As to othe r cond
itions
I have to pay in thre e installments, at the begi
nning,
when the work is half thru and at the end, and
the
prin ting will take abou t five months. It is very
pain ful
for me to give up publishing this book on which
I have
been working day and nigh t for a period of man y
mon ths
and in which I plac ed grea t hopes; with this I
wan ted
to mak e myself know n, for I supposed that it wou
ld not
pass unnoticed; on the cont rary it will be the
obje ct
of muc h discussion. If I can not publish it, if luck
does
not favor me, I will leave Germ any . . . . .
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Berlin, December 3, 1886
Jager St. 71
Mrs. Teodora Alonzo
My dearest Mother:
Although it has been months that I have not received news, in particular about your health, I delight
myself, nevertheless, with the belief that you must be
enjoying one that can not be any better, for were it not
so, my brothers and brothers-in-law would have informed
me already. I do not know absolutely how you pass the
time there, how you entertain yourselves and otherwise
spend the day. I imagine that you play the whole day
with the grand.;hildren which is the best and most wholesome to do; be happy with all that the good God sends
us in this world: the light, the air, all the blessings which
He heaps on us. And in my humble opinion, it seems
to me that the good Lord should also he glad up there
when He sees His creatures happy and contented with
the good things that He has bestowed upon them, just
like my father should be pleased when he sees his children and grandchildren happy, eat, laugh, and leave all
the plates on the table clean, for I do not believe that
God is like those greedy, proud ones who give a sumptuous feast, yet would not like their guests to eat turkey
or ham but only salt and rice, and better still if they
fast. This, then, is my way of thinking, partly philosophic, partly naturalistic, and may God forgive me if I
believe thus, for it is the best that I can think of a good
father. For this I pity the good Benedictine and Carthusian fathers in the past when I read the history
(stories?) of their penitences: in fact, I who might have
been God would have left them without food or drink and
would have given them, besides, skin disease, rheumatism
and other troublesome illness, so they would have penitence every hour of their useless and sorrowful life. They
say, nevertheless, that it is the filth in which they lived
and not God that caused these, for God is not filth, nor
does He cause illnesses if we were to believe the holy
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book of the impatient Job. For you will know that Job
did not have much patience. It is true that the man
suffered the death of his children and the loss of his
flock of animals, but he would not bear sickness nor the
ridicule of his friends, and he cursed terribly the day of
his conception and birth, which is never done . . .. .
nor when I had skin disease, nor during the moments
when they rubbed me with ubas de gogo' which was never
pleasant to me, nor when I heard Fr. Cueto preach for
two hours on the Holy Trinity which is the most wearisome he can give us during this life. Father Cueto
slights the friends of Job when he preaches.

makes us feel sad. You will remember that, in talking
about the priest of Wilhelmsfeld, I said that he did not
invite his son to drink during their trips, that he took
his drinks alone, although he knew very well that the
unfortunate boy was thirsty: a Tagalog father would
never do that. Nevertheless, what a Tagalog boy would
not do, a German boy did. The unhappy fellow was
travelling with his father and mother; the three feeling
thirsty entered a tavern and the father ordered two
glasses of beer. How?-excla imed the boy-and for
mother? Does not mother take beer? Now I remember
other customs, of the Scotch: it is said that when a son
reaches the age of twenty five, his father presents to him
a list of what he spent on him, and he negotiates, bargains and finally they agree on how the debt is to be
paid . . . . .
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But certainly, I did not curse the day of my conception nor did I ever call Fr. Cueto "a bad person",
"without intelligence" nor had I told him to keep quiet,
like what he did himself, and remember that I was a
child and I am the least patient and the most garrulous
and talkative person to have come from Calamba. I do
not silence even the smallest thoughts. It is clear, then
that Job was neither a very patient man nor a saint a
is believed; all who say "Patience of Job", have not reat
Job, and if they read it they did not understand the
language in which it was written, etc., etc.
After putting things in their places, so that we will
not be led by what others repeat, I return to my theme,
that of religion in the family, for I know that you like
religious subjects and as I do not have anything else to
talk to you about, I shall occupy myself with it principally.
I can say that until now the constitution of the
Filipino family, the Tagalog at least, is one of the best
that I have seen in my trips, if not the best. I believe
that it would be perfect were it not for certain defects
which I am not going to enumerate now, because I do
not like to write on anything dark and gloomy that
11 The bar k of a vine, named in Tagalog gugo, is macerated to produce
a substitute, for soap, used specially for washing the ha ir. When it is
alrea dy used, it is called u bas.
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Berlin, December 25, 1886
Jager Strasse 71

My dearest Mother,
Today, Chnstmas Day, I take up the pen to write
you a few lines; I want to dedicate a few hours this
morning to a mental conversation with you while I constantly think that probably at these hours the grandchildren are getting ahead of one another to kiss the
hands of the grandparents, to receive the gifts they already know about. Above my room the children of the
carpenter run around amusing themselves and blowing
the trumpet which probably was given to them as a gift
last night, which was the feast of the children.-! have
celebrated Christmas with a countryman who has come
from Barcelona, the physician, Dr. Maximo Viola, and
I bought chicken, beer, etc. etc. You know that ever
since I had reason I promised to celebrate always the
birth of a great man, who was the first to proclaim openly the equality of all men and because this day always
brings back to me many memories of the paternal home.
Since I have been in Europe I have celebrated it either
alone or in company with countrymen here, and I have
not hesitated to spend for it whatever small amount I
have.

It is three nights now that I continually dream of
you and sometimes the dream repeats itself in a single
night. I would not like to be superstitious even if the
Bible and the Gospel believe in dreams, but I like to believe that you are thinking constantly of me and this
makes my mind reproduce what goes on in yours for
after all my brain is a part of yours, and this is not
strange because while I am asleep here, you are awake
there, etc. etc.
It is almost a week now that nothing but snow is
falling; no, I am mistaken, the people walking on the
st reets also fall, because the snow becomes slippery when
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it has been treaded and trampled upon. My friend
Viola and I walk carefully and we hold each other so
that in case one falls, he can grasp the other.
One of these days while we were walking on the
park, we saw behind us a high military official dressed
like the lowest soldier, without decoration nor galloons,
he wore a cap and a raincoat. The soldier walked slowly but with long strides; from some distance I thought
with surprise that I recognized the famous General
Moltke, but the fact that he was going alone and in a
simple way made me doubtful, because I am used to
seeing sergeants and ensigns of the Civil Guard who know
how to sell themselves and give themselves importance.
And it was really the great Moltke, the foremost strategist of the country, he who conquered three nations,
for now and then he met some soldiers who saluted him
with great respect; the people who know him turned
around to look at him and watch him; many passed by
him without greeting him, Moltke did not mind, for
which reason I see that he is inferior to our lieutenants
of the Civil Guard and certain provincial governors and
friars who consider it a crime when others do not remove
their hats in their presence. But what are we to do?
The poor fellows have reason, for after God has denied
them talent, reason and common sense, after society
has denied them education, instruction and prudence,
we the Indios would even deny them the salute, what
would remain for these unhappy ones in this valley of
tears, except a piece of rope with which to hang themselves? Therefore, I am much repentant of my past conduct with Lieutenant Porta and other friars besides, and
from now on I resolve to salute them so as not to make
them angry, for God might ask me to render an accounting for the damnation of a Christian soul. For
this reason, I like and I had wanted to remedy and
correct my follies as a boy by looking for all those whom
I might have offended, but it seems that I am unlucky
for I have heard no more from anyone, not even a single
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word. Besides, and to end this question of saluting, it
is good to distinguish by this the persons of worth from
the insignificant ones.
The afternoon is gloomy, because the snow is falling
again; however, the past days were no longer cold. The
sledges now roam the streets, the Spree, that is, the river
begins to freeze in those places where the water is stagnant; nevertheless, it is expected that this winter may
not be so cold as the previous ones.
Here in Berlin there are only two Catholic churches,
both . . . . .
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. . . . . your companions that the letters should not
get lost, and I take you as an officer because I do not
know what rank you have. If you only know how much
I feel that a letter of mine has been lost, the reply to one
of my sisters and that of Chopeng. I fear they might
say that I do not answer their yearly letter which I
used to receive; however, since from that time until the
present I have not received again any letter from them,
I expect to receive within some months what corresponds to this year. The last one had the date in 83.
When you write, tell me about yourselves, your
children, my brothers-in-law and nephews, now that it
seems that it is not so painful for you to take the pen.
Tell me if the book that was taken by a soldier had
been returned already, and if not what book it is. How
good it is that while I economize money to buy books,
anyone takes them away. You give me the temptation
of buying everything in Germany with the certainty
that there will be no lieutenant of the Civil Guard who
understands them, but I will not do this for you, because
you would not get any benefit. If German is easy,
I would do it, but I believe you would get tired learning
it. Most of my books are in French, but I expect that
when I arrive you, men and women, will be able to
translate them in fifteen days; this would not cost anymore. The books I have here are as many or more than
what are there; see to it then that none will get lost,
thanks that those gentlemen put up a library with involuntary donations.
Give my many regards to the other in-laws, and
many remembrances to our sisters . . . . . *
* F ragment of a letter, the addressee a nd dat e of which ca nnot li•·
C:et er mined.
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RIZAL ON HIS WAY HOME

Berlin, April 27, 1887
Jager Strasse 71, Berlin

NOTES

My dear Brother:
I received your letter and the 1,000 pesos or 4,000
marks.
Frnm now on do not send me a cent more. Wait
for my return which will take place this year.
As to the Doctorate, since it is necessary for me to
go to Madrid to get it, I shall see if I will have money
left to make the round trip to Madrid. At any rate,
I shall pay for the title and I will send my thesis with
the object of finding out if they want to admit me in
this manner, without the necessity of presenting myself
personally.
I shall go to Switzerland; my trip will include
Bohemia, Austria. And on leaving, I will pass through
Italy. I am waiting only for copies of my book'. to
arrive in Madrid in order to see what opinion they have
of my work. Until now those who have read it . . . . .
1

1

The No M M e Tan g.~re , which he had just published in Berlin .
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After receiving the 1,000 pesos mentioned in the above letter,
remitted to him by his brother through Juan Luna in Paris, Rizal
began to prepare for his return home. He paid all his debts, including that advanced by Dr. Maximo Viola for the printing of
the Noli Me Tangere. Then, daily for two weeks, they roamed
the streets of Berlin and its suburbs, taking in the sights, looking
at monuments, the Column of Victory formed with the cannons
captured from the French in the Franco-Prussian War, Jewish
synagogues, libraries, museums, castles, theaters, government
buildings, parks and gardens, important boulevards, the mausoleum of Frederick the Great, the historic windmill near the palace
of this monarch in Potsdam, etc.
Rizal also wrote letters of farewell to his numerous friends
in Europe, many of whom answered that they were opposed to his
going home, because of the danger to his life in the Philippines.
But he stuck to his decision and even Dr. Viola could not dissuade
him from his determination to go home, to join his parents and
brothers and demonstrate to his countrymen that he practised
what he said in the Noli Me Tangere.
Leaving Berlin at dawn of May 11, 1887, these two friends
went to Leitmeritz, via Dresden and Tetschen, to meet for the
first time Rizal's good friend, Dr. Ferdinand Blumentritt with
whom he had been corresponding since February of 1886. Blumentritt met them at the railroad station, and after they were
appropriately installed in the Krebs Hotel, he took them to his
house where they were showered with all affection and hospitality
by the wife, Da. Rosa, and their children. Their German host
too,k them around Leitmeritz, to the museums, historical spots,
scenic places with big and tall trees, the churches and the residence
of the bishop, the saloon where the best beer of Bohemia was
served. In this last place, Rizal gave an impromptu speech in
German before the club of tourism, saying that he was struck by
the Germans' love for their own country, its beauty, its forests,
flowers, birds. For being able to make an extemporaneous talk
in German which he began to study only eleven months before,
he became the recipient of congratulations and admiration. They
were also invited to the houses of the German naturalists, Dr.
Robert Klutschak and Dr. Karl Czepelak.
To reciprocate the hospitality showered on them by the Blumentritts, Rizal and Viola gave them a modest dinner in the Krebs
Hotel on the night previous to their departure for the rest of their
tour across Europe.
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With a letter of recomm endatio n from Dr. Blumen tritt, they
visited Professor Velcom of natural history at the Univers ity of
Prague , now in Chezoslovakia, who accompanied them to see
various places of interest , like the museum of natural history ,
bacteriology laboratories, the tomb of Copernicus, the bridge from
which the martyr San Juan Nepomuceno, was thrown into the
waters of the Danube.
They spent four days in Vienna where they admire d the big
and beautif ul buildings for which this city is famous and saw the
exposition of antique s and artistic religious images and orname nts
which was going on then. Boardin g a river boat they went up
the Danube to enjoy the sights on both banks; they got off at
Linz; from there they took the railroad to Salzburg. Crossing the
border back to German y they stopped at Munchen (more known
as Munich ) to have the pleasure of drinkin g the best beer produced in Germany, and here they were surprised to be served
with paper napkins.
In Nuremberg, one of the oldest cities of Germany, they saw
the differen t instrum ents of torture used by the agents of the
Roman Church Inquisi tion, they went to look at the deepest well
in Europe , and were allowed to visit the extensive factories of
dolls.- In Ulm they ascended the tower of the biggest and tallest
cathedr al in all Germany, which was then under constru ction.Passing through Stuttga rt and Baden, they headed for the most
grandiose cascade in Europe , the Rhinefall, in front of which they
crossed the Rhine in a small banca.
In Switzerland, they visited Schaffhausen, Bassel, Bern, Lausanne and its beautif ul la.ke; they stayed in Geneva five days
where Rizal found French , German and Italian spoken, and they
enjoyed boating by themselves on the lake. On June 23, 1887, the
two travellers boarded the train, they separat ing from each other
at the border, Viola returni ng to Barcelo na through France while
Rizal proceeded to Italy.
From Rome he sent a postal card to his father on June 29
listing what he saw-th e cities of Turin, Milan, Venice and Florence; in Rome, the Basilica of St. John Lateran with its 28
marble sacred steps, the monast ery of San Clemente, the Roman
Forum, the temple of Jupiter on Capitol ine Hill, the wonderful
Colosseum, the Cataco mbs where the early Christi ans used to
hold their services in secret so as to be safe from their persecutors, the Palatin e Hill on which the palaces of the Ceasars were
built; and when he went to witness the feast of St. Peter and St.
Paul, he saw the Vatican.

RIZAL IN THE PHILIP PINES
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He arrived in the Philippines on August 6, and after a few
days in Manila, he proceeded to Calamba. Practis ing his medical
profession, he was constan tly under observation, an army Officer
Lt. Andrad e having been detailed as his bodyguard. But he was
not to have peace and tranqui lity; many stories and rumors were
circulated about him; the friars conduc ted a sort of psychological
warfare, which scared not Rizal, but his family and true friends;
so they urged him to leave the Philippines.
Thus, after a stay of only six months in his homeland, but
not before he had drafted a document, which was signed by the
people of Calamba, giving the true facts about the Calamb a estate
as the tenants and townspeople saw them, he left again his family,
his home and his country in Februa ry 1888.

RIZAL IN CHINA
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Hongkong, February 10, 1888
Victoria School
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1\!ly dear Parents and Brothers:
\Vhen you receive this letter you can still answer
me, with the assurance that your letter will still reach
me here, because I am thinking of sailing on the Oceanic
or on the Gaelic.
Life here is costly, so I believe that instead of sending the boys here, it would be better to send them to
Europe, where life is not so costly. Here one will learn
English, business affairs, but there is none of the European milieu, on~ does not breathe the literary, scientific
and political atmosphere of Europe.
I met here Mr. Balbino Mauricio in the house of
Mr. Basa;
I saw the Maurente brothers, Manuel
Iriarte, several young men who study in the college
where I stay. The Victoria College is run by a lady,
named Mrs. Geller; they have an Englishman professor.
They say before and after meal a short prayer of some
four seconds.
The portrait of Sra. Ipia is being made by the most
famous painter here. I did not like that the painter
make more changes on the picture so that the thing
will not come out worse; he should paint as the picture
is, which after all looks like her. As a result of the
Chinese Xmas, they do not like to work, and it will
take two weeks to finish the said picture. The face has
this size: (see facsimile)
Oil paintings here are very inferior to those in
Manila, so have them made there.
Write to me in London.
tfose Rizal, Esq.
12 Billiter street 12
London
Regards to all; I kiss the hands of my beloved
parents.
Yours,
,J. RJZAL
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Hong-Kong, February 16, 1888
50

Miss Trinidad Rizal
My dear sister Trining:
From this island of Asia I am writing you in order
to give you some advices, for we all need advices, beginning from the Archbishop and ending with F. Baldomero
Real. I do not speak about myself, because I do not
amount to anything, nor can I count myself among these
great gentlemen. It would be presumptuous for me to
place myself in the rank of those men of God even if
I were no more than the best of them. Vile, Indios,
do not amount to so much.
Well, then, my sister: I enjoin you to study much,
learn Spanish, arithmetic, writing and above all manners
and right conduct, if this is taught there as is to be
expected. In this world the principal thing is not to wear
a blue sash, a green sash; nor is it best to visit convents
or to speak ill of, and reprimand, our inferiors with
harsh and insulting words. Neither is it a main virtue
to kiss the hand of the nuns and the priests It would
not be bad if besides these we do good, tell the truth, and
avoid all kinds of abuses whatever they are. This is
what I believe.
If you like these advices, follow them, if not, do
what you please.

Your brother,

J. RIZAL
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[Hongko ng, Februar y, 1888]

Miss Soledad Rizal
My dear sister Choleng:
You asked me for some advice, you believing perhaps that I can give you plenty and good ones. Young
and without much experience I can give you but very
few:
1. Do not do anything which you can not recite or
confide to our elders.
2. When you commit a fault do not think of the
excuse for it, but of correcting it and not repeating it.
3. Think always that the world is big and fate inconstan t and unfaithful. We are like all men, like the
poor and the rich: all equal and all subject to the same
misfortunes. That is why it is well to do good always
and follow our conscience from which we can not separate
ourselves, for it will be the only one which will console
us in our afflictions and in all conditions of our life, etc.
Your brother,

JOSE
, ' I(
/

(

.r.; ,
)

'

Regards to Chengoy and to Tomas
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Tokyo, March 1, 1888

My dear Parents and Brothers:
Here I am in the capital of the Japanese empire,
leading again my lonely and vagabond life as in Europe.
I left Hongkong February 22 on the Oceanic and I
arrived in Yokohama on the 28th after being very seasick during the voyage. Hardly settled in the Hotel
2 minutes or less, I received a note from the charge-cl'affaires of Spain, requesting me to go over to his residence; I <lo not know how he came to learn of my recent
arrival. He and his 13ecretary received me very graciously and until now they have treated me in a manner
that leaves nothing to be desired.
Yokohama is a town inferior to Manila in respect
to outside appearances. A portion of it has been ceded
to the Europeans, a part which I believe they call concession, according to a traveller. The Japanese, as is
to be supposed, occupy the bigger part, living in low,
rare buildings, like small houses or cages for rabbits,
very clean, with paper walls, white mats on the floor,
lattices, etc. etc. They do not make noises, one does
not hear loud voices; they sit very quietly in their stores.
The Japanese are small, stocky, white with colored
cheeks. Their hair is harder and thicker than ours, and
I have seen only a few with good sets of teeth. There
are those who have big eyes. Some of the men dress
in the European fashion and they look very much like
the men in Bifian.
Yedo or Tokyo is very big; it is said that it is bigger than Paris and has a population of one million.
Manila is more beautiful, but this is more impressive,
because of its somber buildings, its wide streets and
massive walls.
I will sail for San Francisco in a few days.
I kiss affectionately the hands of my parents and
embrace my sisters and brothers-in-law.
JOSE
Send to me in London the copy . . . . .
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Tohyo, April 7, 1888

My dear Parents and Brothers:
On the 13th of this month I am leaving for America on the Belgic of the Oriental and Occidental Company. I am thinking of staying in America for some
weeks and leave afterwards for London which I should
reach by the end of May.
I have stayed here a longer time than I intended,
for the country appeared to me very interesting and because in the future we shall have much contact and
relations with Japan. I am learning Japanese: I can
understand it already and can express, although badly,
what I want. I have travelled on foot and by train and
by jinrikisha until Utsonomiya, Nikko, Kodzu, Odawara,
Mimoto, Miyanoshita, Oshihama, Atami, Fugisawa, Yanoshima, Kamakura, Todsuka, etc. etc. The flowers are
blooming on the branches of the trees, the camellas are
becoming red; the green foliage in the gardens, the plum
and the cherry are beginning to give the landscape a
white or light crimson tint which the dark pines and the
gigantic criptomeria render obscure. Temples are located
on these beautiful sites and for the believer, entering such
gardens create.:; a certain impression which predisposes
one to retreat and meditation . . . . .
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San Francisco, California
"SS. Belgic," April 29, 1888

My dear Parents:
Here we are in sight of America since yesterday,
without being able to disembark, placed under quarantine owing to the 642 Chinese we have aboard, coming
from Hongkong where, it is said, smallpox is rampant.
But the real reason is that, as America is opposed to
Chinese immigration and as they are having elections
now, the administration to obtain the people's vote
appears strict 0n the Chinese, and we are suffering. On
board nobody is sick.
I left Yokohama on the 13th of this month, leaving
behind Japan, for me very pleasant, in spite of the proposition of the Charge d'affaires of Spain who offered
me an employment in the Legation even at a monthly
salary of $100. Under other circumstances I would have
accepted it, but at this moment it would be madness.
Our trip which lasted 15 days and hours during which
we had two consecutive Thursdays, because we travelled
in opposite direction to the sun, has been quite good: at
least for me because never before had I sailed such a long
distance without becoming seasick. The food is bad and
tiresome. Through the Minister or the Charge d'affaires
of Spain, you will receive two serving sets for tea and
coffee which I expressly ordered for our family of the
best that is made in Japan. The tea set is of faience
in the old Kioto style; and the tea1 set is of porcelain.
1

Rizal might have meant coffe<e.
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To the connoisseur they are the best. According to the
Charge d'affaire s these will reach you free of cost,
through the Governm ent. Also I am sending two doors,
very beautifu l, the most rare, which I give as a gift to
my brother, Sr. Paciano, who can make of them elegant
furniture . The Charge d'affaires himself will deal with
my brother and will write him a letter. I hope that my
brother will become his friend because he will be very
useful to him the day he wants to export his products
to ,Japan. Do not forget to answer him.
At the request of the same gentlem an I went to live
in the very legation with him and the other members, to
prove to them that I fear neither vigilance nor observation nor suspicion of any sort. As I have the firm conviction that I am acting right and that I am in the hands
of God who has guided and helped me always, I have
feared nothing and I succeeded in becoming a friend of
these gentlemen. They, however, made a sad predictio n
for me: they told me that in the Philippin es I will be
forced to become a filibuster.
I do not advise anyone to make a trip to America,

for here they have these absurdit ies of quaranti ne and
strict customs inspection, that on anything they impose
tax after tax, enormous, enormous.
Before I left Japan I sent you 10 combs to be distributed among my sisters. Likewise I suppose that you
have already received the vaccine as well as the portrait
of my poor sister Olimpia.
Write me in London, 12 Billiter Street. Give me
news about the family and the question of the hacienda,
which I want to take up actively.
Nothing more, I wish that you keep yourselves well
until we see each other, which I expect to happen soon.
I kiss your hand affectionately.
JOSE RIZAL

RIZAL JN ENGLAND
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Irish Sea, on board the
"City of Rome", May 24, 1888
My dear Parenti'. and Brothe rs:
I am starting to write this letter on board with the
intentio n of finishing it on land when I shall have been
settled in London.
We left New York on Lhe 16th of this month in the
largest steame r of the world next to the Great Eastern
which is the biggest of all but which is not making a
voyage. So that you may have an idea of the size of
this monster, I will tell you that it has three chimneys,
consumes 300 tons of coal a day. It is more than 200
yards long and 18 wide and has 12,000 horse power, so
it has 63 boilers. The promen ade deck alone is 140
yards. On board a newspa per is published for the passengers, once during the trip. The officials and sailors
are 276; we the passengers are 604. We have had a bad
voyage, a high sea, strong wind, many got seasick, so the
voyage took 8 days and hours. We shall arrive at Liverpool tonight ; from there I shall go to London. We used
to have concerts on board, for there is a piano and an
organ for the Sunday religious service on board.
I expect to find letters from you in London.
I sent you before some poems written in German y;
do me the favor of sending me a copy as soon as possible.
(The stern gallery of the boat is 24 yards long and
18 wide.)
I have made some friends on board, among Americans and Englishmen and many families; one hears almost all the known languages spoken. There are two
passengers who speak only to me: a Japane se and a
Spania rd who know nothing except their respective languages. The Spania rd is a young man who went as a boy
to Mexico and now returns with money, earned by dint
of hard work; he is a very likeable young man.
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London, June 12, 1888
37 Chalcot Crescent
Primrose Hill N. iv.
On my arrival here I found some letters of Blumentritt and of Llorente but none of yours nor any of
the family. This surprises me enough and I can not
guess the reason. I suppose the mail should not have
the blame for this. I am writing to you now from my
new residence whose address I have placed at the head
of my letter. If your lettel's have not gone astray, you
may write me at this address.

J. Rizal, Esqr.
37 Chalcot Crescent
Primrose Hill N. W.
Londres
Inglaterra
Continuing this letter, I will tell you that we arrived
at Liverpool on the same day the 24th, where I passed
the night at the Adelphi Hotel (here a plate of turtle
soup (pahas) costs more than a duro). Liverpool is a
big and beautiful town and its famous port is worthy
of its great fame. The entrance is grandiose and 1he
customs house is quite good.
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On the following day, the 25th, we left on the
Midland Railway for London: the road is beautiful,
the land cultivated, clean and nice small houses and big
factories. In the afternoon, we arrived in London and
we stopped in the Grand Midland Hotel. From there
I went to look for my letters, house, etc; at first I
boarded at the Beresford Road but later I did not like
it and in a week I left it and I came here to live with
a private family, I am not in a bad place. I have two
rooms, one for sleeping, small and quite warm, and another for studying, writing and for receiving visitors.
The family consists of the husband and his wife, four
daughters and two sons: the daughters are called Gertrude (Tottie), Blanche ( Sussie), Flory and Grace: the
first two are already grown-up, have their sweethearts:
Tottie sings very well and Sussie accompanies her. (It
is pronounced Toti, Sisi) . The two sons, one is employed and the other sings in the church. House and
food cost me 45 pesos at least. In England, everything
is more costly than in other parts of Europe.

Tell me if they have received all what I have sent
them, letters, picture of my sister Olimpia, combs,
vaccine, etc. etc. Write to me so that I will not think
that the letters are lost.

The Sundays here are very fastidious, everything
is closed, there are no stores nor theaters and only t he
religious music is played if they play at all. Hardly
an ugly coach is seen crossing the streets. I spend Sunday afternoons in the house of a German doctor who has
a collection of books about the Philippines and who is
very amiable. There I take tea with the family. This
gentleman, who is called Dr. Rost, has paid for a Tagalog grammar by J:.,. Ortis, the sum of 40 pesos: I have
now the grammar here for he lent it to me.
By this mail, I am sending to Eusebio his eye
glasses: I have to send him English glasses for I have
not yet gone to France. Next time I will send him
French spectacles.
There are very good hunting guns here: if my
brothers-in-law like these, let them write to me: the cost
of one does not exceed 70 pesos; there are cheaper ones.
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They can also do this: send me the letters in envelope addressed t o the consul of Spain: 21 Billiter
Street E .C., London.
So long, love to all, that you may continue to be
united and in good harmony.
Your son and brother who
loves you affectionately,
JOSE RIZAL

RIZAL IN FRANCE
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10 Rue de Louvois
Paris, May 16, 1889

My dear Parents and Brothers:
They wrote me from Spain, telling me that the
return of Maneng was already ordered a long time ago;
I suppose that he should be there by now. He may,
therefore, send me as soon as possible a power of attorney, not for a lawsuit, but to draw up a criminal complaint to the Supreme Court, so that similar abuses vvill
not be repeated.
The Exposition opened on the 6th of this month.
We went there, Luna, Valentin Ventura, D. Justo Trinidad, Abarca and I. We saw Presiden t Carnot and the
other gentlemen who now lead the destiny of France.
There were so many people that despite the presence
inside the Exposition of a great number of restaura nts
we could hardly secure a piece of bread and a piece
of cheese which we had to take standing, and without
water nor drinks. The piece of bread and the piece of
cheese cost one peseta, the bread was very small and
the cheese as big as a pocket watch. It is said that
there were people who paid 5 francs for a piece of bread.
We were more fortunate.
I made a bust and exhibited it in the Salon de Paris.
I was fortunat e that they accepted it. They said that
they are strict on foreigners, so much so that two of our
countrym en were later on refused participation.
With regard to the attractio ns of the Exposition, I
do not know if I will venture to describe them to you,
because there are so many, many things to speak and talk
about that many sheets of paper would not be enough.
There is a Javanes e town with its small houses res'
taurant, theater, dances, music, etc. The people are
of
the same race as ours, and we almost understa nd each
other: they speak Malayan and I, Tagalog. We were
thinking of eating one day in the karihan,1 all of us Fili1

Tagalog for restaurant.
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pinos who are in Paris, with wives, young ladies and
children. For the occasion we shall have sinigang' and
bagoong; now we don't know how much it will cost us.
In the dance, there are four young people as big
as Silvestra, the maid and goddaughter of my poor sister
Olimpia, the one from Albay, and even similar in appearance. They dance a kind of Subli although it seems
to me they are less graceful than our countrymen. They
paint themselves yellow and are fantastically dressed.
The music is played with bamboo instrume nts to the
accompaniment of drums. All the men chew bettle
nuts and they wear a handkerchief tied to the neck;
they are also amall and look much like those in Tondo.
They are not as robust nor as gay as our countryfolks.
The houses are neither better construc ted as ours, although they have more industries: they make hats, dye
cloth, etc. When I entered the barrio for the first time
(one pays 16 cuartos) I thought I was in Mamatid'j or
in Parian4 • The sun was shining, there were plenty of
nipa houses here and there. However, the chickens, pigs
and dogs were missing.
2

,

My daily life in Paris is spent in the following manner: one or two hours in the gymnasium and in fencing,
three or four in the library, the rest I use up in writing
and visiting friends. This is not followed on the days
when I go to the Exposition and at those times only two
hours at night are left £or the gymnasium and fencing.
Fish boiled with some sour fruits. or leaves, to serve as soup.
A folk-dance common in Batangas provinc·e. The dancers are active all throughout its 13 movements .
3 A barrio between Kabuyao and Kalamba,
Laguna.
4 A plaoe outside the walled city of Manila, set aside by
Governor
G. Ronquillo in 1580, for the Sangleys to live in and conduct their business. Originally there were four buildings which were known as the silk
mark•et. It is now occupied by the Metropolit an Theater, Plaza Lawton,
the Post Office, the National Press Club and the Chamber of Commerce
of the Philippines .
1

2
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Ti1us, I keep up my hea lth .
My brothers-in-law an d
my nephews should no t forget
to practise wi th the ba rs
an d the cane. Ev ery oth er nig
ht, from 8:00 to 11:00 we
me et in a cafe where we pla
y chess. On Sa tur da ys I
am invited to eat at Lu na 's ho
use 5 on Su nd ay s at Mrs.
,Juliana's an d on Fri da ys I vis
it the family of Bo ust ead
(also a Filipino) where someti
mes I tak e tea.
I am sending the re, for my
bro the r, some Fre nch
an d Sp an ish newspapers.
Yo u are no t writing to me ab
ou t Tr ini ng an d yo u
do n't tell me if she still contin
ues in college. YOU mu st
tak e he r ou t of the re as soon
as possible. If she is still
the re tak e he r aw ay immedia
tely.
Wh en yo u write, give me new
s R.bout every one of
the family, of my brothers-inlaw an d nephews.
No thi ng more for the presen
t, love to all.
In the ne xt mail I shall wr ite
let ter s for mo the r.
Yours,

J. RI ZA L

RIZ AL IN FRA NC E
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Paris, June 29 [1889]
My dear Parents and Brothers:
I am sending you there two photograp hs of mme
so that you will see that I am going on well.
The Exposition continues to be very much frequented. There are days when 200,000 or more persons
enter.
Luna has a new baby girl born on June 24, day of
St. John. I have been a sponsor of her baptism and one
of those who chose the name of the child. She is called
Maria de la Paz, Blanca, Laureana, Hermenegilda Juana
Luna y Pardo de Tavera. I selected the name Maria
de la Paz which is the name of her mother.
I do not receive letters nor news from anybody.
I suppose my brother is doing well in his business.
In case something has happened, you must know
that from the month of February up to this date I have
not received any letter nor anything that comes from
there. Perhaps you have sent money and it got lost.
They wrote me from Japan telling me that the tea
and coffee sets, together with the two wooden doors
have been already sent to Manila. Tell me if you have
received them already, for if you have not, I can complain.
Yours,
J. RIZAL
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Paris, Rue de Maubenge
September 21, 1889

My dear Parents and Brothers:
It is beginning to get cold here little by little. The
Exposition that is going to close within two months is
attracting very many people, so much so that from the
Philippines alone we are at least sixty or one hundred
here including the servants and maids.
Roxas
Servants
Rocha
Mar Lecaros
Pardo
Luna
Tula

-7
-2
-3
-1
-6
-6
-5

Nalda
Pozas y Casas
Isabel Tuason
Aguilera
Dimayuga
Roxas
Boustead
Rizal

-4
-7
-1

-1
-1
-1
-5
-1

Juan Reyes
Lorenzo Tuason
Abarca
Plaridel
Ventura
Aguirre
Esquivel
Cajigas
Hidalgo
Paterno
Bautista
Almonte
Jackson
Nolis

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-2

There are others whom we met but we did not talk to
them.
With respect to the question of the estate, I have
consulted some lawyers here, and what they have advised me is the following: do not pay the :rent and
when the estate demands payment, you ask that it show
its titles of ownership and then the matter can be discussed and examined. At all events, the question can
be raised to the Supreme Tribunal. This will not prevent us here from writing a pamphlet referring to this
question with all the necessary data that we may have
on hand.
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When you write to me, please tell me about Pangoy,
Trilling and Choleng for I do not know anything of
what is happening to them. The one from Malabon
arrived here, whom I treated in the days before I left.
He arrived the day before yesterday and yesterday I
brought him to the clinic and they operated on him;
they made the same operation which I told him they
were going to perform on him, what I did on that one
from Pateros, on my mother, etc. They charged him
300$, but for certain considerations they made him pay
100 pesos. I told my professor that he being a student
and having come from so far, he had already spent
too much in his trip. They talked to me about you.
Last mail I sent pictures to Trozo so that you may
have one.
Moret came here and wanted to see the author of
Noli Me Tangere; as a consequence, I presented myself
to him; I said nothing for it was not the occasion to
ask for anything, nor to complain, and he offered himself.
The family of Roxas is going to London. Don
Pedro is a very amiable and very distinguished gentleman.
Pedro Paterno is very ill; the unhappy fellow is
hunchback and very pale due to so much suffering.
Hidalgo won a second prize medal in the Exposition: Luna and Felix Pardo two third prize medals.
We Filipinos gather four times a week and we sing
the Kundiman1, we eat sotangjon2 , adoboa, etc. On
Vvednesdays in the house of Da. Tula, on Thursdays in
the house of Hidalgo, on Fridays in the house of Mme.
Boustead, on Saturdays in the house of Luna, on Sundays in the house of Da. Juliana.
A F ilipino sentimental love song wit h a slow tempo.
A white threa d-like substanc•e which when cooked is gelatinous.
3 Pork cooked in vinegar and spiced with garlic, black pepper and
bay leaf.
1

2
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I have no more news to give you and I am much
m a hurry.

Love to all: I kiss the hands of our parents and
embraces to the sisters.
Yours,
JOSE RIZAL
Have a little faith and patience for good and peaceful days shall come.
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Hongkong, December 1, 1891
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NOTES
On June 21, 1892, Rizal wrote a letter to the Governo r General of the Philippi nes (see Appendi x "G") informin g His Excellency that he was going back to his country, "to place myself
at your disposal ". "For sometim e now'', he continue d, "my aged
parents, my relatives , friends and even individu als not known to
me have been cruelly persecut ed, because of me, they say. I now
present myself to receive the brunt of such persecut ions, to answer the charges that may be made against me, in order to end
this situation which is painful to the innocent s and sad for Your
Excellen cy's governm ent which likes to be known for its justice."
On the 26th he arrived in Manila, in company with his sister Lucia. He paid his respects to the Governo r, and secured the
pardon of his father and sisters. He went to Bulacan , Pampan ga
and Tarlac to visit friends and he suggeste d the formatio n of the
Liga Filipina in each town, a society to promote peace, education, agricultu re and commerc e.
All of a sudden, he was called to Malaoaf iang on July 7 and
was accused of bringing in incendia ry leaflets which, the authorities said, they found in their baggage. He was arrested there and
then, confined in Fort Santiago and banished to Dapitan in Mindanao, where he stayed until July 31, 1896.

My dear Parents and Brothe rs:
I am following step by step the sorrowful calvary
that you are going thru. Do not be afraid, for I keep on
working and working. If you could permit me to join
you there, how happy I would be. Perhap s everyth ing
would change. Give me then this permission and I will
go there immediately.
I have learne<l of the departu re of the four townmates to J olo, and the return of my brother to Manila.
Also I learned that mother , Pangoy and Trining were
summo ned again to the civil government. 1 Patienc e, a
little patience. Courage.
As I am pressed for time, I am closing this letter.
I am burning with desire to embrace you.

60

Your son,

J. RIZAL *
1 In his letter to Blumentr
itt on December 30, 1891, he described what
his mother had to undergo at that instance, thus:

"My old, blind mother is also here fleeing from tyranny.
From
Manila she was taken to Sta. Cruz, Laguna (a distance of 85 kms.) by
way of the mountain s, from town to town, because s.he did not call herself Realonda de Rizal, but simply Teodora Alonso! She was always and
always called Teodora Alonso. Imagine an old woman of morn than 64
years, travelling over the mountain s and hi ghways with her daughter,
guarded by the Civil Guards! She asked that she be permitted to make
the trip by boat, offering to pay everythin g, including the fare of the
soldiers, but the hidalgo, the Spanish gentlema n, did not permit her.
Upon hearing this gallantry and nobility, I wrote to the hidalgo telling
him that his behaviou r towards women and girls is very undignifi ed;
the savages and the Chinese behave. more nobly and more humanly.
When my mother and my sister, after 4 days of walking, arrived in Sta.
Cruz, the Governor there, deeply moved, acquitted them." (Epistollllrio
Rizalino, Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 627. M'anila, 1938.)
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Manila, July 14, 1892
My dear Parents and Brothers:
I am leaving this evening or tomorrow for Dapitan
where I am going to be deported. I go contented,
knowing that the General has accorded you liberty and
because I believe that wherever I go I shall always be in
the hands of God who has in His hands the destinies of
men.
In the eight days that I have stayed here in Ft.
Santiago, I have been treated well and I can not complain with respect to this, except for the lack of freedom. But not everything can be had at the same time.
From Dapitan, I will write to you more often.
With respect to our house in Hongkong, do what
you please, although I believe that it would be proper
that Trining and Pangoy should not leave that island
before knowing English completely, the study of which
they have begun so well.
If my mother receives the pair of eye-glasses for her
eyes, she should put a piece of paper over the crystal for
the right eye, for when I return I shall operate on it so
that she will have both eyes very clear.
In case you leave Hongkong, I request you to deposit beforehand my instruments and books as well as
other things that belong to me in the house of Mr. Basa,
for I do not know yet how long I shall stay in Dapitan.
If Dapitan has good lands, it will be easy for me to
establish myself there and then you shall be able to come
and we can settle ourselves there and bring our things.
There are no friars there, for those who are there are
all Jesuits.
I have no time for more at present. I will see to
it that I shall write you longer from Dapitan. I will
give you news of how it is there, if the lands are good
and if the friara do not meddle.
Your son and brother who loves you with all his
heart,
JOSE RIZAL
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Dapitan, July 27, 1892

My dear Brothers:
Today the 27th, I received a letter of our brother informing me of his embarking for Jolo with four companions. I applaud his spirit and for that ... only that
in place of Antonino . . . for a time so that he can accompany our mother and our sisters who are in that
colony. He should take along with him Angelica who
should not be separated from their side. Emilio should
also go with her.
I am in good health. The governor in whose house
I stay treats me well and is a very complaisant and courteous person. I take a hath in the sea and in a small cascade which is a kilometer and a half from here.
The feast of Santiago, patron of the town, was celebrated here on the 25th of this month: there was mass and
procession. On the 26th there was moro-moro', a show
which amused me much.
This town is sad, truly sad . . . however sad it may
be, I do not miss anything but my books and a pair of
good, strong shoes; but do not send any of these, because
they might get lost on the way.
\Vrite me how much a quintaF of virgin wax costs, for
here it can be obtained for 27$ a <1uintal.
Regards to all, to Antonino and to the nephews.
Yours,

J. RIZAL*
in the Philippines, feat ul'ing
1 Usua lly presented in town fiestas
battles between Chr istians and the Moors (Moros ) and the former were
a lways t he victor, because they were Ch ristians. All the> actGrs w c,:n
co;:;tumes p rofusely ornamented with sequins.
"A weight of one hundred pounds.
''' The origini:;.l of this letter is in bad condition, hence its facsimile
is not repl'oduced here.
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Dapitan, October 19, 1892

My dearest Mother:
I received your letter \vhich I read and reread various times, as well as that of my friend Dr. Marques,
and from these I know that you are enjoying good health
there. I am here in good health, thank God; I entertain myself enough to free me from worry; I have much
work: I collect shells, go horse riding from time to time
(the governor lent me a very fine chestnut horse of his),
take a bath in a river, cure many and perform many
operations, and I won in the lottery. I lack nothing
more than your company to be happy.
I sent 2,000$ to my father which together with some
amounts that some persons owe me in Manila, will be
3,500 or 4,000$ with which one can build a house here.
The funiture will be those we have there.
I am sending 200$ to Mr. Jose Basa for household
expenses as a pretext. Do not accept even a cent from
him, for I owed this man small amounts when he was
rich and I a student, and now that he has declined I
would like to pay for the expenses that I caused him
before.
Please gather all the pictures by Luna which I have
and do not sell any.
Regards to Sixto.
It surprises me much that Trining does not write
me even a single letter. What happened to her?
Pangoy writes very well in English and has given
me much happiness. I am going to write her a few lines.
Best regards to the family of Mr. Cunha.
Have you received the pair of eyeglasses which they
were to send you from Paris? How much I regret that
I can not be there to see and examine them, but I hope
that within a :;hort time we shall see each other.
Your son who loves you with all his heart,

J. RIZAL
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Dapitan, January 5, 1893

Mrs. Teodora Alonzo
My dearest Mother:
Although since the time I have been in this situation I have tried not to write letters except those extremely necessary and those that relate to unimportant
matters or problems, nevertheless, as the year begins I
believe it my duty to write to you even only a few lines
because it is also a necessity to do so, and I believe it
is more than necessity for you to know how your son
fares here.
First, it is neither an ordinary desire nor a ceremonial compliance, believe me, that I wish you as well
as my two sisters who are there and all the good friends
a happy year '93, at least to be a little better than the
'91 and '92 of most unhappy memories. You, more than
anybody else, have need for it, and to you more than
anyone I wish it, because you deserve it well.
I, here, have not spent Christmas and the New Year
badly; I could have passed them better, without any
doubt, if I were in different circumstances; but because
of these I could not wish any better. Everything is relative and the aspect of things changes according to the
point of view from which they are contemplated. Three
Spaniards from a neighboring town came, and with the
Commandant, 1:1 peninsular of this town and a Frenchman we had a nappy feast on Christmas Eve. We heard
mass at 12: 00 midnight, for you know that here I go
to mass every Sunday.
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Somebody from Calamba has come to look for land:
he is Aquilino Gecolea, the son of an old tenant of ours.
He found land to his liking, where two towns like Kalamba can be established. The Commandant, the
Jesuits here, and I believe His Excellency also, will help
the people of Kalamba and the neighboring towns who
like to establish themselves and settle here. -Aquilino
says that the land is more fertile than that of Kalamba.
In one of the sites there is even a marble quarry, something that could come in handy in building our houses.
Speaking of houses, mine of nipa and bamboo still
is not finished. But it shall soon be, thank God. Henceforth I shall be able to say that I have land and house
of my own. For the information of my sisters: I have
more than fifty lansones trees, twenty mangoes, macupa,
some fifty lanka', santol, balonos,2 eighteen mangosteen
(these do not bear fruit yet and have only from two to
six leaves!!)
In a few months I shall have lanzones, lanka, santol
in abundance, etc. I have planted some 1400 coffee
seeds, 200 cacao; I have paho besides. The boundary
of my land can not be gone over in four hours. All of
it is paid and I have my title in order. Over my land
runs a small river where one can take a bath, only that
it needs to be improved. For a beginning I have now
one pig which the commandant gave me; I had one hen
and eight ducklings, but it was lost and these died. A
big mango tree gives shade to the bath; the water comes
down from high up the mountain in small cascades: this
for my sisters and nephews. I have besides 16 coco trees
for making oil and from which we get tender coconut
meat.
I am in very good health; however, I notice that
the heat is affecting me somewhat; I do not feel my usual
gaiety and I am less active. Besides I have become
J ackfruit.
Gogo in Tagalog. The bark of this plant is soaked in water to
produce lather for cleansing.
1

2
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more brovm, almost black. I am walking under th2 sun
every day. \Vhat for should I take care of myself?
The climate here is more uniform than in Kaiarnba :
it is not as cold as there in December, nor as hot as ill
July or August. There is no such thing that can be
called baguio, and the earthquakes are rare and insignificant. If many families would come from Kalamba,
I venture to advise all parents and brothers to settle
here; among themselves there conid be commerce, adi ·
vity and life! Here they do not make nor kno<vv how
to make poto', bibinha', nothing; there are no bakers
and everybody vfants to eat bread; there is the sea and
fish but there are no fishing nets and consequently they
lack fish.
Take good care of my furniture and books because
if matters can be arranged and I build a big house, T
will have all my things there brought here.
I advise Pangoy and Trining to continue studying
English; it is always something and thus they can read
my English books and novels. It is not to no purpose
that they learn Chinese and Portuguese. All knowledge
is useful.
It remains for me to tell Mr. Da Cunha that the
number of his lenses is +- 4D.
Aquilino is now working here in the house while
waiting for the plow to arrive, and for his family to decide to come.
Together with this goes a letter for Mr. Marques
and other friends: I am requesting you to give these
to them.
I hope that you suffered less this winter than in
the previous one. Here the weather is fine.
I shall end this letter, wishing that you find yourselves well and ~trong, in good humor, so that one day
we will all see t'ach other and live in peace.
Your son who kisses your hand affectionately and
embraces you heartfly,
JOSE RIZAL
1

Rice cakes.
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P.S. If Pangoy can find in the right-hand drawer of my
table in the library the copy of a document entitled
"Defensa de Don Sebastian Hurtado de Corcuera", I
would be very grateful. The document is written in folio,
it may have 20 pages in my handwriting. Make a copy
or ask her to make it, faithfully and send it to me, for
I like to present it to an esteemed friend.
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If Sixto and Kanoy are still there, tell them that
they can make use of my library. Happy New Year to
all.

I received your letter of the 19th of December and
be assured that I will do all what you told me to the
letter. Your slightest wish is to me a command.
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Dapitan, March 7, 189.1
Misses ,Josefa and Trinidad Rizal
l\/Iy dear Sisters:
I received your affectionate letter and I am glad
to know that you are all well like our mother who3e
life may God preserve.

They write me from Manila that you want to go
home.1 It is all right; bring the furniture you like, even
my American chairs and the dining room set. Have my
books packed in boxes and you can leave them there
in the house of Mr. Basa or in any other place where
things may be stored upon payment of ceLtain sum a
month.
Bring with you all my clothes as well as my shoes
which I am missing here. Yon may come and stay here.
I have already a house which, aHhongh small, we can
enlarge little by little if there are carpenters. If you
prefer to stay in Manila, remain there; after all do what
you think is best.

I have to end this letter, because the mail is leavmg· and I have no time to write more.
Your brother,
Kiss affectionately for me the hand of our good
old mother. I shall write again in the next mail.

J . RIZAL

1 Tlw ~· WPt·e in

Hongkong then.
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Dapitan, May 3, 1893
Miss Trinidad Rizal
My dear Sister:
I am very happy to receive your letter and learn
the good news which you tell me in it. What filled me
more with happiness was the knowledge that our Mother is in good health and is rejuvenated. ':rell her that
I am sending her a million embraces and may she bless
me always.
Here I am in good health and as you will see in my
letter to Antonino I have not had any troubles except
those with Justo.
I do not know if the paho can go by this mail because of this question of Justo.
Pardon, that I can not write you a longer letter
for I still have to write other letters, and it is getting
late.
Regards to all sisters.
Yours,
JOSE
I was going to send you cloth made of banana fiber,
but as Aquilino is not going on his trip, these will remain here until he returns.
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Dapitan, December 20, 1893
My dear Father:
A young pupil of mine named Mateo Edjawan, son
of Cpn. :Mariano of Paete, is going there. He is returning, because his mother is ill. He will stay there before
he goes to Paete.
Through him you will receive 50$ for expenses which
we might incur or have incurred. I wish that you would
send us in the next boat four sacks of rice.
If Don 1\1. de los Reyes gives you . a bill for piy
subscription to Scientific American, please pay it. I believe that it will not exceed 10$.
Nanay is well, happy and does not suffer anymore
from colic-Trining has grown stout, somewhat dark
but she has a good color.
Emilio is improving. I have already succeeded in
having him make a lantern; he fixes his slippers and
works a little.

~·
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'"fhe weath er here is rainy and this mont h we have
not been able to do anyth ing. Besides, the wild pigs,
the monkeys, horses, carabaos, etc. are destroying my
plants. If I had my pistol and some 200 cartri dges I
would be freed of them.
The idea of Sr. Pacia no to buy a saw for his steam
engine seems to me very excellent. He may tell me if
he wants me to atten d to this: I shall write to America
for a catalogue. It would not he bad to have stones
and lumbe r cut, for when I return I shall be ready to
have an ordin ary house built.
We received the sugar and the book on gynecology.
In the previous mail I received the forcep s for
pulling incisors. Anoth er for extrac ting molars would
be welcome.
Here we have had many patien ts, many opera tions,
etc. All became well, thank God.
Nothi ng remains but for me to wish a Merry Christmas and a Happ y New Year to you all in the house,
friends, etc,
I kiss your hand affectionately.
Your son,
JOSE RIZA L
For the sickness of Antonino and Isabel, give hidrobrom ate of quinine, 1 gram in 10 pills, three pills daily
for Anton ino and 2 for Consuelo. Take beforehand an
emetic. Even after the fever has disappeared, continue
taking the pills for some days.
Very impor tant: If there is in Manila any bazar
or store whem eyeglasses are sold, please buy two pairs,
grade + 14 D, for my patie nt opera ted on for catara ct
and send them on the first boat. If they are not available there, ask the store to order them from Europe and
send them later to Palila n (l'Aisamis), to Don Toma s
Ynson, for Don Ignacio Tama rong, who will pay well
for them.
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Dapitan, May 9, 1894
- - - - -- -·"• - -------

My dear Father:
In the previous mail I informed you that you will
receive one hundred pesos through General Mariano.
This gentleman, as you will see, did not make the trip
because of certain inconveniences. But now I am not
sending any more money for I need it here because I
am buying abaca, and perhaps I will ask funds from
you yet. In view of this, I request you to advance 83$
to Antonino for the expenses he incurred for me.
Here we are in good health, thank God; mother is
strong and is very industrious. Trining is very much
sun-tanned.
Without anything more, we kiss your hand, T rining, Emilio and I.
Your son,

JOSE
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Dapitan, Wednesd ay
[February, 1895]
My very dear Mother:
We were very glad on reading your letter and knowing that your dentures have now been fixed.
I thank you very much for the sugar, tea, watch,
etc.
The shoes are wide and long but I do not know if
I can send them back by the return trip of the boat, for
I am very busy.
Here we are reminded of you very much and we
miss you. We always say: if Nanay were here, if they
were still here, etc. Since you had gone I talk very
little and I am less attentive . After supper, I do nothing
but play solitaire and more solitaire. I do not have any
interest for anything .
We caught the big lizard which lived above our
bathroom. It was so big that it measured a meter and
a half and a handbre adth wide. It fell in the small well
where we take a bath. As yet we have not caught the
female.
We also caught the Sikop 1 which disturbe d Trining
so much, but when we caught it one of its legs was
already rotten and broken by the blow which I dealt
him before.
The bananas are not yet mature nor are the mangoes, but they are growing well. The wild boar comes
almost every night but it finds nothing to eat. The
pineapple is not yet ripe.
My pupils, without including the cook, number 14
now; the sons of Gen. Laurent e and Gen. Andres have
come.
I have many patients and minor operations. I am
always called to town by the son of Arrieta who is very
ill, and the Comma ndant is treating him. I am being
consulted, but now I can not continue to be so, inasmuch
1 A bird of prey, smaller than the
ordinary hawk, but more swift and
more aggressive.
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as my ideas are a little different from those of the Commandan t, because he is an homoeopathist.
By this boat I can not send you anything , because
I don't have anybody to whom I can entrust the money.
But if you need money, you can take what you like
from the proceeds of the abaca which we will load today.
I will not return the shoes anymore because I can

sell the ornamen ted ones here, and those made of canvas I am giving to Emilio. Out of the money left there,
I would be grateful if you send me a pair of canvas
shoes, shorter by one, and narrower by half, a finger.
With nothing more, I affectionately kiss your hand
and my father's and if you like to come we would all
be much pleased here, even the boys.
Your son who loves you with all
his heart,
JOSE RIZAL
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Dapitan, March 14, 1895
My very dear Mother:
The bearer of this letter is Miss Josephine Leopoldine Taufer, with whom I was on the point of getting
married, relying, of course, on your consent. Our relationship was broken as proposed by her, because there
were many difficulties on the way. She is almost entirely an orphan, she has no relatives except very distant ones.
As I am interested in her and it is very easy for
her to decide afterwards whether to marry me, and as
she is liable to be left entirely alone and abandoned, I
am asking you to extend her hospitality there, treating
her as a daughter until she has a better opportunity
or occasion to come back.
I have decided to write to the General to mqmre
about what is happening.
Please treat Miss Josephine as a person whom I
esteem and much appreciate, and whom I would not like
to see exposed and abandoned.
Your affectionate son who loves you,
JOSE RIZAL
If Trining can not come [alone] it is very easy for

her to come with Antonio.*

* Published in Epistolario Riwiino Vol. 4, p. 233. Manila, 1936.
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Dapitan, July 31, 1895

Miss Trinidad Rizal
My dear Sister:
I received your letter of the 27th and I understood
its contents. In the next mail I will send you the white
pearl which Miss B. returned to me; it will be inside
the cabinet which I am sending as a gift to mother.
I received the sugar, chocolate and cigars and I am
thanking you so much; the invoice of the others has
not come, such as for example, the notebooks and the
geography books, etc. The pipes are somewhat big and
I do not know how to fix them.-If father can not come
now, I will have to be patient; I am very pleased already
with your information that he was going to come.

Miss B. has come back, although I did not expect
her, but she did well. Th<~ story goes around in Manila that I sent her away and she, to prove it otherwise,
has returned. But she wants to leave afterwards. It
is not good to have such news spread, for they prejudice
me.
I sent the list to the mother of Rome; Martina is
in Sindafigan seriously ill and I sent Rome there. I
was able to save the alferez 1 with the help of God: when
he got well he did not remember anything that happened to him. He was unconscious more than four
days.
My lanzones have lost more than half their fruit
because of a strong wind we had, followed by rain.I have gathered very sweet guavas with few seeds. The
yamb6~ is starting to flower. I have so many mangoes
that the wild hogs come and eat them. We have surplus of fruits, like pineapples, ates (gifts), mangoes, etc.
Beef, I eat very rarely, and once a month I kill a chicken. On the other hand I am tired of pork. This month
The chief ensign of the town, usually with the rank of a lieutenant.
Makopang-Kalabaw. Its flesh is thicke1· and usually more juicy
than the Macopa. Edible.
'1

2
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alone I killed more tha n five, and
yes terd ay I killed
one which should give us more tha n
6 gan tas of lard.
I hav e given to everybody, because
here food spoils;
wh at remained, two legs and the hea
d and some more
pieces, gave us a demijohn of lard. On
the oth er han d,
fish is becoming scarce, and we only
have anchovy and
small shrimps; of vegetables, not like
before when you
were here, now we are lacking becaus
e I do not pla nt
the m anymore. I am very sorry tha
t you did not receive the stamps.
Adolfo had a case wit h the Chinese:
the y bea t him
and one nig ht after, the Chinese wer
e assaulted: we
we nt to the Jus tice of the Peace; I
was alre ady going
to win, but the y proposed a compro
mise which I accep ted but wit hou t pay ing the costs.
Do not send me any thin g more exc
ept salt, soap
and 8-centavo stamps. Do not send me
cig
B. bro ugh t me ple nty ; nor even chocola arettes: Miss
te, because here
I ma ke them. I have promised not
to buy any thin g
from the Chinese.
Na ria is get ting bet ter; all the houses
are full of patie nts .-T he feast of San tiag o, very
sad, according to
wh at the y say. I sta yed here. Ne xt
mo nth I shall send
some money to our parents.
Miss B. sends you her greetings.
Yo ur bro the r who loves you .
Yours,

RIZ AL
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Dapita n, Augus t 27, 1895
IV1iss T rinida d Rizal

Uiy very dear Sister:

I received your letter and I have unders tood its
contents. rviiss rJ. preseni_.;-; to ym! a pair of slipper s
which you will find insfrle the dravver of the cabinet. Jn
I
Lhi:~ dra·we r where . . . . . the white pearl is, which
give you [in exchan ge fo rJ Ilic old one that \Vas lost.
T\/Iiss B. is not going th e~; e by . . . . . she keeps me
comp.'.1ny, fix{~s the doth which cornes out better than I
imagin ed, nevertheless she says . . . . . [after J some
better than it seeme d . . . .
more time, for sure . . .
I do not believe that . . . . . in her place there could
be one like her.
I feel much what is happe ning to you there, but I
agree with Sra. Sisa. Vve Ri,,;als have that charac ter
o f living close to one anothe r. It is all right for each
one to have his house, if you wish to have a separa te
house I shall help you as much as I could with regard
to the rental and other expenses. It is not good for you
to live apart from our parent s and you must try to have
patience, h2 resigned and suffer, for these qualiti es
[speak ] very well of a young woman; a vrnman must
be . . . . . obedie nt and cheerful, never frown even if
yon are not conten ted, for this is the sad fate that befalls the women; on the other hand, we men . . . . .
on themse lves the fault of others. A woma n living vvit h
a family has to be conten ted with the [limita tions] of
the family , and if not [able] to conform with this, she
'Yvill have no other recourse hut to live separa tely. You
have to be just and conform to the necessities of the
[famil y] . If you wish to come and be satisfied with
this dreary town and my poor house, I shall be very
much please d.
I gave to Moris the tobacc o and the soap.

That of Pcmot,1 I am not disposed to follmv it unfr iars.
1 Th; ,; w:B th o app ellati on that; the Pili pin os gave to 11 1r'
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less our parent s come; if they come and they are satisfied,
then I shall compl y and do everyt hing they wish.
To the end that they return our houses in Kalam ha.,
l have propos ed an arrang ement with the Panots.
If our parent s come, they should take along Emilio1
Ivloris and 'Tan so I can teach them.
Out of the money that brothe r-in-la w Anton io will
receive, please do me the favor of buying a good cloth
iron and a little indigo and send them throug h Schadenberg1 01· in the box that you are prepar ing. I can not
send you lmd now, for there is nobod y who may be
going there and I am afraid it may get lost in the boat,
the sack of rice came lackin g 5 or 6 gantas per sack.

I received frmn the cabin hoy Hipoli to what you
g·nv(! J1i11 1.

'{uu know i ha t l a n
;T"""
! (''-'
".'
.
... \.,..J '.,Y70UI"
... ,,L
w. __

:.: 111.ll'

l nd L u

whiJ :dvv.::y:;

Pp~nrw
}l"
• J ..
J.ir.. v 1..1c•
C.t ~

~

J. RIZAL *

1

Tl 1(' fa m or1 s r?olicrr /"i<'l1od•·11l•crg w i1 ich n 1ppliiorl

fn; ' hi s

Jn.1p1c·1 · -rHi ~ 1 1~:t

wkit. Rizal r>1 ·'.' dr·<I

icn i ::; .

tl1r· l1·U 1· 1.;
::~ B e~' .ides g; iving the So('ie Ly J-1 i;:; p c :.Tni ~5 sio n to p 1dd j,~d1
t:.t:cck d (1;'1• :·1 ; : ,
IJC'10;1 p:in g- to h is col krti c n, ML 1fmb l'cit d id the, difficult
i11g U1 (' lll. He is a membe r of th e Soc iety.
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Dapitan, September 25, 1895
M y very dear Mother:
These few lines go to tell you t hat I am m good
health, as always.
I learned from Trining that you are thinking of
buying a lot in Meisik; to me it seems very good. It is
an isolated. and quiet place, and besides, you were born
there, which is the important thing.-In my leisure moments I dedicate myself to doing something. I would
like you to write me all t hat pertain to your relatives,
ascendants, etc., because I am thinking of writing a genealogy for the use of our nephews. Likewise if you
could write me all about my father, I would appreciate
it very much. The one I made in Hongkong was left
there.
We have had a month of continuous wind and big

waves.
I kiss your hand lovh1gly and I ask your holy

blessing.

J. R IZAL'''

* Portion of t his Idler w;;s publislv·d in 1':11i:; fo lnr it1 H i.: 11/wu, Vol. '1,
J.J. 260. Manila, 1D36.
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Dapitan, S eptember 25, 15.95

Miss Trinida d Rizal
My dear sister Trining :
I receive d your letter and I !'eel happy that you aru
going along well there. The shoes have also arrived here,
but they seem to be too good for me. I would have
liked them to be more simple. Howev er, I have to wear
them. The slippers are very good . You do not t ell me
how much the cloth iron costs. I ordered a bolt of dimity to make clothes for my!:1df and I have not received
it. Let u s !.Jee if Mother ca n give you money t o buy
t hese orders of mine:
A bolt of black dimity for my clothing
tea
sugar
3 cavans of rice
2 small packages of small nails
I do not buy anythin g from the Chinese, not even
needles ; my clothes are made and \Nashed at home, etc.
- -I make wooden shoes, repair slippers and shoes, etc.
I have sent away Adolf and Filo; Adolf because he
commit ted mischief in the t own, and Filo for escapin g t o
follow his mother. T om, t he cook, has left also. Our pond
is very deep now, and the water comes through a stone
canal, and even overflows the pond. Up t here where I
was thinkin g of buildin g a house, t he boys made a small
kiosk, very cool and prett y, from when; the whole t own
and the port can be seen. - We hold classes and study
there. \\7e found a big durian t ree, with many fruits,
here on m y land. In the next mail, God willing, I can
send you lanzones, durian, etc. - - On t op of the rocks,
above the pond we made a jumpin g board, a sight which
inspires fear.
You do not tell me anytbn g if my Father is t hinking of coming still, or not. I am always waiting.
M iss B. is thankin g you for your remem brance and
sends you hers. She cooks, ·washes, sews, t akes care of
t he chicken s and t he house. In the absence of mihi for

EIZAL I N THE PHILIPP INE S

rnaking pan.cit, she made a kin<l of long macaroni noodles
out of flou r and eggs, which serves the purpose. If you
could srmd rn.e a J.ittle ankak, I would be gratefu l t o you,
foT she mclkt:.:s bagoon g; she makes also chili m iso" but it
:::e:.~rn.s t o rne t hat what we have will last us for 10 years.
T he two pieces of board for the cabinet will remain
heYe: th;::se s£0rve us in making bread.
H our mother likE'S 1\1eisik , I t oo like what pleases
h er.
It i'> good that Mate and T om will come.
rrhc mother of Lucas has not been able to pay even
a cent of what she ovves and for the shoes. The mother
of Adolf could pay 2 reales.
:M artina, the sister of Romulo , died on August 12
in Sindafigan . Homulo is here with me and is now a young
man.
I send m y r c•g;1y(l;.; Lo friend::.: , D.n<l r;ive rny thanlrn
to tiw one wh o i':..:p :ii ;v l n iy boots.
Fi~;cal Gcn io gol man-icd day hdm~~ yesterd ay.
vVe caught the big lizard from t he mounta in; it was
very hungry and during the siesta it came even under ~he
house to catch the chicken s in t he enclosu re. T he thll'd
t ime he came, cJoe killed him. J oe is now one of my best
pupils. 'J'he best month for brooding is August , I believe; a hen which hatche d t hirteen eggs, was able to ke~p
t hem alive, and now t he thirteen of them are already big.
They killed the deer up there, but vvhen he was wounde d
he disappe ared from sight , and only the bones were found
aft erward s.
Antonio J\!Iirand a has been very seriousl y ill for
drinking too much wine. I cured him and now he does
not t ake even a drop. T hey say t hat Suan is going away
next month. Naria has also improved much.
Your brother who likes you,
1

JOSE RIZAL
A fru it tha t is u r;ed t o g ive r eddish color to bagoon,1; .
F r ied wit h tomato, it is eat en will i a
2 Soybean gr oun d to paste.
nrn d fich, called d o la!J.
i
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Dapitan, October 22, 1895

My dear Mother:
Although without any letter from you, I write this
nevertheJess, sending herewith the verses which I promised you. Many months have passed but because of
my occupations I have not been able to correct them.
Besides I am following that advice of Horacio to leave
manuscripts alone for a long time in order to correct
them better. The verses of the pupils, namely the "Hymn
of Talisay" also go along with this letter. Here, on the
14th of this month, the children had their examinations
and many came to witness them. All the examiners were
not from here. Romulo, Joe, Lucas, Elum and Marcel
were given prizes.
A new Commandant has arrived and I believe his
name is D. Rafael Morales. He seems to be a good man;
at least from appearances he is pleasant in h is ways. \Ve
will see later how he behaves.
On account of Adolfo I had a case with the Chinese,
and I promised already not to buy anything from them
such that sometimes I find myself destitute. Now we
have neither plates nor tumblers, almost.

By this boat I am sending a demijohn of honey,
some boxes of lanzones, etc.
\Vithout anything more, I kiss affectionately your
hand and my father's.
Your son who loves you with all his heart,

J. RIZAL
Dn. Juan Sitjes1 and his wife say that they will
visit you there. It is easy for them to do this. I would
be very pleased if you would receive them well, better
than when he was governor. *

•

Politico-military governor of Da pitan since May, 1893.
W fts published in E pigfolrw i o R fr:" /iuo, Vol. 4,
p. 261. Manila, 1936.
1

* Por tion of this letk1·
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Dapitan, October 23, 1895
My dear sister Trining:
I received the three sacks of rice and two boxes, one
containing chocolates and the other a bolt of cloth, seeds,
sugar, ankak and tea, for all of which I thank you.
Neither the dimity nor the coco espartero has arrived as
I had expected, and I am returning the bolt of cloth,
thanking you for it. Here I have to buy dimity from the
Chinese, for although I have promised not to buy anything from them, this time I do not have anymore remedy
but to humiliate myself. The passion flower you are
telling me about has not arrived either.
The boards serve me in making bread, biscuit; the
drawers of the cabinets were inside the box.
The mother of Lucas says that she has already paid
Sra. Maria what she owed you: first she gave you, according to her, 2$, later she paid Sra. Maria on two different occasions. The whole family of Romulo is in Sindafigan.
I do not have anymore partnership in abaca and I
do not engage in business anymore. If my father can
not come or will not venture to, then you can send Moris
and Tan with Toni and Mate who have to come also.
By this mail you will receive durian, lanzones, honey,
etc. I had prepared and dried under the sun plenty of
lanzones, more than three baskets, but they were spoiled.
Now I will put these in sand, and I do not know if they
will arrive there in good condition. I had so much lanzones that the boys could not eat all. The ground is
covered with lanzones, broken and trampled upon. Nobody cares to gather them. One day when I went up
the mountain, I saw my lanzones there covered with
fruits; monkeys and wild hogs. I gathered those that
had fallen near the tree and they could not be contained
in all my pockets. Surely even if I had 30 pupils, they
would not have been able to eat all those which had
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ripened. By this boat I am not sending you anymore,
because I am afraid that they may not ar:;_·ive there in
good condition.
The children here had their examinations on the 14th
of this month; the examiners were the Captain, Dn.
Cosme, Dn. Antonio and the teacher Sixto. J\1arcel,
Lucas, Adolfo and Filo are not here anymore.
You are going to receive also two iagikanes.
He•:e we are going along well. Ivliss B. makes suman, 1
bagoong, and bread; but as we have not gotten any flour
in this mail, I do not know what we are going to eat in
the mornjng.
w ·ith no more news, your brother who loves you well,
JOSE RIZAL
Mc:.ny regards to Mr. Gino, Aunt Concha, Aunt Tikang, etc. Miss B. is sending you her regards.
I would like the honey distribute d equally to all the
sisters.

1 Gelatinous ric-e cooked in coconut milk, wrapped in young coconut
or banana leaves, then boiled in water.
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My very dear Mother:

I could not include the bolt of cloth as it had no more
place in the basket; it is to remain here.
I would be pleased if you could visit D. ,Juan Sitjes
and his wife, for besides the fact that they know you,
they are persons whom we have appreciated here. Now
that they are no longer governors, we should be more
complaisant with them.
So long.
Your son who loves you,

J. RIZAL

/f'Jr
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Dapitan, November 21, 1895

My dearest Mother:

I received your affectionate letter and I am answering you immediately. With respect to your representation to the Captain General, I am frankly grateful, but
I can not give any advice. You bother yourself very
much, going back and forth, waiting and for what?
Perhaps to receive a negative answer. That is why I do
not like that at your age you expose yourself to further
displeasure. I write again to H .E. asking for my liberty
or the review of my case'. I ask also my enlistment as
physician of the army in Cuba"; Blumentritt has advised
me so and I believe that he is right. *
I was not able to pay here the freight of the cargoes,
for the sobre cargo said he did not know. You do not
tell me if the honey and the durian were received there.
By this boat I send you 150$; the 30$ are to be
given to Trining as payment from the mother of Romy.
I issued to her a receipt of payment. The 120$ are for
you and for father, deducting therefrom the cost of some
orders of mine and of other persons here.
A set of cheap silverware
A can of tea (Nueva Street)
15 sacks of salt
You may charge a commission of 5% for your expenses of cartage for which I will not charge a cent here.
My orders are reduced to
2 toothbrushes
1 ball of twine for sewing shoes
Please pay also my account with Schadenberg.
There is no evidence thai h e wrote this t ime as he planned. See
his letter on the matter in F ebruary 1894, which was not heeded, in the
Epistolario Rizalino, Vol. 4, Letter No. 620 (draft probably) and lette r
No. 621 (final) .
2 See his petition on Dec-embe.r 17, 1895 in Epfatulurio Rizalinu, Vol.
4, p. 26G. H e did n ot a sk for a review of his case bu t simply his g oing to
CubL
·
* This paragraph rninus the firnt sentence, was publish ed in the
RTJ{.~tolario Riznlirrn, Vol. 4, p. 264. Manila, Hl36.
i
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My congratulation to Pepe for his triumphs in
cycling.
Many thanks to Sr. Gino for the seeds, the big
sausage and the sweets.
If you wish to come, you know that you will be
received as an affectionate mother deserves to be.

I congratulate my brother for his new purchase;
what a pity that I could not help him in his farms. I
would have much pleasure in seeing him, if I will still
be here.
The plates and the glasses pleased me much, also
the pieces of dimity.
The half arroba 1 of chocolate that I received in the
previous boat came from a patient of mine.
The new Commandant whom we have 1s very
amiable and it seems that we are going to be very
friendly, but really friendly.
If the sugar is sold and you want to buy a house
in Meisic, you can dispose of the little money I have
there, which I give to you and to my father for your
whims and fancies.

No more for the present, with regards to all, I kiss
your hand affectionately, also that of my father.
Your son who loves you with all his

heart~

JOSE RIZAL
Collect the money from the ship office, showing them
this letter. *

---.......

. ...

~

Spanish weight equivalen t t o 11.51 kilos.
'' Courtesy of Mr. F r iedrich C. Umbrcit

1
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Dapitan, November 21, 1895
Miss Trini dad Rizal
My very dear sister Trining:
We have received here the box with all that it
contained, for which I give you many many thank s. To
Sr. Gino I give many thank s for the sweets, sausages
and seeds. Miss B. thank s you with all her heart for
your gift; it is likely that she will go on the boat that is
coming. She believes that she is better than what they
say, and in what she does for me, because she obeys me
and attend s to me in a way a Filipina may not easily do.
I thank you for your shipm ent of espartero dimity.
You will receive from our mothe r 30$ which the moth er of
Romulo pays; I gave her already a receipt of paym ent,
so then do not collect from her anymore. The mothe r
of Lucas has not paid yet, nor have I seen her.
With respect to Mr. Luna (Don Juan) , tell him
that I am thank ing him, but I do not like that he trouble
himself nor compromise himself for me.
I am very glad about the purchase of Sra. Lucia, but
I regret that the house has zinc roofing.
For rheumatism, I advise the use of thick woolen
socks. The following prescription is to be taken :
De Salicilato de sosa
3.00 gram.
De Agua de destilada
200.00
De Espir itu de azaha r
10 gotas
Take three tablespoons a day
With respe ct to your blood, I will tell you that tl112
paper came here almos t white, I could not see a single
letter . I advise for you, therefore, cod liver or Scot t's
Emulsion. When our moth er pays my accou nt at Schadenberg, tell him to send me a box of Emulsion, in big
bottles.
Many regards to Aunt Concha and Aunt
etc, etc, etc, etc.

Tibm ~>, ,
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Here I have and have had many patients from Capiz,
Siquijor and Misamis. Tomorrow I shall open the eye
of one and amputate the leg of another. All the houses
are occupied. They are also poor. They say that another Spaniard from Negros will come also. This one
will pay. Do not send me rice nor sugar, for here I
bought one lot of panocha at 4 cuartos
1

2•

If you want to send me something, I would like two
toothbrushes and one ball of strong twine for sewing
shoes, a big paper umbrella, so that although it gets wet
in salt water it would not oxidize.

To father and mother I am sending money for
household expenses, so you do not have to worry for
the present.
Your brother who likes you,

JOSE RIZAL
What is Pangoy doing?

Usually the liquid is
i Brown sugar not yet in granulated form.
poured into half coconut shells where it hardens.
2 Copper money wor th 4 maravides, which is the smallest Spanish coin.
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Dapitan, December 18, 1895
My very dear Mother:
I have read your favor of the 15th insta nt, and I
unde rstan d perfectly your fear and that of my father
with respect to my going to Cuba; however, as you well
say, we should have faith in God. Until now I have been
spared from all dangers, so why should I not be saved
from futur e ones? I have reiterated, therefore, my petition because I have not received any answer to the first
one.
If you do not hear there of my departure, I wish
you would buy me a bicycle, not very bad nor very
good, a second hand, that does not cost more than 100$.
Pepe Leiva could do me the favor of buying a good one
that I can use in my visits in the town; neither very good
nor very bad. I shall send the money by the next mail,
together with anoth er 100$ for my father and for you.
You will receive 50$ from Capiz, anoth er 50$ from
Zamboanga, from various patie nts of mine. I have money
here, but I have no way of sending it.
If Schadenberg presents a new bill, also Mr. M. de
los Reyes, do me the favor of paying them. I shall
reimburse you.
Man y thank s for the ham, wine, butte r, etc. which
we have received.
By this boat I am sending a box containing:
1 American-made balance which I give as a gift to
Sr. Paciano.
1 sack of cacao for you there.
2 bottles of lard, 1 for you and the other for Sra.
Sisa (with out fail).
4 bottles of pickles for you (one for Sra. Sisa without fail).
1 bolt of sinamay for Trining.
The lard and the bottle of pickles, please send to
Sra. .Sisa witho ut fail. The other pickles you may distribu te as you wish.
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That cloth for pants which you sent me was sold
at a profit of one peseta a vara. So if you can send me
other cloth like that as to quality or better with their
prices, we could make a little business. I am not sending you honey now, for the demijohn is not yet full.
If you wish to buy a lot, tell me how much you are
lacking and I shall look for it.
If I do not go away, I am thinking of buying a
coconut grove of more than 4,000 trees for 1,500$, all
from 4 to 3 years. I hope that my brother will give me
money after the sale of the sugar. I believe it is a good
business.

For the erysipelas of Mr. Hino, I recommend boric
acid, three grams in 100 grams of water, for cleansing.
By the next mail, as I have said, I shall send a
little money. I have many patients, but many do not
pay.
On the 8th of this month, the Commandant gave
a dance in the government house, and I attended. There
were games, etc., etc.
This is all, I kiss your hand and that of my good old
father and I wish you all merry Christmas and an
auspicious New Year.
Your son,
JOSE RIZAL
The box has no bill of lading: just present yourself
to the sabre cargo of the S. S. Brutus and ask for the
box, marked T. A. I send also 100$.
Give 6$ as Christmas gift to my god-son Antonio
Lopez. *

-~~, Courtesy of Dr. Leoncio Lopez Rizal.
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Dapitan, January 15, 1896
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My very dear Mother:
I received your affectionate letter and I am very
sorry for the disappointments you have had.
I am wondering very much why you gave my brother
Paciano 40$, because it seems to me that he does not
need it. I gave him as a gift the balance which cost me
18$, and for you and my father, 44$ as Christmas present. If my brother needs them it is all right; I am placing at his disposal all that I have, although I do not have
much; I know that he will devote it to a useful purpose.
What you wrote me about the telegram that Maneng saw, asking for my liberty, may be true, but I am
so disappointed with so many prospects given to me that
in truth I only smile, I have so many enemies, and the
very compatriots and friends who are in Madrid are
working in order that I can not leave this place!!! I am
told that those who prevented my transfer to Vigan
were my friends from Malolos: I do not know who they
may be, but God will take care of them.
Here I bought a piece of land beside a river which
is very similar to the Kalamba River, with no more difference than that the one here is wider and its current
bigger and more crystal-clear. How it reminded me of
Kalamba! My land has 6,000 abaca plants, and if you
like to come here I will build a house so that we could
all live together until we die. I am going to convince my
father to come, and I expect that he will always be happy
with me. My land is beautiful, it is in the interior, half
an hour walk from the sea, it is a very picturesque place;
the soil is fertile. Aside from the abaca plantation, there
is a portion for planting two cavans of corn. Little by
little we can buy the rest of the lands adjoining mine.
There are many dalag,1 ferns and small rounded stones:
the river bed is all of small stones. Hydraulic engines
can be installed.
I have employed my youthful energies in serving my
country; although my countrymen do not like to ae1

Mudfish.
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knowledge it, nevertheless it can not be ignored that we
have succeeded in making those in Spain pay attention
to the Philippines, which was the thing that was needed.
God and Spain will do the rest, so I hope. My services
are now useless and my only wish is to serve you and my
father and help my sisters. If you will come and if they
will give me the liberty to establish myself there, we will
resuscitate our old town, without friars nor civil guards,
without bandits. It is true that this river and my land
do not have memories that Kalamba has for me, but not
all can be had, nor can whatever one wishes be attained. I would wish to be God, but I am not even a
sacristan, which is, according to some, the first step to be
near God.
I do not like you to give me the bicycle as a gift,
but buy it vvith my money. They sell in the store of
Ullman new and good ones for 175$, but I would like
one which is less costly, strong, second hand, for use in
these places that are so bad and so harmful to metal objects.
If they permit me to establish myself there on my
land, I am thinking of planting coconuts.
Trining or Pangoy wants to come with some nephews. I told them to consult you.
You will receive a few pieces of salted fish which was
prepared by the person who lives in my house. She is
good, obedient and submissive.
We lack nothing, except that we are not married,
but as you yourself say: it is better to live in the grace of
God than being married in mortal sin. Until now we have
not quarreled and when I give her advices, she does not
answer. If you come and accept her I expect that she
will get along well with you. Besides she has nobody in
the world except me. I am all her kinsfolk.
Without anything more, my dear mother, I hope that
we will see each other soon.
Your son who adores you 1
JOSE RIZAL*
* One por tion of this letter was published on page 268, and anothe r
portion on page 272, of Epistolario Rizalino, Vol. 4, Manila, 1936.
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Dapitan , February .12, 1896

:My dear sister Lucia:
Yesterday the boys arrived here and I was very
happy to see them. Moris is the same, but Teodosio and
Tan have gained much weight staying in Manila and
they have grown. They do not seem like had boys to
me; on the contrary, and I hope that in time they will
be very useful. Teodosio is not lazy, he has more interest in the land than in study. \Ve can not all be doctors: it is necessary that there would be some to cultivate the soil. The interest of each one should be followed .
Tan, on the contrary, is a boy \vho likes to study; and
he has t he ability; he has seen my books and has asked
me for some. This boy will in time become a bookworm.
\Vhen asked \vhat orders they have for .M anila, Teodosio
asked for his bolo and Tan for his grammar book: this
shows the interest of each one. And after all I, who have
spent my life studying, am going nmv to plant coconuts~
I am going t.o operate on the tongue of Tan in a few
days. H.el'e they have to become very dark, owing to
the air and sea bathing. They are very happy and Miss
Bracken likes them very much.
Now I made them write a letter: the writer is Tan,
and Teodosio helped him. You will see in the letter t hat
Teodosio is t hrifty and Tan is more generous. - Herc
I will teach them Spanish, E nglii:'h., .:'.;1rithmetic and gym nastics.
·
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As to what you h<~nrd in Bifian, she is not going
there. She wiH stay here to forget her fright.
'\Ve received the oranges and the peanuts.

Thank

you.
~

I am beginning to make my house, my posts are of
molave, kubi and gisok. 1
1

Tell Delfina that I received her letter and that I
will not return it, because it does not have any mistakes. There is only a lack of accents: \vhen she ·writes
"muchisimo" she does not place an accent on 1; it should
be "muchisimo." Tell her to continue studying as she is
getting aJong well.
\Vith regards of !vliss Bracken, command your
brother who loves you.

JOSE RIZAL"'

1 Trees that produce high grade lumber.
*Published in Epistola.rio Rizalino, Vvi. 4, :p. 273. Manila, 1fl36.
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Dapitan, February J2, 1896
My dear sister 'I'rining:
I :recei\fed your letter and my' orders according fo the :·
. list, . exGept the sponge. . Ask our mother .for the money ..
these cost you, as well as that for the previous shipment.
The box for last month could not go; it is going now on
, .... tl;ii8 mail_b<?~~· - Miss J. is thanking you. for the bottle of
Kananga, and gives you a gift of muslin cloth for your
col1ar, according to her. The music books are for Angelica and Delfina, gift of .Miss Bracken. She is thanking·
our mother for the stockings and she begs that she be
, ' excused for not having anything now to send in exchange.

boards am poorly made. Nevertheless, the gentleman
should not think that I do not want to serve him; let
him say that he needs it, and I will take care of sending
him the best that I can find. Read to him my letter.
He need not \Yorry about what it is going to cost.
Send us three sacks of rice in the ne};t boat.
I have sent the bottle of pickles to Nari.a. \Ve have
not yet tried ours.

Only one salted fish is being sent, because as we have
had bad days here~ without anything to eat, we consumed the others.
!vlany regards to our relatives and friends.

Leave the bicycle this time.

Your brother who loves you with
all his heart,

_The patient 3:rrived here, but I have very little hope.
.
I believe that you are right in not marrying; the
most for·tunate woman has to stiffer for her husband and
· · .1:isks. the dang.er -of .dying from. giving birth. It is better
not to marry.
Inside the box are the three bundles of paper for Mr. ·
PafernD". · ·1 am very happy that the ·daughters of Sra.
Lucia are learning much; I would request that the lady
professor who had been in Paris teach the girls hygjene
and housekeeping.
The lottery list is not bad, but I would have prefened another with better numbers. It is complete.
\Vith respect to the order for furniture given to you,
'-: ~- i-~lrthat gentleman that here there are narra, even molave; that if he needs one, although it is a little small like
what we call Dulang, I can send him one. It is the transportation that is costly, for they are very heavy, but- we·
.wilJ do what we can. Nevertheless, ·it seems to me that
the1:e should be better pieces in :rvianila, for lumber a1rives
there from all the islands, and they are. made better and .
cleaner. The earpenter-s-here._ f!:r.:e very ignorant, and the
1

- -·--, A -~;;:;;1T dining table, usually 4
t he dine1·s sit on the floo r .

by 2 1~£;.~ i~ss

t han one foot hig-h; so
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,JOSE RIZAL

P. D.
Tell Pangoy that I received her letter, which is very
well written, pleasing me much. Miss Josephine returni;
affectionately her regards.
You have not sent me the album of my pictures.
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Dapitan, February 15, [1896]

86

lVIy dear sister Trining:

Upon opening the box containing the lottery tickets
after the boat had left, I found between the cartoons
your ring, or which must be yours, with three pearls in
this form: (see facsimile). I am informing you so that
~'OU would not get tired looking for it. I am not sending
it until the nephews return, or until Josephine is going
there to .. . . . I believe you have forgotten.
Tell me if you have real need for a nana table as gift
to Don Pepe, for here there is one for ten pesos. If there
is no necessity, if you can find one there, jt is better that
you look for it there. If you can \Vait, I shall look for a
good piece in Sindaiigan, but you have to wait two or
three months.
Your brnther,

JOSE RIZAL
Send us one bag of flour.

/•
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Dapitan , Afarch 12, 1896

Sra. Da. Teodora Alonso
:My very dear :Mother:
I read your letter that you wrote me for the previous
mail only yesterday, so I was not ahle to say anything
about them.

Please do me the favor of paying the bills that may
be presented to you by the Botica Schadenberg, which
will be 23 or 25$ more or less and also those of M. de
los Reyes.
Here we received stockings and socks, and ·Miss B.
gives you her many thanks and she does not know hov,r
to reciprocate you. She can not go there now, for there
is nobody to take care of the nephews; she bathes them,
washes and sews their clothes, so much so that the poor
girl can not rest, hut she does this with pleasure for she
has much love for the little boys and they like her more
than me. Once Osio got his hands dirty and filled her
with . . . . She has made them new suits of canamo.
I am afraid she aborted for she was serious yesterday.
I am rushing my house for they say you are coming.
I lack but two posts to finish it; I have already many
pieces of board and joists.
D. Ricardo Carnicero has come back here as gover-

nor.
Your son who loves you heartily,
JOSE RIZAL"

* Courtesy of Mr. Friedrich C. l'mbreit
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J. pair of strong leather shoes
1 piece of cafiamo for clothes of nephews
1 helmet like the one I used (if those I had in Kalamba still exist , send them to me) .
Ask mother for the money with which to buy these
articles if she still has funds.
From M amang' Pedro you will receive fifty pesos,
11.50 cent, for the tobacco and sugar and the 38.50$ for
my ordef to pay my subscription to La Oceania. Antonio can take care of these. Talk with mother, for you
have to pay t he drugstore, Mr. M. de los Reyes, etc. I
wou]cl like the shoes to have thick soles and to be well
nailed for walking in the sea and on the sand.
I am not sending you the narra dulang now for there
is no opportunity for loading it: the ships do not like to
accept cargo of lumber; but the board is ready and if you
are inte•·p,sted in having it there, tell me when, and I will
send it, although it would cost much. D on Cipriano says
that a cubic foot pay" a freight of 1 real and the pie~·e
should not measure more than two hrazas. Here I have
two tables.
I can not send you paho because it is not vet in season; it has not yet given flowers. \Ve are having a poor
season of fruits.
The lamp arrived in a very good condition, as well
as the wicks, the chimney, etc. The tomatoes are verv
good; do not send tinapa" anymore because here M iss
knows how to make t inapa and is very good at it. The
tomatoes are good and if you can send garlic, the better.
Miss J. appreciates your regards and in return sends
you hers.
In e?se you have money left after the purchases, do
me the favor of sending percale cloth of good color for
her skirt and a pair of canvas shoes from Mariquina; her
measurements are bigger t han mine, size 39 or 40 and
her feet are somewhat big. The percale doth has to be
strong and of a dark color.
Regards to all the relatives and friends.
Your brother who loves you heartily,
JOSE RIZAL

J.

Dapitan, J\;farch 12, 1896

M v dear sister Trining:
~ I received your letter as well as your shipment of
rice, etc. For the next mail send me another three sacks
of rice.
·3 sacks of rice
2
"
" flour
1 package of indigo
white and black thread for sewing machine
2 regular size mats (because visitors come)

1
2

j

'Tag alog for Mr .
Smoked fish .
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Dapitan, April 9, 1896

Miss Trinidad Rizal
.My dear Sister:
I received your letter as well as the 1 ice, flour, shoes,
the percale, etc. and I thank you very much.
Miss B. was about to take this boat to go there, because she has been very sick on account of her teeth and
other things besides, and I was. going to give her your order of narra. But she will go in the next. boat if she has
no inconvenience and she will take them as her baggage.
I do not knmv the address of l\!lr. M. de los Heyes,
and if I know it, I would tell you, neither does brot herin-law know.
Send us tea, sugar, three sacks of rice. The helmet
that I am telling you about is that casque or hat that J
had. My shoes are all right, too good for these places ;
the others are not mine.
Miss B. thanks you for your regards and she wishes
you the same.
Tell Sra. Maria that :Moris is growing fast and soon
he will overtake Tan. He is learning much hut as he is
very playful I have to scold him often.
The big wild boar has been caught by Kikoy and he
gave the head and one leg to me. I am sending you there
some dried meat. vVe have also killed a sikop.

~/~
;_
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Inside the box which we are sending you, there is
a package of snails to be added to my collection; the
other package is for Ikang, and the others, ferns ( cypreas) for you.
By the next mail I will send you swallow's nests
and other things. E verything is ready, like the tables
that 1sere about to go on this boat, but I can not trouble
much a person to take t he box along.
Here t hey like very much the pieces of percale.

100 LETTERS OF RIZAL
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The young people here wear socks and shoes by order of F'. ·Vicente; because of this, Pasia requests you to
buy her a pair of shoes. Enclosed is the measurem ent.
Dl;ring the Holy ·week: the women have ~een required
to wear socks, poor and ugly at 3 reals a pair. If I had 5
dozens, I could have sold all. Send me, however, two
dozens of the black and cheap ones, so they would not
buy my socks.

89

Nothing rnme, command your brntlwr who loves you.
JOSE RIZAL
Give dried meat and fish to Estrada and Sra. Neneng,
a little only.
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[Dapitan, May or ,June, 1896]

Miss Trinidad Rizal
My dear sister Trining:
I received your letter and I understood it. Thank
you for your solicitude; I am again in good health.
Excuse me if I was not able to send your ring which
you mentioned in your letter; but nobody came here,
neither an unknown person nor a trustworthy one \vho
should bring a letter of yours. As you know, I do not
entrust a valuable ob3ect except to a known person, but
nobody has come.
I received the butter, the locusts, the ham and the
tea. Thank you very much. Miss Bracken is taking
there paho, lard and coconut oil, which she expressly
had made for you. I am very sorry that on the question
of the shoes you have not been able to please me. Shoes
for Pa8ia have arrived, but for her, no. But we should
have patience. - I am going to see if I can send you
money in this mail; if not, surely it will be in the next
mail, to pay for my orders. I am afraid that if you could
not send the shoes I asked for her, it might have been
due solely to lack of funds. - I am going to see if every
month I can send you coconut oil. - I would like always
to send you oil, lard, etc. hut the difficulty of transporting terrifies me.

Your letter was sent to Naria; they say that she is
gravely ill. Ferne is not going on this trip, but they say
that he will go on the next, and he will stay as a boarder
in the house. I am very much afraid that he will cause
you trouble, but do what you think best. If you ask my
opinion, it seems to me difficult for you, women, to look
after this boy. In short, you know what is convenient to
you.
\Vithout anything more, command your brother who
loves you.
JOSE RIZAL

RIZAL IN THE PHILIPP INES
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Dapitan, July 2, 1896
.Miss Trinidad Rizal
l\!Ty dea1 sister Trining:
I received your letter as well as the gifts of Pangoy
and your congratulation, and I thank you for all. You
and Pangoy will receive 20$ each from Nanay as my gift
on my saint's day. I can not give any to the married
ones. If there is any balance of the money that I gave
Antonio for the purchases, you will proceed in this manner: you will get what corresponds to my previous orders for which I have not paid you yet, and what is left
will be divided among Nanay, you and Antonio. I am
giving 100$ to Antonio for the purchases. If the balance
is not much, have a little patience; I shall send you some
money by the next mail.
Tell Pangoy that I like her handkerchiefs very much.
The house has already a wooden floor. The boys
do not stop running and jumping so I was obliged to put
the boards.
Sra. Sisa and Ikang are here and they gave me no
little surprise for I vrns not expecting them. At first I
was told that my brother was corning, but later it came
out that it was my sister.
Nothing more for the tin1P being, command your
brother who loves you.

JOSE RIZAL
Naria is already dead; Ferne js here.

NOTES
During his four-year banishment in Dapit,an on the island
of Mindanao, Rizal spent most of his time in the exercise of his
medical profession. He put up a hospital; he had many patients
from Mindanao and other islands of the archipelago and even
from Hongkong; he cured many patients gratis. He bought a
piece of land and engaged in agriculture; he went into the abaca
business; he even planned to go into fishing. He collected botanical and zoological specimens for his friend scientists in Europe. He put up a school and taught the pupils himself. He
engaged in a profound discussion with one Jesuit priest in Manila on religious subjects, ignited hy a remar;k that he should
forget the nonsense of looking al things thru the prism of his
reason and self-respect. Rizal did not relish being treated like
a child.
On the 17th of December 1895, after vainly asking for the
review of his case and the lifting of his banishment or his transfer to another part of the country, he asked permission to go
to Cuba, whel'e there was an unrest, to enlist as a military surgeon. As he did not receive any reply up to July 1896, he was
already resigned to an indefinite stay in Dapitan, so he bought
more land and enlarged his house. Suddenly on the morning
of the 30th of that month, he received a letter from Governor
General Blanco, permitting him to go to Cuba. On the following day, at midnight, he left Dapitan after a hectic day of winding up his affairs, giving last instructions to his patients, disposing of his farms and his house. He bade goodbye to the Dapitan
folks to whom he left several legacies, such as a water system,
street lighting, an inspiring example of civic life, and a few young
men and women whom he educated.
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Cafiacao; on boar d the Cast illa
8 of Augu st, J 8.96

92
,I

/."",, .~,l·1:1

l\:frs. Teod ora Alonso
l\fy dear est l\!Iother:
Here I am on boar d this magn ifice nt rnan- of-w ar
er
with a most disti ngui shed officialdom. The Com mand
ed
is Colonel Sant al6, a very amia ble person, very refin
insand whose man ner of conv ersat ion is pleas ant and
and
him,
with
truct ive. Yest erda y he invit ed me to eat
,
he talke d to me abou t typh oons , winds and monsoons
y
man
it,
of
so that I learn ed, with out my being awar e
d
thing s that until .now I do not know. The time passe
by with out my notic ing it.
In orde r to be happ y here I do not need anyt hing
ng
exce pt to see you all. I have writt en to H. E. seeki
with
and
you
an arran geme nt wher eby I could be with
t
my fathe r before I leave. I hope that H. E. will gran
bad
with
ce
me the occasion. It would be an impr uden
on
consequences specially for my fathe r if you come
than
days
boar d, so you shou ld not do it: there are more
longanizas' as they usua lly say.
Do not worr y abou t my fate, for God helps and
watches. I am well, very \vell in healt h.
Let me kiss your hand and my fa ther's. Try to be
happ y and healt hy. Emb races for my sisters.
You r son who ador es you 1

JOS E RIZA L

1

A kin d of long sausag e.
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n,

.!8.96

Sra, .Ua. Teo dora Alonso
Ivl y very dear .Mother:
The sailo r who take s this .letter is the one plac
ed at

my dii:;positi on thru the kind ness of the
Com man der of

this cruiser, and I send him ashore, first so that
he may
give you new s of me and then get som e thin
gs that I
'.Vish to have, like some Lag una cheese, terri
nas de foie gms , mangoes, etc. If you wan t to send me
som ethi ng
thro ugh him you can do so.
I requ

est yvu not to both er sclld ing here any o(
the
boys for it is useless and it is a supe rfluo us expe
nse. Dro p
the letters in the mai l box, and delivel' the
pack ages to
the post office of t he Nav y, a sma ll hous e whic
h, they
say, is near the Gen eral Hea dqu arte rs of t he
Nav y; plac e
an inscripti on whic h says : officials of the crui
ser Casti ~
lla.

I am in good heal th,

Love to Jny aunt s, cous 1rn:;, sisters, etc., etc.
Y om son who ador es you ,
JOS E RIZ AL

toll LLTTE H S OF IUZAL
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etc., e~c. I_ leave conte nted, confi dent that as long as vou
are alive the family 'Ni11 rema.in unite d and the old· intimac y will reign in it. You two are the bond that unite s
all of us.
His Exce llenc y the Governor General has treate d me
v.ery well: I am going to show him, if God gives me the
tune and healt h, that I know hmv to reciprocate.
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\Vith nothi ng more, my very dear moth er, I kiss vour
hand and that of my fathe r with all the affec tion· and
love .that my ~eart is capab le of giving; give me yorn·
·
bles:;mw• of \Yh1ch I am in much need.

~..~. _____ ... . _ J-.. ; _· · ....

.

'
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\

...
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A fond embr ace for everyone of my sisters: mav they
·
love one anoth er just as I love all of them.
Your son,

On board the C'ruiser Castilla, 8epte rnber 2, 189l>

Sra. Da. Teodora Alonso
l\rly deare st :Mother:
As I promised, I am addre ssing you a few lines be··
fore leaving, to let you knmv abou t the condi tion of my
healt h.
I am well, thank God; I am only concerned as to
what \Vill happ en or shall have happ ened to you in these
days of 11pheaval and disorder. God will that rny old
fathe r may not have any indisposition.
I shall write to you from the places where the boat
stops ; l expec t to be in JVladrjd or at least in Barce lona
at: the end of this mont h.
Do not worry abou t anyth ing: we are all in the
hand s of Divin e Providence. Not all those who go to
Cuba die, and in the end one has to die; at least die doing
some thing good.
Take good care of yourself and take care of my old
fathe r so that we shall see each z)ther again. Nian y regards for my broth er, sister s, 1wphnvs nnd nieces, aunts ,

JOSE
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[September 2, _1896]

95

Sisters: I wish that you take care of our parents ,
serve and love them, as they would like your children
to take care of youi serve you and love you afterwa rds
when you are in old age. Live united, and forgive one
anothe r for any asperity and petty faults - natural
thorns of life - because it is a disappo intmen t for any
parents to see that their childre n do not live in harmon y.
Afterw ards, when our parents are gone, we will miss them
and we will feel sorry for not having served them while
they were still living.
To my brother s-in-law : I give you many thanks for
the friendship you have always shown me; you have always loved me like a brother ; I can not but love you in
the same way.
To my nephew s and nieces: that you study, be good;
obedien t to your parents, grandp arents, and aunts.
To my boys: that they continu e behavin g well, that
upon my return I shall know how to take care of them
again. When I come back, God will decide this, they will
not have lost anythin g : it is ahvays good to have behave d
well.

,JOSE RIZAL
'fo Teodosio: that he continu e to be a good boy ,
studiou s~ industr ious and obedien t.
To Tanis: that he does not strive to have the best
for himself, that he try to do the best for others.
To Mori$ : that he be always good, obedie nt"'

*Publish ed in E pistclario Rizal'ino, Vol 4, p . 285. ::VIanila, 1936 .
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On board the Isla de Pana;.·
Septem ber?, 1896, at R in the evenin g

My deares t .M other:
Today we arrived 111 Singap ore after a happy and
uneven tful voyage.
It has been hot during the trip.
I received the easy chair, for \vhich I give you many
thanks , as well as the typew riter and . .. ..
Do not write until I give you my addres s.
I :1m in good health and I wish you would be the
same also.
The brothe r-in-la w of D. Pecho, D. J\!Ianuel Pinero,
remain s the same althou gh now he can sleep, Please tell
his family.
J\!Iany regard s to rny father, to my sisters, nephews,
aunts, etc.
Your son who ndores you,
~JOSE

RIZAL
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Mr. Mari ano Binco n
Vich.
My dear and most distinguished Sir:
Yesterday, on my arrival at this city from a trip to
the neighboring towns, I received your appreciated letter
of the 28th of July, which I am now going to answer in
my name and in that of my friend Mr. Pedro Pater no.
This gentleman has not been in Madr id for a mont h
now; he could be found in Biarr itz a week ago, from
there he went to D . . . . and not having given me his address, I can not write him now, and consequently can not
talk to him abou t you so that he, on his part, would
take inter est also.
I feel very much such misfortunes as you have had
to suffer and the persecution which I believe you have
learned to bear with great resignation in your heart .
Those like you who have staye d there in the Philippines
for 19 years, can fight advantageously again st adverse
fate: the appe aranc e of strange misfortunes could temper the spirit of a sensible man and prepa re him to win
over them.
If you would indic ate to me the town where you
have resided for such a lengt h of time, perha ps I can do
something more than what my good wishes, ineffective
in themselves, can not accomplish. I would write to a
friend there, in case there is any, to recall the name of
the paris h pries t abou t whom they undo ubted ly conserve good memories. You will have observed that the
Filipino people retain only memories of kindness received; resen tmen ts are erased prom ptly from their heart
and if for those who have treat ed them with harsh ness
they have smiles and tears when they see them leave,
what will they not have for him who has been good
when they see him in his misfortune?
I like very much to communicate with those men
who have come from my coun try, because (perh aps I
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will not go back there) they used to remind me of many
things and awake in me dormant sensations. I would
be grateful if you would write me from time to time;
the mail for my country will leave tomorrow, I will write
to my friends. . what you desire.
You already know our house: if you have the will
to come to this city now or next month, you will have a
student' s lodging as quarters and a hospitable friend at
your disposal. At the beginning of October I shall probably be abroad.
I am, your most affectionate servant: do not doubt
that you will find in me the same respect and regard
which my grandmo ther Dona Basilia and Uncle Don
Antonio Rivera profess for you.
Yours,
J"OSE RIZAL

1\J.adrid, A. ugust 11, 1885
13 Pizarro 13 2nd Right
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Paris 45 Rue M aubenge
October 5, 1889
To the Indio s Bravos
Dear Friends:

•

~.

~~-~'"
--_/ ~--·
~- ;

Sometime ago I received your letter with the order
on the Cred it Lyonnais. Ther e was no hurry abou t it
and the only reason that made me look forward to your
letter was the desire that I had to know how you
arrived there and what impression you have had.
Our friends are going on well and they send you
thous and regards. As I have not visited until now any
of the Filipino families whom we used to visit, I could
not give them the compliments that you are sending
them but as soon as I see them I will comply with your
reque st.
The small package for Levi was delivered to them
more than a week ago. Toda y the package for Don
Simeon Luz is leaving.
Albert has arrived here from Madr id and throu gh
him I see that many of those there ay nalalinan ng pagkasuiigayan; kahimanawari'y huag din mahawa tayong
lahat.
1

It is possible that one of these days I may go to
visit the family of Luna .
I am very busy with what we are doing, which you
alrea dy know.

..
,./

I hope that you will not forget the good intentions
that have been alrea dy formed .

lpinaalaman ko kay Lauro na tunko l sa kaniy a'y
totoong maraming marami ang masasamang balita na
ikinakalat 6 ikinalat na ng mga taga Madrid, kaya nga't
kailangang totoong magbago siya at magbangong puri,
upan ding ang ngalang Indio bravo ay huag mabahiran
1 Are being infecte d
with bestial ity ; Jet us hope that we will not
all he contam inate.d.
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at huag din namang sumama ang loob ni.
. kung
sakali't ang mga masasamang balita'y sumapit sa kaniang taifiga.
1

M. H. del Pilar will go there within a few days.
Ventura and Bautista send you their best regards.
Come soon.
Yom· friend,
The I. B.*

1 I am informing Lauro that there a1·e rnany many bad news being·
s p1·ead or already spread by the people of Madrid about h im, so that is
why h e t r uly needs to change and live a n e.w lif.e, so that the name Indio
Bravo will not. be tarnished and also the feelings of . . . will not be hnrt
if the bad news happens to r each her ears.
* Published in th e Rizal Centenninl Bulletin, Vol. L No. fi Ma ni la,
D ecember :'!O, 19:'J8. Courtesy of Dr. Baldomero Roxas
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45 Rue de Maubenge
Paris, December 28, 1889

My dear friend Roxas:
I received your precious letter and I thank you for
what you tell me in it.
Your missive came just in
already worried because it is a
have not received letters from
month of July, and the cost of
compromised me.

time, for I have been
long time now that I
my family, since the
printing my book has

Today I sent to Lipa four copies of Morga. Later I
will send more.
Da. Julia is not at all resentful of you, so much
so that in the party that they gave here, they talked
of you and Aguilera and before that Paz told me that
when you come you bring her toasted and salted almond
which she and Heloisa like very much.
I shall leave for London on the 4th or 5th of January
to get my things and from there I go to Germany. From
there I shall write to you.
Because I know that copies of Morga would arrive
there without difficulty by parcel post, I will send you
three copies. What I sent have not arrived, it seems,
for I have not received any answer.
Give my thanks to all the good friends who telegraphed me. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
Don Florentino Torres is leaving for Manila with
very sad impressions of the colony of Madrid. He says
that the Filipino youth in the Capital thinks only of
enjoyment; and it is not that they lack. ability and
talent (and he cited to me the names of D1mayuga and
Abreu and Alejandrino) but because they have excess
money. He added, besides, that the Spaniards are the
ones who gave him the bad report. It seems that he

543

goes there to influence his friends not to send their sons
anymore to Europe.
Let us see if you preach to them with your example:
precisely at the present moment when we are in the
struggle, it is necessary to redouble all our effort, it is
necessary to sacrifice all for the good of our land. Without virtue there is no liberty. I am trying to address
myself to all Filipinos, to interest them to reform the
spirit of the colony, to form a colony, serious, hard working
and studious. Thus, I address myself to you, to Aguilera,
to Llorente, to Bautista. Only virtues can redeem the
slave: it is the only way to make the tyrants respect
us and the foreigners to make common cause with us.
Please give my regards to all I. B. 1
You know that you have in me a friend.

J. RIZAL*

Indios Bravos.
*Published in th e Rizal Centennial Bulletin, Vol. I, No. 7, Manila
December 30, 1958. Courtesy of Dr. Baldomero Roxas.
i
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Hotel de Castille
Marseille, October 18, [1891]

My dear friend Roxas:
At last I receive a letter from you and I give you
a thousand thanks for what you tell me in it.
I regret much what is happening to us but what
shall we do? I advise every one to have much prudence,
so that there will be no scandal. I heard also that my
name was the object of exploitation in the Philippines,
but I hope that things will be placed in order. I am
attending to this also.
It is not that I am displeased with the colony in
Madrid, no, much on the contrary. I owe it so much
kindness which I shall never forget. I completely ignore
its policy, but its members, never. They will be friends
always. I do not take heed of its policy, because I foresee that it is leading toward our perdition, and frankly I
do not want to fail because of foolishness. I want to save
what remains. I ignore its politics and its organization
(?), my friends, never.
1

Please tell my cousin Rianzares I regret much that
he is angry for my not giving him thanks for the
bagoong. When I received it Alejandrino only told me
that Tomas sent it to me: afterwards, when Abreu came,
I learned that Ruiz also sent it, and I wrote to this,
giving him my thanks. Now I know t hat Pablito is
also one of the givers, but only now, and I hasten to
give him my thanks in the same manner. Just in case,
I give thanks to Sugang.
Do me the favor of telling M amang~ Tetoy that I
received the books and that Cord de Cruz will pay for
them. Gratias agimus. 3
This afternoon I am embarking for our country.
The Filipinos.
Tagalog for Mr.
a W e giv,, thanks.
1

2
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Regards to Aguilera and tell him that I have received
what they promised me, only that the bill of exchange
being on Barcelona and from Barcelona to Paris the 500
pesos has been reduced to 360 more or less. \Vhat a
loss of money because of the money changers.
iv1uch love to Da. Matilde, Elenita, l\1rs. and I\/liss
Angela, the same to our orator, to the future judge and
to Homero donnitante Goodbye.
1

•

Yours affectionately,

J. RIZAL*

1

Dormant poet.

* CourtEisy of Dr. Baldomero Roxas.
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Hongkong, May 17, 1892
2, Rednaxela Terrace

My dear friend Roxas:
Answering your affectionate letter which I have just
received today, I have the pleasure to inform you that
I have received my diploma and that I conserve your
letter as a reminder of the disinterestedness of the employees there who expedite so well the business of their
office. I only regret not having now on hand 35 pesetas
to refund the amount. They do not sell here bill of
exchange for Spain in this amount, but I shall do it at
the first opportunity .
Please inform Mr. Lete that through private means
I have obtained 15$ for his prize, an amount that I can
not also send directly from here, for they have no money
orders either. I gave orders in Manila. The person who
advances this amount for the prize is Don Eulalio Villavivencio of Taal. The Prop. 1 of Manila has not written
me since the month of December, which makes me believe that they are ignoring me. I feel this, but I do not
regret it and up to a certain limit I am glad, for it
proves to me that things can go on well without me,
which is what I have always desired.

APPENDICES

alone was responsible.
. Here we labour and write short works. The translat10n of the Noli in Tagalog is about finished.-N ow
chapter 8 of the IVforga is being translated.
J?o me the favor of telling cousin Rianzares if you
see hu~, to send me here all the N olis that he has in his
possession, ~or the edition is exhausted. If he sold smne,
he may deliver the money to Pilar on account of the 35
pesetas I borrowed.
I know that Lauro is now in Lipa and they tell
m.e .that he had already quarreled with the Captain of
C1v1l Guard. It seems that the father-in-law is coming
back. Lauro does not write to me.

This is short, for I received your letter at 9 and now
at eleven the mail boat is leaving.
Hegards to all the friends and command yours.

J. RIZAL
Love to Da. !v1atil<le, Elenita, etc. *

Blumentritt has written me telling me that the La
Solidaridad is going to stop and that it would be a pity,
etc, etc. I believe also that it would be a pity but I
can not prevent it; it is some years now that neither
for good nor for evil have I interfered in the policy of
Madrid and that of the Sol: I believe having said that
I should not take part in private venture. I have done
enough by not wanting to accept the managemen t of
any paper that could be the rival or even a supplement
of the Sol. I believe that those in charge should have
the responsibility: I refuse to take active part, even
to help myself. I believe you were all present when
Pilar said that the Sol was a private affair and that he
1

'T he Propaganda Committe·e.
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* Courtesy of Dr . Baldom er o Roxas.
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[The Governor General
Manila]
Most Excellent Sir:
The object of the present is to inform Your Excellency that on this same boat I am leaving for my country
to place myself at your disposal, first, and after that to
attend to some private affairs of mine. Friends and
strangers have tried to dissuade me from taking this
step, showing to me the hidden dangers to which I am
exposing myself, but I have confidence in the sense of
justice of Your Excellency who protects all Spanish subjects in the Philippines, in my just cause, and in the
tranquility of my conscience, and God and the law shall
know how to guard me against all intrigues.
For sometime now my aged parents, my relatives,
friends and even individuals not known to me have been
cruelly persecuted, because of me, they say. I now present myself to receive the brunt of such persecutions, to
answer the charges that may be made against me, in order to end this sit uation which is painful to the innocent s
and sad for Your Excellency's government which likes
to be known for its justice.
In view of the silence of Your Excellency with respect to my letters, silence which I attribute to the great
1

1 Rizal w r ote t o t h e Gov;Tnor Gerwra l
a gain on March 21, 1892.

0 11

Decern lw1· 23, 189 J a nri
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gap between your very high position and the humbleness of my person, as you are known for your fine courtesy, I do not know if Your Excellency will like me to
present myself to you without being sent for. As a consequence, therefore, I shall wait in one of the hotels in
Manila, perhaps in the Oriente Hotel, in case Your Excellency wishes me or has orders to communicate to me,
and after three days if Your Excellency does not impede
it, I shall make use of my liberty to attend to my few
personal affairs, in the conviction that I have complied
with my duty to the Government and to my countrymen.
Sincerely wishing that God protect the life of Your
Excellency, I am, Sir, with all respect, your most attentive, faithful servant.

~aada-.17- n~J'j
. ~ ~.da-oL ~jaL

_. :\. ·. . :,
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JOSE RIZAL
Hongkong, June 21, [1892] *
* Published in Epistolario Rizalino, Vol. 3, p. 348. Manila, 1933
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